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LIVE in Geneva and via Internet World-wide



THE DETAILS:

When you register, you choose your own user name and 
password, which will stay the same for all transactions 
on our site.

1.  Bidding normally starts in the auction room and the lot will be 
adjudicated ignoring the Internet unless an Internet bidder has 
been recognised before the last price is reached.

2.  Please click on the bid button as early as possible for your FIRST 
BID in the bidding as it may take a moment to connect via the 
server due to the different Internet connection speeds around the 
world. Once your bid is relayed the auctioneer notes an Internet 
presence and will delay the bidding at the end giving you a chance 
to finalise your bid.

3.  When and only when there is an Internet bidder the display will 
show GOING GOING GONE! in sequence confirming the end of 
the bidding. You must get your final bid through at the moment 
of the display of the first GOING.

4.  Sometimes several Internet bids may be made at the same 
moment. The server accepts the first bid  received and ignores 
the others at the same price. This explains why you may have bid 
but the next bid is NOT for you. Please bid again immediately.

5.  Every Internet bidder is automatically awarded a credit limit. 
If more is required before the sale just send us an E-Mail 
at:“accounts@davidfeldman.com” mentioning the new desired 
credit limit. During the sale you can ask to increase your credit 
limit through the “Finance” page of the Live Auction Software. 
Please note that in this case a few minutes could be needed to 
receive the answer.

6.  Because of persons who have missed lots because of auction 
speed, we strongly urge you to e-mail us a listing of all lots 
or groups of lots on which you may bid (no obligation), so the 
auctioneer may be aware. We also suggest you to give us a 
phone number where we can reach you during the sale in 
case of any difficulties. If you need help in any way during the 
sale please contact our auction secretariat by telephone at: 
+41.22.727.0770, which will connect you with the appropriate 
person.

CONNECT to www.davidfeldman.com
Select LIVE AUCTION and REGISTER 

or LOG IN

PRACTICE using the simulator to get 
familiar with the options

BID LIVE during any session. Please 
be sure to be connected during the 
equivalent time in your time zone!

FOLLOW THE BIDS as a spectator 
without the need to register or log 
in (but then you can't bid live).

We also WELCOME your bids on 
any lot in the auctions by e-mail, 
up to 24 hours before the lot will 
be offered.
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David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: +41 22 727 07 77, Fax: +41 22 727 07 78, E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com, Web site: www.davidfeldman.com

Offices in Geneva, Hong Kong & New York; representation in 25 cities on all 5 continents

Autumn 2011 - Geneva Auctions
Feldman Galleries

175, route de Chancy, Geneva, Switzerland; Tel: +41 (0)22 727 0777, Fax: +41 (0)22 727 0778
Direct line to auction room: tel. +41 (0)22 727 0770 or +41 (0)22 727 0771

From USA: direct line to auction room tel: 011 41 22 727 0770 or 011 41 22 727 0771

Auction Programme
 Tuesday, December 6  Lot Nos.  
14h00     Olympic Games  10000 - 10627

 Wednesday, December 7 
10h00     Persia 20000 - 20545

 Thursday, December 8 
10h00     Belgium - the Anatoly Karpov Collection  30000 - 30418 
14h00     All World & Rarities: British Empire 40000 - 40727

 Friday, December 9
10h00     All World & Rarities: Great Britain Part 1 40728 - 41071 
14h00     All World & Rarities: Great Britain Part 2 41072 - 41591

 Saturday, December 10   
10h00     Switzerland 50000 - 50414  
14h00 All World & Rarities: French Offices in Zanzibar 60000 - 60111 
15h00 All World & Rarities: Egypt 60112 - 60531

 Sunday, December 11
10h00 All World & Rarities: Europe A-F 60532 - 60921 
14h00 All World & Rarities: Europe G-Z, Overseas 60922 - 61447

Viewing Arrangements
Feldman Galleries, 175, route de Chancy, 1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland

From Nov 28  By appointment: for reservations tel.: +41 (0)22 727 07 77
From Dec 6 General viewing: 09h00-19h00 daily 

Special Viewing in London - Philatex
Visit us at Stand 58

Nov 3-5 British Empire and GB - all single lots will be on view during exhibition hours

Special Viewing in Brussels - Hotel Méridien
Hotel Le Méridien, Carrefour de L’Europe 3, 1000 Brussels - Tel. 0032 2 548 42 11

Nov 25-26 All Belgium catalogue lots will be on view



A Selection of World Rarities        Featured in our Autumn Auctions

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=112&cat=50076
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=20026
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=60963
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40831
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40520
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40157
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40015
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=30102


Autumn Auctions: December 6-11, 2011
FELDMAN GALLERIES, GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
View our catalogues and bid on-line at www.davidfeldman.com

A Selection of World Rarities        Featured in our Autumn Auctions
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=30412
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=30047
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=20261
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We can offer your stamps & covers where they can 
bring the best result. Contact us today!

David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: +41 22 727 07 77, Fax: +41 22 727 07 78, E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com 

Web site: www.davidfeldman.com
Offices in Geneva, Hong Kong & New York; representation in 25 cities on all 5 continents

Clients continue to approach us offering their individual Rarities 
and intact collections, particularly Grand Prix and Large Gold 
medal winning complete holdings. They would like us to sell 
them intact, and appreciate that we would treat the matter with 
strict confidentiality and the utmost discretion. Such discretion 
is especially required regarding any publlicity, whether details of 
the contents or the price involved.

We invite potential buyers for such properties, ranging from 
e100’000 to e10’000’000 who likewise value the principles of 
confidentiality and discretion, to please contact us, letting us 
know your areas of interest.

Please contact David Feldman directly, at df@davidfeldman.com, 
or Marcus Orsi in our Geneva office.

The “Crown Jewel” of Philately: the famous “Bordeaux Cover,” 
franked by the complete 1847 “Post Office” issue of Mauritius, 
sold through our auctions in 1993 for CHF 6'123'750 −  
the acknowledged all-time world’s record for ANY philatelic item!

Available for Direct Sale:
Important & Valuable Rarities and
Award-Winning Intact Collections



BRITISH EMPIRE 
with Collections

GREAT BRITAIN 
Specialised

ù Thursday, December 8, 2011 at 14:00 ú

ù Friday, December 9, 2011 at 10:00 ú

featuring the “Indicus” Collection of Used KGV
We are privileged to include in our December 2011 sale the “Indicus” Collection 
of fine used King George V. It has been almost 30 years since we have had the 
opportunity to offer on the market such a range of British Commonwealth sets 
and singles of such exemplary quality as presented here. Indeed, we confidently 
anticipate that this sale will bring back the focus of philatelists on to the highly 
under-rated area of early 20th-century British Empire, which has too often been 
“lost” between the Classic Victorian period and the recent focus on mid-century 
George VI and early Elizabethan material.

The collection focuses primarily on fine postally used, and only those who have 
tried, will understand the challenge of finding such material from the reign of “The 
Philatelist King”! While it is unfair to single out highlights from a collection containing 
so many truly mouth-watering pieces, we would nevertheless like to draw attention 
to the stunning used GB Prussian Blue Silver Jubilee (cert. BPA), also the Southern 
Rhodesia “printed on gummed side” (PFSA Cert), the magnificent unmounted mint(!) 
Ceylon 500r (cert. Behr), as well as the complete used set of “Salonica” overprints 
(with different postmarks, and higher values certified). 

Further highlights for the connoisseur include the incredible full set of postally 
used Gambia “Split A” (believed to be a unique achievement as a full set; certainly 
we have never seen the 3/- in used condition before), also the full set of 3 of 
Barbados Postage Due bisect covers (also believed to be a unique offering as a full 
set of 3 - Red 1/2d. surcharge, Black surcharge and unsurcharged) as well as the 
extensive range of Zanzibar Postage Due “Cent.s” errors and New Guinea “G.R.I.” 
Registration Labels - all exceptionally difficult in fine used condition.

We believe it is true to say that we have been the world's leading philatelic auction 
house for the greatest World Rarities and Grand Prix collections, over the past 
many years. But I believe it is also true that it's likely that several items presented 
here, though often of relatively modest catalogue value, may not appear on the 
market for many years! We believe this auction will bring as much pleasure for you 
to participate as it does for us to offer. It is certainly unlikely that a single collection 
of such material will make an appearance in the near future.

ALL WORLD & Rarities - Part I:
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40004
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40005
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40009
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40019
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40029
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40107
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40126
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40127
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40128
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40160
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40148
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40199
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40207
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40209
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40222
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40230
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40183


 Lot N°        Symbol(s) Photo   Cat. N°   Estimate ¤
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   British Empire 
  
   Featuring the "Indicus" collection of used George V
   Thursday, December 8, 2011 at 14h00
   Antigua
40000	 C	DCE	 www 1863-1935 Mint ranges on album leaves incl. early QV with one proof, few unused,   Offer 
	 P	   from KEVII cat. £1230 (Est. e300/500)

 

40001	 H	   1921-29 3d to £1 set of 7, very fine used with a very fine £1 (SG £450) 55-61 200

40002	 C	DCE	 www 1863-87, Collection of 20 stamps (most used) on page from 1930s Schwanenberger World   Offer 
	 H	  album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and showing fresh  
	   colours throughout, examine (Est. e 140/160)

   Ascension

 

40003	 G	H	   Great Britain used in Ascension: 1911-1922, Selection incl. Z36, Z37 (2), Z38a (2   Offer 
	    incl. B12 control), Z38b (3), Z39-44 (with Z44 on large part cover), Z47 (2), Z47b  
	    (on piece), Z51, mostly fine, a scarce group (SG £2’382) (Est. e 600/800)

40004	 F	 8 Great Britain used in Ascension: 1913 (Apr 21) Envelope to Cheshire bearing 1912  Z38a 200 
	    1/2d B12 control pair tied by two fair cds, Warrington bs, fine

40005	 F	 8 Great Britain used in Ascension: 1916 (Jun 29) Envelope to London with 1912-22 10d  Z50 500 
	    turqoise-blue tied by clear cds, light foxing to cover otherwise fine and scarce (SG  
	    £600 off cover)

40006	 C	 www 1922-33 Sets complete mint, 1924 1d with tone spots, rest fine (SG £625) 1-20 200

40007	 C	 www 1922-35 Mint ranges on album leaves incl. 1922 & 1934 sets complete, few minor gum   Offer 
	   faults (SG £550+) (Est. e 100/200)

   Australia
   GenerAl iSSueS

40008	  www AUTOGRAPH: Kingsford Smith, the famous Australian aviation pioneer, signed   300 
	   photo-card of himself, with 1931 Kingsford Smith stamp tied by the signature and a  
	   cds, very fine

40009	 F	 8 1937 (Nov 16) Envelope sent by air mail to England with 1915-28 2s and 5s Roos and   200 
	    1937-49 6d, tied by “SHIP MAIL ROOM / MELBOURNE” cds, paying 5 times the 1s6d rate,  
	    some filing folds and creasing, a scarce usage of the 5s

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40000
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40001
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40001
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40002
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40003
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40003
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40003
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40003
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40004
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40005
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40006
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40007
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40008
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40009
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   AuStrAliA - COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.

 

40010	 C	DCE	   1915-36 Roos mint og selection incl. 1915-28 values to 2s (6d no gum, 9d & 2s toned   Offer 
	 S	   gum), and Specimen ovpts on 1915-18 10s to £2, 1923-24 £1 and 1931-36 10s to £2,  
	    fine (SG £1’100+) (Est. E 200/300)

   Bahamas

 

40011	 C	   1859-60 1d Reddish Lake remainder stamp (see footnote after SG2), horizontal mint  1 500 
	    pair, large margins all round, fresh colours, light gum crease in one corner only,  
	    ex Baillie, cert. BPA (2009)

40012	 H	   1918 1d Black and Red with INVERTED OVERPRINT, cancel just across left corner, small  93c 800 
	    natural paper flaw at top of tree, very fine and scarce, cert. BPA (1974) (SG £1’600)

40013	 C	DCE	 www 1859-90, Collection of 25 stamps on page from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part   Offer 
	 H	  I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and showing brilliant unfaded  
	   colours throughout, nice variety of 1d shades and printings incl. several mint,  
	   incl. lovely mint SG 41 (£550) and gorgeous mint QV Pound (SG 57, £275), one obvious  
	   damaged stamp removed, an exceptional lot of great merit, examine (Est.e 400/600)

   Bahrain

 

40014	 H	   1933-37 Set of 14 to 5R (with two 1R) and 1934-37 set of 6, the 5R is fine with a  1-19 100 
	    slightly smudgy cancel, some toning to other stamps (SG £334)

Additional images of items from larger lots may be available at 
www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our web site

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40011
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40011
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40012
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40013
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40014
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40014
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   Bangkok

 

40015	 C	   BANGKOK RARITY 1 

	    1882-85 32c on 2a Yellow, small part og, a very fine example and exceedingly rare,  
	    one of only 20 printed of which less than 10 are known today, this example has  
	    better perfs and shows very similar centering compared to the one we sold in 2007,  
	    cert. BPB (2009)

	    Estimate: e 20’000

40016	 C	H	 www 1882-84, Collection of 10 stamps (5 each mint, part to full og, and used) on page   Offer 
	   from 1930s 1840-90 Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in  
	   1933 (by Michel) and showing brilliant unfaded colours throughout, better include SG  
	   4 and 8 (mint with og and 14) used (total SG about £2’700), an exceptional lot of  
	   great merit, examine (Est. e 600/800)

   Barbados
   GenerAl iSSueS

40017	 C	DCE	 www 1852-85, Collection of 44 stamps (incl. extra shades) on 2 pages from 1930s   Offer 
	 H	  Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel)  
	   and showing lovely unfaded colours throughout, few obvious damaged and/or forgeries  
	   removed, a solid lot of great merit, examine (Est. e 140/180)  

   1873 Five ShillinGS (SG 64)

 

40018	 DCE	   1873 5s Dull Rose unused without gum, fine (SG £950)  300

40019	 F	DFE	 8 1934-47 1d Black bisect on cover (3), an OHMS envelope with block of eight 1d, vert.  D2a 1’200 
	    pair and a bisect (unsurcharged), tied by Barbados GPO cds, cover faults,(cert. PF  
	    1985), “ON SERVICE” front with 1d bisect surch. “1/2” in red ms tied by cds (ex Deakin),  
	    and envelope to the Income Tax Commissioner with 1925-35 1/2d brown and 1d bisect  
	    surcharged “1/2” in blue ms, tied completely by Barbados GPO cds, very fine, a rare  
	    group (SG £1’800 for bisect on cover, SG £2’250 for ms on bisect on cover)

Please review our latest Conditions of Sale

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40015
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40015
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40016
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40017
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40018
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40018
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40019
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   Barbuda

 

40020	 H	   1922 1/2d to 5s used set of 11, all with neat cancels and fine to very fine  1-11 150 
	    condition (SG £350)

 

40021	 H	   1922 1d Bright Scarlet with REVERSED WATERMARK, neat cds across corner, superb (SG £900)  2x 400

40022	 H	   1922 2 1/2d Bright Blue with inverted watermark, crisp central cds, superb (SG £110) 11w 50

   Basutoland

 

40023	 G	   OFFICIAL: 1934 2d Bright Purple with OFFICIAL overprint, tied on small piece by   400 
	    Maseru cds, very fine, cert. Brandon (1999) (SG £850)

40024	 H	   1933 Crocodile used set of 10, with very fine 10s with neat cancel at lower left and   120 
	    very fine 5s, other values in mixed condition (SG £300)

   Bechuanaland
40025	 C	H	 www 1888 Unappropriated Dies 1s to 10s values, mint og (2s neatly used), 2s slightly  15-19 150 
	   toned, 5s has discoloured perfs at top, 10s very fine (SG £449)

 

40026	 H	   1913-24 Waterlow 2s6d and 5s Seahorse, used, 2s6d with a few lightly toned perfs,  83-84 200 
	    neat cancels, fine (SG £650)

40027	 C	 www 1913-24 Bradbury Wilkinson 2s6d and 5s (2), mint og, with one 5s showing plate flaw  88-89 80 
	   at top left, fine (SG £310)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40020
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40020
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40020
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40020
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40021
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40022
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40021
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40022
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40023
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40024
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40023
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40024
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40025
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40026
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40026
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40026
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40027
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40028	 H	   1913-24 Bradbury Wilkinson 2s6d and 5s Seahorse, used, very fine (SG £435) 88-89 150

40029	 F	 8 1910 6d Black and Brown-Orange fiscal tied on envelope sent registered to London by  F1 600 
	    a Francistown cds, with boxed registered hs adjacent, Cape Town and London bs, a  
	    very scarce postal usage of this fiscal stamp, very fine & rare (less than 5 known)

40030	 C	H	 www 1884-89 (incl. Protectorate & Stellaland), Collection of 38 stamps, mostly mint, on   Offer 
	   2 pages from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in  
	   1933 (by Michel) and showing brilliant fresh original colours throughout, many  
	   choice key values, an exceptional lot, examine (Est. e 600/900)

   Bermuda
40031	 C	 www 1918-22 2s to £1 mint og set of six, fine to very fine (SG £600) 51b-55 180

 

40032	 H	   1918-22 2s Purple and Blue on blue with WATERMARK REVERSED, used, very fine and rare  51bx 1’200 
	    (SG £2’500)

40033	 H	   1918-22 £1 Purple and Black on red, light Hamilton cds, very fine, cert. RPS (1982) (SG £550)  55 260

40034	 H	   1921 2 1/2d Ultramarine with “A” of “CA” watermark missing, light cancel, crease and  69b 200 
	    a couple of scuffs, rare and unpriced by SG in used

40035	 C	 www 1924-32 2s to 12s6d mint og set of four, 10s with rounded corner perf., otherwise  88-93 100 
	   fine to very fine (SG £450)

 

40036	 H	   1937 12s6d Grey and Orange fiscal which has been postally used, with neat St.  F1 600 
	    Georges 31st Jan cds (the day before it was authorised for postage!), a few lightly  
	    toned perfs at lower right, otherwise fine and rare, cert. RPS (1981) (SG £1’400)

40037	 C	DCE	 www 1865-87, Collection of 17 stamps (12 mint, most no gum, plus 5 used) on page from   Offer 
	 H	  1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by  
	   Michel), generally fresh unfaded colours throughout, better incl. SG 1-4, 13b (diag.  
	   “THREE PENCE” surcharge and 15-17, good lot of great merit, examine (Est. e 800/1’200)

 
You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction via our

web site, www.davidfeldman.com
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   British east Africa

 

40038	 C	DCE	   1895-96 Set of 15 mint, 6a + 1r without gum, fine appearance (SG £600) 49-63 200

 

40039	 H	   THE NEWLY DISCOVERED AND UNIQUE VARIETY 66y 1'000

	    1896-1901 1a Carmine-Rose pair with WATERMARK INVERTED AND REVERSED, light Mombassa  
	    cds, small tear at right not detracting from this unique item.

	    This pair was the discovery example for the newly listed SG.66y in the 2012 SG  
	    Commonwealth catalogue.

 

 

40040	 C	DCE	   1896-1901 Selection mint incl. 1896-1901 Set of 15 values mint (5a no gum) + 1897   400 
	    high values 3r + 5r unused, 1r + 4r fine mint (SG £1400+) 

40041	 S	   1897-1903 Top 3 values to 50r mauve overprinted SPECIMEN, fine (SG Cat. £475) 97s-99s 180

   British Guiana
40042	 C	DCE	 www 1853-90, A whole flotilla of Ship issues, about 60 stamps (starting with lovely   Offer 
	 H	  1853-55 unused 4d) and incl. a few Officials, on 5 pages from 1930s Schwanenberger  
	   World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and showing  
	   brilliant unfaded colours throughout, exceptional condition well above the norm, examine (Est. e 400/800)

   GenerAl iSSueS

 

40043	 H	   1850-51 12c Blue with Demerara cds, no tears, small thin, a space-filler quality  5 550 
	    example of a rare stamp (SG £5’500)

40044	 DCE	 www 1862-76, Selection of 12 values unused, mostly fine (SG ca. £1’000)  300
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   British honduras

 

40045	 H	   1913-21 1c to $5 set of 10 plus some extra shades, with a very fine $5 with light  101-110 200 
	    central cds, rest fine to very fine (SG £447+)

40046	 H	   1916 1c Green with inverted “WAR” overprint in black with moiré screen in violet,  114a 150 
	    Belize cds, couple of short perfs otherwise fine, cert. BPA (1988) (SG £325)

40047	 H	   1922-33 1c to $5 used set of 13, with very fine $5 (cert. BPA 1999), rest fine to  124-137 200 
	    very fine (SG £425)

40048	 C	H	 www 1865-89, Collection of 24 stamps (mostly mint) on page from 1930s Schwanenberger   Offer 
	   World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and showing  
	   uncommon original unfaded colours throughout, a valuable lot in exceptional  
	   condition, examine (Est. e 200/300)

40049	 C	DCE	 www 1865-1912, Old-time collection neatly mounted on Maury album pages, includes a few   Offer 
	 H	  Specimens and Revenues, gen. fine (Est. e 300/400)

   British levant
   BritiSh POSt OFFiCeS  - SAlOniCA (GreeCe)

 

40050	 H	   1916 1/2d to 1s used set of 8, 1/2d has some minor toning, 1s with crayon mark, else  S1-S8 1’400 
	    very fine, with RPS / BPA / Brandon certs for the 3d to 1s (SG £3’000)

   COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.
40051	 H	 www 1902-22, Used selection with GB used abroad and overprinted issues, incl. GB 5s,   Offer 
	   2s6d (2), 5s (3) and 10s Seahorses with Constantinople cds, LEVANT ovpt on 2s6d  
	   Seahorse, many GB KGV used incl. multiple and on piece, etc., generallly fine,  
	   useful group (98) (Est. e 200/300)

   Brunei

 

40052	 H	   1908-22 1c to $5 used set of 12 (plus 10c & 50c shades, excl. 1c die II), with very  34-48 150 
	    fine 50c, $1 and $5, the rest mostly fine with neat cancels, ex Nashville (SG £389)

40053	 H	   1922 Malaya Borneo Exhibition used set of 9, very fine, ex Nashville (SG £600) 51-59 300

40054	 H	   1924-37 1c to $1 used set of 19, 1c and 2c a little toned, rest very fine (SG £190) 60-78 80
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   Bushire

 

40055	 H	   1915 (Aug) 1ch to 10kr (excl. 3ch and 2kr) used values, mostly very fine (SG £1’525) 1/14 700

40056	 H	   1915 (Aug) 3ch, 6ch, 10ch, 12ch, 24ch and 1kr (2) with “no stop” variety, all used  3a/10b 700 
	    and mostly very fine (one 1kr with perf. faults) (SG £1’505)

 

40057	 H	   1915 (Aug) 2kr Claret and Green with “no stop” variety, neat cds at lower left,  11a 340 
	    superb (SG £700)

40058	 H	   1915 (Aug) 3kr Black and Lilac with “no stop” variety, neat cds, very fine, cert.  12a 400 
	    RPS (1977) (SG £850)

40059	 H	   1915 (Aug) 5kr Blue and Red with “no stop” variety, neat cds at lower left, superb (SG £600) 13a 300

40060	 H	   1915 (Aug) 10kr Rose and Bistre-Brown with “no stop” variety, neat cds, fine (SG £550) 14a 260

 

40061	 H	   1915 (Sep) 1ch Deep Blue and Carmine with neat cds, one short perf and slight thin  15 180 
	    at top, fine appearence, cert. RPS (2007) (SG £475)

40062	 G	   1915 (Sep) 3ch Deep Green (setting 2 pos.1) tied on small fragment by cds, very  17 340 
	    fine, cert. Holcombe (1997) and Sadri (2001) (SG £700)

40063	 G	   1915 (Sep) 9ch Deep Violet and Brown on piece with neat cds, fine, cert. Behr (2007) (SG £900)  20 400

40064	 H	   1915 (Sep) 24ch Sepia and Brown with neat cds in lower right corner, superb (SG £600) 23 300
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40065	 G	   1915 (Sep) 1kr Black, Brown and Silver tied on piece by cds just across the corner,  24 360 
	    superb, cert. Brandon (1997) (SG £750)

 

40066	 G	   1915 (Sep) 2kr Carmine, Slate and Silver tied to fragment by cds, fine, signed A.  25 360 
	    Diena (SG £800)

40067	 G	   1915 (Sep) 3kr Sepia, Dull Lilac and Silver tied on fragement by cds, superb, signed  26 400 
	    A. Diena (SG £850)

 

40068	 H	   1915 (Sep) 5kr Sepia, Dull Lilac and Silver, with neat cds in the lower left corner,  27 400 
	    fine, cert. Holcombe (1988) (SG £800)

40069	 H	   1915 (Sep) 1t Black, Violet and Gold with cds just across the corner, very fine,  28 340 
	    cert. BPA (1978) (SG £700)

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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   Cameroon

 

40070	 CC	C	   1915 1/2d on 3pf to 5s on 5M mint set of 13, mint nh to 1s (excl. 1/2d on 5pf), high   200 
	    values mint og with some gum toning, fine (SG £800)

 

40071	 G	H	   1915 1/2d on 3pf to 5s on 5M set, with top right marginal 5s on 5M (one rounded  B1-13 1’600 
	    corner perf.) with Duala cds of 9.7.15 (backdated prior to the first day of issue  
	    for a presentation set according to the cert. RPS 2007), very fine 3s on 3M with  
	    central violet Duala cds signed Bothe, fine to very fine (SG £3’250)

   Canada
40072	 C	DCE	 20 1851-90, Collection of 47 stamps (few mint incl. rare 8c Registration, mostly used)   Offer 
	 H	   on 2 pages from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued  
	    in 1933 (by Michel) and locked away, so showing brilliant unfaded colours  
	    throughout, many better shades among the Large Queens noted, few obvious damaged  
	    and/or forgeries removed, much better than usual condition esp. among the Large  
	    Queens, SG about £7’000, examine (Est. e 800/1’200)

 

40073	 C	DCE	   1859-1931, Mint selection incl. 1859 5c & 17c (5c perf. faults, both no gum), 1864   Offer 
	    2c, 1868 15c, 1870-88 5c & 6c (both no gum), 1897 Jubilees to $1 (some no gum, $1  
	    toned), 1897-98 set of 8, 1898-1902 set of 11, 1903-12 values to 20c, 1928-29 set of  
	    11 and 1930-31 set of 16, mixed condition (SG £5’700+) (Est. e 600/800)

   Cape of Good hope
   POStAl hiStOry
40074	 F	 www Undated “On Service” entire addressed to the Secretary to the Orphans Board at Cape   50 
	   Town, with “POST PAID” boxed hs and red “POST PAID / (crown) / CALEDON” circular hs, fine

40075	 F	 www 1831 Wrapper to Cape Town with “POST OFFICE / (crown) / ZWELLENDAM” circular hs   50 
	   (Type CC 8) and crowned “”POST OFFICE / GENERAL” Cape Town cds (Type DLS 3), rated  
	 	  “3/6,” very fine

40076	 F	 www 1830s Wrapper to Cape Town with “POST OFFICE / (crown) / ZWELLENDAM” circular hs   50 
	   (Type CC 8) and crowned “GENERAL POST OFFICE” Cape Town oval ds (Type DLS 3), “POST  
	   PAID” boxed hs, rated “7,” some creasing and minor peripheral soiling
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   the 1853-1864 CAPe triAnGleS

 

40077	 H	   Used selection of Cape Triangulars incl. 1853 1d brown red, 1855-63 1d brick-red /   Offer 
	    cream paper, 1d deep rose-red pair, 6d pale rose-lilac (4), 1s bright yellow-green  
	    single and pair (just touched), 1863-64 1d deep carmine-red, 1d deep brown-red, 4d  
	    steel blue, 6d bright mauve and 1s bright emerald green, all with three clear  
	    margins (unless stated), minor faults, some fine looking stamps and a useful lot (SG  
	    £5’225) (Est. e 800/1’000)

   PerkinS, BACOn & CO. ltD.
40078	 H	 www 1853 1d Brick-Red with sideways watermark, close to good margins, light cancel, very  1b 120 
	   fine (SG £450)

 

40079	 H	   1d Deep Brick-Red on deeply blued paper pair, with close to very good margins,  1a 200 
	    single crisp triangular cancel, corner crease not affecting the superb appearance,  
	    cert. Brun (1982) and RPS (1985) (SG £750)

40080	 H	   1d Brick Red pair with good to large margins, crisp “C.G.H” triangle cancels, very  3 140 
	    fine (SG £500+)

 

40081	 H	   1d Brick-Red pair with large to huge margins, triangular cancels, very fine, signed  5 900 
	    A. Diena (SG £1’800+)

40082	 H	   1d Brick-Red, with good to very good margins, neat triangular cancel, very fine,  5 220 
	    cert. PF of South Africa (SG £900)

 

40083	 DCE	   1d Rose left marginal pair with large to very large margins, unused, small amount of  5a 240 
	    toning at foot, otherwise fine (SG £1’100)
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40084	 H	   1d Rose strip of four, with just touched (at right) to large margins, slightly  5a 200 
	    smudgy triangular cancels, light horizontal wrinkle o/w fine (SG £800+)

 

40085	 H	   1d Rose-Red pair with sideways watermark, fine to very good margins, triangular  5ab 200 
	    cancels, fine (SG £900)

 

40086	 DCE	   1855-63 1d Deep Rose-Red, with fine to very good margins, unused without gum, very  5b 180 
	    fine, cert. PF of South Africa (1985) (SG £800)

   1855-58 FOur PenCe Blue (SG 6A)

 

40087	 C	   4d Deep Blue mint og pair with good to very large margins, a couple of small light   480 
	    gum creases mentioned only for accuracy, very fine (SG £1’600)

   1855-58 Six PenCe rOSe-lilAC (SG 7)

40088	 H	 www 1855-63 6d Pale Rose-Lilac, with very good to large margins, light registered oval  7 60 
	    cancel, very fine (SG £225)

 

40089	 H	   6d Deep Rose-Lilac with fine to good margins, neat red “C.G.H.” triangle cancel,  7b 100 
	    very fine (SG £325)
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   1855-58 Six PenCe SlAte-lilAC (SG 7C)

 

40090	 H	   6d Slate-Lilac with fine to large margins, showing plate flaw through top of “ENCE,”   140 
	    cancel clear of variety, very fine (SG £450+)

40091	 H	   1855-63 6d Slate-Lilac on blued paper, with good to very large margins, light  7c 100 
	    cancel, very fine (SG £450)

   1855-58 One ShillinG yellOw-Green (SG 8)

 

40092	 DCE	   1855-63 1s Yellow-Green, with fine margins all around, unused without gum, fine,  8 500 
	    cert. RPS (1986) (SG £2’750)

   1855-58 One ShillinG DeeP DArk Green (SG 8B)

 

40093	 C	   1s Deep Dark Green mint og block of four with very good to large margins, very fine  8b 500 
	    and fresh (SG £1’400+)

40094	 C	   1855-63 1s Deep Dark Green mint og pair, with good to large margins, fine,  8b 300 
	    signed Holcombe

   SAul SOlOmOn & CO. - the SO-CAlleD “wOODBlOCk” iSSueS

   One Penny BriCk-reD (SG 13B

 

40095	 H	   1861 “Woodblock” 1d red with close to huge margins, lightly cancelled and showing  13b 700 
	    small part of red cds at left, two light thins not affecting the appearance, cert.  
	    Brandon (1996) (SG £4’250)

   FOur PenCe PAle Grey-Blue (SG 14A)

40096	 H	   1861 “Woodblock” 4d pale grey-blue, with good to large margins, slightly heavy  14a 360 
	    cancel, fine, cert. BPA (1979)
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   FOur PenCe PAle BriGht Blue (SG 14B)

 

40097	 F	   4d Pale Bright Blue, just touched to massive margins, tied by “CGH” triangular  14b  
	    cancel to 1861 envelope from Cape Town via Swellendam to Worcester, cover creases  
	    with one through stamp, attractive & scarce, cert. RPS

	    Estimate: e 3’000 - e 4’000

   thOmAS De lA rue & CO. ltD.

   One Penny DeeP CArmine-reD S.G.18

 

40098	 C	   1d Deep Carmine-Red mint og pair with large to very large margins, very fine and  18 120 
	    fresh (SG £400+)

   FOur PenCe DeeP Blue S.G.19

 

40099	 C	   1863-64 4d Deep Blue in mint og block of four, with very good to large margins, very  19 300 
	    fine, signed Holcombe

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following Credit Cards :

viSA, mASterCArD, eurOCArD and AmeriCAn exPreSS
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   Six PenCe mAuve S.G.20

 

40100	 C	   6d Bright Mauve mint og pair with fine to large margins, showing characteristic  20 180 
	    flaky print, very fine (SG £600+)

40101	 C	   6d Bright Mauve mint og pair, with very good to huge margins, very slight toning at  20 150 
	    top, o/w fine, signed Holcombe

40102	 C	   6d Bright Mauve mint og with large to huge margins, very fine, signed A. Bolaffi and  20 100 

	    A. Diena (SG £300)

 

40103	 H	   6d Bright Mauve with fine to very good margins, crisp “1” barred oval, very fine (SG £450) 20 120

   One ShillinG BriGht emerAlD-Green S.G.21

40104	 C	   1s Bright Emerald Green mint og pair with close to large margins, very fine (SG £900)  240

 

40105	 H	   1s Bright Emerald-Green, with fine to gigantic margins (showing lower frame of stamp  21 200 
	    below), light cancel, fine, cert. Brandon (1997)

   GenerAl iSSueS

40106	 F	 www 1894 (Aug 18) 1/2d Green postal stationery card cancelled by Oudtshoorn “compass   80 
	   wheel” cds, with Mossel Bay arrival cds adjacent, couple of fox spots, a fine  
	   example of this scarce cancel

40107	 F	H	 8 1895 (Jun 28) Envelope with 1893-1902 1d red tied by CORK CANCEL, sent from Gardens   500 
	    (cds adjacent) to Mossel Bay (bs), fine and rare, incl. a selection of stamps (12)  
	    with cork cancels. Goldblatt (Postmarks of the CoGH) states that “Although postage  
	    stamps obliterated by corks are common...only a few covers of this nature have been  
	    noted and they are rare.”
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   mAFekinG

 

40108	 C	   1900 1d Major Goodyear on Bicycle pale blue on blue mint og, toned perfs at top not  17 300 
	    noticeable from the front, o/w fine (SG £900)

 

40109	 G	   1900 1d Major Goodyear on Bicycle deep blue on blue pair tied on piece by complete  17 240 
	    Mafeking AP 23 cds, each showing different shades caused by different amounts of  
	    exposure (the negative was applied to a single stamp each time), very fine (SG £500+)

40110	 G	   1900 1d Major Goodyear on Bicycle pale blue on blue tied on piece by Mafeking MY 2  17 200 
	    cds, showing cracked plate variety at foot, very fine and rare

40111	 G	   1900 1d Major Goodyear on Bicycle pale blue on blue tied on piece by complete  17 100 
	    Mafeking MY 11 cds, very fine (SG £275)

40112	 G	   1900 1d Major Goodyear on Bicycle pale blue on blue, top right marginal on piece  17 100 
	    with Mafeking AP 28 cds, very fine (SG £275)

 

40113	 C	G	H	   1900 1d Major Goodyear on Bicycle selection of used (32) and mint (4, one with  17/18 3’600 
	    surface scuff), showing a range of shades and cancels, perfect for plating, a few  
	    with light toning, mainly very fine (SG £12’400)

 

40114	 H	   1900 1d Major Goodyear on Bicycle in pale blue and deep blue shades and 3d  17/22 600 
	    Baden-Powell 18mm and 21mm, all fine used examples with neat cancels
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40115	 C	   1900 1d Major Goodyear on Bicycle deep blue on blue mint og showing IMPERFORATE AT  18 3’000 
	    TOP variety, some perfs slightly toned on reverse, o/w very fine and rare

 

40116	 C	   1900 1d Major Goodyear on Bicycle deep blue on blue mint og, very fine (SG £900) 18 300

40117	 C	   1900 1d Major Goodyear on Bicycle deep blue on blue mint og, two perfs slightly  18 300 
	    toned on reverse, o/w very fine, signed A. Diena (SG £900)

 

40118	 G	   1900 1d Major Goodyear on Bicycle deep blue on blue, top marginal tied on piece by  18 100 
	    complete Mafeking MY 11 cds, very fine (SG £275)

40119	 G	   1900 1d Major Goodyear on Bicycle deep blue on blue tied on piece by complete  18 100 
	    Mafeking MY 11 cds, very fine (SG £275)

40120	 H	   1900 1d Major Goodyear on Bicycle deep blue on blue pair tied with Mafeking MY 15  18 200 
	    cds, very fine (SG £500+)

 

40121	 H	   1900 3d Baden-Powell pale blue on blue (18.5mm wide) with Mafeking MY 5 cds, very  19 150 
	    fine (SG £400)

Additional images of items from larger lots may be available at 
www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our web site
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40122	 G	H	   1900 3d Baden-Powell selection, with five 18.5mm examples and one 21mm, with  19/20 600 
	    different dated cds, mixed condition

 

40123	 G	   1900 3d Baden-Powell deep blue on blue (18.5mm wide), top marginal example tied on  20 150 
	    piece by Mafeking MY 17 cds (the Siege stamps became obsolete on this day), very  
	    fine (SG £350)

40124	 G	   1900 3d Baden-Powell pale blue on blue (21mm wide) tied on piece by complete  21 1’000 
	    Mafeking MY 11 cds, showing broken plate variety at top (the result of the printer  
	    breaking the glass negative, corner crease not detracting, scarce with no more than  
	    250 thought to exist

40125	 G	J	   1900 3d Baden-Powell pale blue on blue (21mm wide) tied on piece by complete  21 300 
	    Mafeking MY 12 cds, very fine (SG £900)

   BOer wAr

40126	 F	 8 1900 (Feb 9) Envelope (opened out) sent from Wimborne to a Lieutenant in the Boer   300 
	    Army, almost 5 months into the war, franked with 1881 1d lilac pair and 1887 1/2d  
	    vermilion, sent via Cape Town and Durban to the Consulate of the USA (cachet lower  
	    left), franked with a Transvaal 1896 1d (since British stamps weren’t accepted in  
	    Transvaal) and forwarded to to the Artillery Camp in Pretoria, minor creasing, a  
	    very unusual cover passing through the lines, cert. Holcombe (1993)

40127	 F	 8 1899 (Oct) Envelope with rare Boer censor seal type I, sent from Weymouth, England,   200 
	    to Johannesburg, franked with 1881 1d lilac, underpaid with tax hs adjacent, then  
	    redirected with Transvaal 1d to Cape Town, faults to label, some cover creasing,  
	    scarce use of label on incoming mail (thought to be only 4 other covers known)

40128	 F	 8 Boer Invasion of Natal: 1900 (Mar 21) Envelope to Johannesburg with Transvaal   150 
	    1896-97 1/2d green tied by “Veld Post Z.A.R. / MOUNT PROSPECT” oval ds, with  
	    Volksrust and arrival bs, corner faults at right and some creasing, still a fine  
	    strike of a scarce cancel on cover

   GriquAlAnD weSt

40129	 C	H	 www 1877-80, 12 stamps (2 mint) on page from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I   Offer 
	    (1840-90), good variety of ovpts, slightly mixed condition, useful, examine (Est. e 50/100)

Search our Frequent “Feldman Express” Internet-only Auctions, 
visit our Net Price Shop, or Register to bid “Live” at

www.davidfeldman.com
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   COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.
 

40130	 H	   1853-64, Used selection of Triangulars from the De La Rue and Perkins Bacons   Offer 
	    printings, most have 3 margins, only 2 with pen cancels, incl. different shades,  
	    mostly fine (SG £9’700+) (43) (Est. e 2’000/3’000)

40131	 C	DCE	 20 1853-87, Collection of 48 stamps (mostly used) on 2 pages from 1930s Schwanenberger   Offer 
	 H	   World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and locked away,  
	    showing brilliant unfaded colours throughout, starts with well above average group  
	    of Triangles (mostly with margins clear to large) incl two values of the  
	    “Woodblocks” and several blued or deeply blued papers, also shades, later issues  
	    close to completion for the period, a solid presentation, SG about £8’500, examine  
	    (Est. e 1’200/1’800)

   Cayman islands
40132	 C	   1900-35 Mint ranges on album leaves, high degree of completion incl. 1907 1/2d and   Offer 
	    1d on 5s (SG cat. £2200) (Est. e 400/800)

 

40133	 C	   1907 1/2d on 5s salmon on green, mint, fresh & very fine, plus 1907 1/2d on 1d  18 120 
	    carmine mint (SG £325)

40134	 C	   1907 1d on 5s salmon on green, mint, fresh & very fine (SG £250) 19 120

40135	 DCE	   1908 2 1/2d on 4d brown & blue, unused, fine & scarce (SG £1700) 35 400

 

40136	 H	   1912-20 1/4d to 10s set with extra shades of the 2 1/2d, 3d (5) and 1s, and three  40-52 400 
	    very fine 10s, the rest mostly fine to very fine, the is an exceptional lot  
   which includes every listed shade incl. the unpriced 3d on buff (SG £880+)

 

40137	 H	   1917 1 1/2d on 2 1/2d Blue with the rare type 16 overprint, with light George Town  55 1’000 
	    cds, very fine and rare, only 420 issued, ca 40 thought to be used, cert. RPS (SG £2’000)
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40138	 C	   1932-35 Mint group comprising 1932 Centenary set + 1935 set (dry gum) (SG £625)  200

   Ceylon

 

40139	 H	   1857-59 2s Dull Blue with good to very large margins, light barred grill cancel,  12 400 
	    small and slight thin, otherwise very fine and scarce (SG £1’300)

 

40140	 S	   1912-25 50r Dull purple part og plus 100r grey-black unused both ovpt SPECIMEN,  320s+321s 180 
	    fine (SG Cat. £515)

 

40141	 CC	   1912-25 500R Dull Green, mint nh, very fine, cert. Behr (2006) (SG £6’500) 322 3’000

 

40142	 CC	   1921-35 100R Brownish-Grey, mint nh left marginal with control no. 1, a few toned  359 1’000 
	    perfs barely visible from the front, fine and scarce, signed A. Diena (SG £2’000)
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40143	 CC	   1921-35 100R Grey-Black mint nh, two toned perfs at top barely visible from front,  359h 800 
	    fine and rare, cert. Brandon (1977) (SG £2’000)

40144	 CC	   1921-32 100R Dull Purple and Blue, mint nh, slightly toned gum, well centred, fine  360 750 
	    and scarce (SG £1’500)

40145	 CC	C	F	   1848-1937, Mint & used collection in stockbook incl. one pre-stamp cover from   Offer 
	 G	H	   Colombo, a nice section of imperf. earlies, later QV with a few interesting notes on  
	    cancellations, quality is mixed to fine (Est. e 800/1’000)

40146	 C	H	 www 1857-90, Collection of about 90 stamps (some mint, most used, no Officials) on 4   Offer 
	   pages from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in  
	   1933 (by Michel) and stored away so showing brilliant unfaded colours throughout,  
	   few obvious damaged and/or forgeries removed, slightly mixed condition, useful,  
	   examine (Est. e 400/600)

   Cook islands

 

40147	 C	DCE	   1892 1/2d to 10d mint og set of 4 plus shades of the 1d (no gum), 1 1/2d (2) and 2  1-4 80 
	    1/2d (no gum), a couple with some tone spots, mainly fine (SG £344)

   Cyprus
   POStAl hiStOry

40148	 F	 8 1695 Cover from Larnaca to Italy, fine & scarce early entire  360

   queen viCtOriA keyPlAte iSSueS

 

40149	 C	H	   1882-86 1/2pi to 12pi used set of 7, fine to very fine, plus 1894-96 1/2pi to 45pi  16-22,40-49 100 
	    mint og set of 10, 45pi very fine, the rest mostly fine (SG £410)

40149A C	 	 1904-10 5pa to 45pi mint og set of 12, 45pi very fine, rest fine to very fine (SG £225)  60

40150	 H	   1924-28 1/2pi with INVERTED WATERMARK, Nicosia cds, rounder corner perf. at lower  103w 400 
	    right, very scarce, only 2 or 3 known (SG £2’500)
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   kinG GeOrGe v iSSueS

 

40151	 H	   1912-15 30pa with WATERMARK INVERTED AND REVERSED (wmk Mult. Crown CA), neat cds,  76var 1’000 
	    very fine, uncatalogued by SG (a new discovery?), very rare

40152	 H	   1921-23 45pi with “broken bottom left triangle” variety, light cancel leaving  99a 800 
	    variety clear, couple of shortish perfs otherwise fine and scarce (SG £2’000)

 

40153	 G	   1921-23 10s Green and Red on yellow, tied on small piece by complete Larnaca cds,  100 360 
	    very fine (SG £750)

40154	 G	   1924-28 £1 Purple and Black on red, tied on fragment by Nicosia cds, very fine (SG £800) 102 400 

40155	 	  (No lot)

 

40156	 C	   1912-15 10pa to 45pi mint og set of 11, 45pi very fine, rest fine to very fine (SG £200)  74-84 50

 

40157	 S	   THE MOST IMPORTANT NON-VARIETY STAMP OF CYPRUS  

	    1921-23 1/2pi Black prepared for use but not issued, with SPECIMEN overprint (type D16),  
	    stuck on piece from the De La Rue archives, slightly short perf. at foot., cert. BPA (2011)

	    The unique example, and of true exhibition calibre.

	    Estimate: e 60’000 - e 80’000
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40158	 H	   1921-23 £1 Purple and Black on red, neat double ring cds, very fine, cert. RPS  101 900 
	    (1968) (SG £2’500)

   1924-28 ChAlk-SurFACeD PAPer

 

40159	 C	   1924-28 1/2pi to £1 mint og set of 13, with £1 mint nh with top margin selvedge,  103-117 150 
	    very fine (SG £537.25)

   COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.

40160	 F	 8 1851-80, Small used selection in stockbook showing 12 Austrian Levant singles used   Offer 
	    in Cyprus, 8 QV singles used in Cyprus, also 1851 stampless cover with LARNACA  
	    2-line pmk and incoming Greek cover with Large Hermes Heads to Larnaca, a fine group  
	    (Est. e 400/600)

40161	 CC	C	H	 www 1879-84, Collection of 25 stamps (most used) on page from 1930s Schwanenberger World   Offer 
	   album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and incl. additional  
	   plate and surcharge varieties, a highly useful lot, examine, SG about £3’500 (Est. e 500/700)

 

40162	 H	   1912-34, Used selection incl. 1912-15 set of 11 plus 1/2pi with broken triangle,   Offer 
	    1921-23 set of 15 (45pi faulty) plus 30pa with broken triangle, 1924-28 1/4pi to  
	    90pi (90pi very fine), 1928 50th Anniv. of British Rule (fine £1), 1934 set of 11,  
	    mixed condition (SG £1’988) (Est. e 400/600)

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following Credit Cards :

viSA, mASterCArD, eurOCArD and AmeriCAn exPreSS
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   Dominica

 

40163	 H	   1923-33 1/2d to £1 set of 21, with superb £1 tied on piece by Dominica GPO cds, the  71-91 300 
	    rest fine to very fine with neat cds cancels (SG £600)

40164	 C	H	 www 1874-88, Collection of 20 stamps (11 mint) on page from 1930s Schwanenberger World   Offer 
	    album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and showing brilliant  
	    unfaded colours throughout, an exceptional collection, examine (Est. e 120/140)

40165	 C	 www 1874-1935, Mint collection on leaves with a high degree of completion (SG £3’172)   Offer 
	    (Est. e 500/1’000)

   Falkland islands

 

40166	 C	DCE	   1891-1902 Set of 10 to 5s mint, 6d unused & discoloured, extra shades of 2 lower   300 
	    values (SG £700)

40167	 C	   1904-12 Set of 8 to 5s mint + extra shades of 1/2d + 1d (SG £425) 43-50 180

40168	 C	   1912-20 Set of 11 mint with extra shades of lower values + extra 5s, 2 lower values  60-69 400 
	    with small imperfections, high values very fine (SG £1’000+)

 

40169	 H	   1912-20 Set incl. 1/2d (5), 1d (4), 2d (4), 2 1/2d (4), 6d (2), 1s (3), 3s, 5s red,  60-69 500 
	    5s maroon (2), 10s and a very fine £1, with shade and perf. varieties, mostly fine,  
	    odd bit of toning, still an exceptional lot with every listed shade included (SG £1’100+)

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction via our
web site, www.davidfeldman.com
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40170	 H	   1912-20 1d PALE SCARLET, partial Port Stanley cds couple of bent perfs at top, fine  61b 300 
	    and very scarce shade, cert. Heijtz (2007) (SH25d) (SG £900)

40171	 H	   1918-20 1s Brown with inverted watermark, cds across lower left corner, superb (SG £425)  72bw 200

40172	 G	   1928 2 1/2d Provisional surcharge on 2d Purple-Brown, tied on small piece, fine,  115 500 
	    cert. RPS (1968) (SG £1’200)

40173	 C	 www 1929-38 Mint selection comprising Whale & Penguin set to 10s (odd ragged perf.),   300 
	   Centenary set to 2s6d, 1938-50 set of 18, fresh appearance, some with hinge  
	   remainders (SG £1’150)

40174	 C	DCE	 www 1878-85, Collection of 8 Victoria Profiles (4 mint) on page from 1930s   Offer 
	 H	  Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel)  
	   and showing fresh original colours, a good lot, SG about £1’600, examine (Est. e300/400)

   Fiji

 

40175	 H	   POSTAGE DUES: 1917 1/2d to 4d used set of 5, some toning as usual, scarce (SG £1’365) D1-D5 300

 

40176	 H	   POSTAGE DUES: 1917-18 1/2d, 1d (a little toned) and 2d, fine and scarce (SG £1’090) D5a-5c 300

40177	 C	DCE	 20 1870-84, Collection of 24 stamps (most used) on 2 pages from 1930s Schwanenberger   Offer 
	 H	   World album, part I (1840-90), highlighted by 1870 1d & 3d “Times Express” on laid  
	    paper, mint and very fresh, the collection last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and  
	    stored away so showing brilliant unfaded colours throughout, slightly mixed  
	    condition, useful, examine (SG over £3’750) (Est. e 600/800)

   Gambia

 

40178	 H	   1912-22 1/2d to 5s used set of 17 plus some shades of the lower values, 5s very fine,  86-102 120 
	    rest fine to very fine (SG £275)
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40179	 H	   1912-22 1/2d to 3d used set of 16 with the “split A of POSTAGE” variety, fine to  86c/101a 2’000 
	    very fine condition, with 1s6d, 2s, 2s6d and 3s unpriced by SG, a rare group and a  
	    unique opportunity

 

40180	 H	   1921-22 1/2d to 4s used set of 10, very fine top marginal 4s with control no., fine  108-117 140 
	    to very fine, ex Nashville (SG £300)

 

40181	 H	   1922-29 4d to 5s used set of 4 and 1/2d to 10s used set of 21 incl. 3s slate-purple  118-142 500 
	    tied on piece (cert. RPS 2003), all with neat cancels, mostly fine to very fine (SG £1’025)

40182	 CC	C	H	 20 1869-89, Collection of 22 “Cameo” stamps (14 mint) on page from 1930s Schwanenberger   Offer 
	    World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored away  
	    so showing brilliant unfaded colours throughout, few extra shades included, an  
	    attractive lot, examine (SG nearly £3’500) (Est. e 460/600)

   Gibraltar
40183	 F	 8 1892 (May 28) Envelope with 1889-96 5c green and 40c orange-brown VERTICALLY   500 
	    BISECTED, paying the correct rate, tied by Gibraltar A26 duplexes, with Madrid and  
	    Stadthagen bs, fine and rare (not catalogued by SG)

 

40184	 H	   1906-12 6d Dull and Bright Purple, neat cancel, very fine (SG £375) 70 160
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40185	 G	H	   1912-24 1/2d to £1 set of 10 plus shades of the 1/2d, 1d, 2 1/2d and 1s (2), £1 tied  76-85 150 
	    on piece by registered oval ds, 6d and 2s with a little toning, else fine to very fine (SG £375)

 

40186	 H	   1912-241/2d Blue-Green with INVERTED WATERMARK, crisp cds, very fine and scarce (SG £1’200)   76w 600

 

40187	 H	   1921-27 1/2d to 8s used set of 11 plus extra 1 1/2d, 3d (2), 6d and 2s (slightly  89-101 200 
	    faded), and 1930 3d die II, 4s with one lightly toned perf., 8s fine, lower values  
	    in slightly mixed condition (SG £600+)

40188	 H	   1925-32 1s to 10s values plus 1s shade, 2s6d faintly toned with small wrinkle,  102-106 100 
	    otherwise fine (SG £249)

 

40189	 H	   1925-32 £5 Violet and Black, with Gibraltar registered oval 11 FE 28 ds, very fine  108 2’500 
	    and rare, cert. BPA (2002) (SG £5’000)
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40190	 C	H	 38 1886-90, Collection of 28 stamps (mostly mint and with complete sets) on page from   Offer 
	    1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by  
	    Michel) and stored away so showing brilliant unfaded colours throughout, one obvious  
	    damaged removed, attractive lot, examine (Est. e 260/360)

   COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.

40191	 C	DCE	 www 1886-1935, Mint collection on leaves incl. 1st set complete, KGV to £1 (2), few   Offer 
	   unused/aged (Est. e 500/1’000)

   Gilbert and ellice islands

 

40192	 H	   1912-24 £1 Purple and Black on red paper, neat cds at lower right,  very fine (SG £1’400)  300

40193	 C	 www 1911-35 Complete mint range on album leaf incl. 1912-24 set (SG Cat. £987) (Est. e 300/500)  Offer

   Gold Coast

 

40194	 H	   1913-21 1/2d to 20s set of 12 plus shades and die II (3d, 1s, 2s, 2s6d and 5s), with  70-84 200 
	    five 5s and two 10s, 20s has crayon mark and light scuff, mostly fine used (SG £800+)

40195	 H	   1921-24 1/2d to 15s used set of 12, with fine 15s with cds in corner, the rest in  86-102 200 
	    very mixed condition (SG £500)

 

40196	 G	   1921-24 £2 Green and Orange with 2s6d Black and Red tied on piece by registered oval  102 600 
	    Accra ds, with Accra reg’d label adjacent, very fine and scarce, cert. RPS (2004), ex Burrus  
	    (SG £1’300 for used £2)

40197	 C	DCE	 www 1875-90, Collection of 21 stamps (few mint, most used incl. 5s and 10s fiscal   Offer 
	 H	I	  cancels not figured) on page from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I  
	   (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored away so showing brilliant  
	   unfaded colours throughout, useful, examine (Est. e 80/120)

   Grenada
40198	 C	H	 www 1860-90, Collection of 24 stamps incl. shade varieties on page from 1930s   Offer 
	   Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel)  
	   and stored away so showing brilliant unfaded colours throughout, incl. gorgeous SG  
	   36 (the 1s) mint, a solid lot, examine (Est. e 120/180)
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   GrenADA (COnt.)

40199	 A	 8 1906 Badge of the Colony 1/2d colour trials (5) on perf.14 gummed wmk mult. crown CA  77 300 
	    paper, lightly affixed by the upper left corners on piece from the De La Rue  
	    archives, in green, (issued colour), carmine (adopted for the 1d), mauve. violet and  
	    yellow, vertical crease affecting the violet, most attractive

   hong kong

 

40200	 C	   1891 2c with Jubilee ovpt, mint og, fine (SG £475) 51 150

40201	 C	DCE	 38 1862-85, Exceptional collection of earlier QV issues, 38 stamps (3 mint) on 2 pages   Offer 
	 H	   from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by  
	    Michel) and stored away so showing brilliant unfaded colours throughout, one  
	    obviously damaged removed, highlights incl. very fresh mint 18c no wmk, both 96c CC  
	    wmks used, also a lovely SG F7 used; some good cancels incl two D27, also blue S1  
	    and B62 (two each), plus Amoy and Shanghae cds, a highly useful lot, examine (Est. e 600/900)

   treAty POrtS & BritiSh P.O. in ChinA

 

40202	 H	   HONG KONG USED IN CHINA: KGV Selection used in Amoy, Canton, Chefoo incl. $2, $3,   Offer 
	    $5 & $10 ($10 cert. HK Stamp Society 2004), Foochow incl. 12c & 50c (not catalogued  
	    by SG), Hankow, Hoihow, Ningpo, Shanghai, Swatow, Tientsin and Wai Hai Wei (91),  
	    plus a selection used in Hong Kong incl. 1912-21 $3 & $5 (28), mixed condition, a  
	    difficult group (SG £2’500+) (Est. e 500/800)

 

40203	 H	   1917-21 1c to $10 used set of 16, with $2 to $10 values fine to very fine, lower  1-17 500 
	    values in mixed condition (SG £1’200)

 

40204	 H	   1917-21 1c Brown with INVERTED WATERMARK, used, very fine and rare, in 2002 this was  1w 800 
	    the first example to be discovered, only 2 or 3 known (SG £1’600)

Please review our latest Conditions of Sale
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   hOnG kOnG (COnt.)

 

40205	 H	   1922-27 1c to $2 used set of 11, 50c with some toning on reverse, 25c, $1 and $2  18-28 150 
	    fine to very fine, rest in mixed condition (SG £600)

   POStAl StAtiOnery

40206	 F	 www 1882 3c postal card to Germany with Shanghae cds, light ageing, plus 1895 4c postal   140 
	   card to Germany with Swatow cds, scarce

   india
   POStAl hiStOry

40207	 F	 8 1820-37 Group of 14 covers to or from Great Britain with a variety of postmarks   500 
	    incl. shipletters and annotations (forwarded/rate marks), few defects, interesting  
	    early correspondence

40208	 F	 www 1842 & 1847 Two entires to France bearing various postmarks, see web, very fine, scarce  200

40209	 F	 8 KASHMIR: 1853 Part cover to England with segmented boxed SEALKOTE in red with Paid   600 
	    ‘1-6-’ and manuscript annotation alongside ‘Steamer 8a/Inland 14a’, sideflaps  
	    removed, fine and rare strike

   1852 SCinDe DAwk

 

40210	 H	   1/2a White, used, good margins, very fine, signed Roumet S1 500

40211	 C	H	 38 1854-91, Collection of about 65 stamps incl. Officials on 3 pages from 1930s Schwanenberger  Offer 
	    World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored away so showing  
   brilliant unfaded colours throughout, better incl. SG 19, 66 & 68, O15 & O19 (all used), slightly  
   mixed condition as usual but a solid and worthwhile lot, high cat. value, examine (Est. e 400/600)

Condition of Covers
Extremely Fine / Superb – outstanding, the envelope shows only the slightest amount of wear, the stamp 

and cancel appear fresh
Very Fine – choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from usage
Fine to Very Fine – normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling
Fine – evident wear, still a presentable example

Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at one side, and file folds are normal for 19th Century 
covers. Also normal are light cleaning and small mends along the edges. They are to be expected and are 
not always described, and are not grounds for return.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40205
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   queen viCtOriA

   1854 1/2A & 1A (SG 1-16)

 

40212	 A	J	   HALF ANNA ESSAY IN COMPLETE SHEET   
	     
	    1854 1/2a essay in brownish-red with crosses in upper corner, on thin yellowish  
	    paper, complete sheet of 96 subjects with large sheet margins, without ornaments or  
	    inscription, horizontal crease, a rare sheet 
	     
	    Estimate: e 4’000 - e 7’000

40213	 DCE	J	   HALF ANNA COMPLETE UNUSED SHEET   
	     
	    1854 1/2a blue, die II, stone “C,” complete unused sheet of 96 showing full marginal  
	    inscriptions with ornaments in each corner complete, overall toning & vertical  
	    crease through the centre of the sheet (resulting in a tear affecting three stamps  
	    at the bottom), plus a number of other creases & tears, hinge remnants in margins &  
	    ink stain affects one, nonetheless a rare and important sheet for the connoisseur 
	     
	    Estimate: e 10’000 - e 15’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40212
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40213
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40214	 DCE	J	   HALF ANNA SHEET MARGINAL BLOCK OF SIXTEEN   
	     
	    1854 1/2a Blue, from the rare Stone B, complete unused bottom inscriptional sheet  
	    marginal block of sixteen, showing a wealth of retouches including the prominent  
	    plate flaw between positions 81 & 89, retouched chignon on position 87, plus a group  
	    of retouches to the eye on (positions 82, 84, 85, 89, 90, 91, 93 & 94) 
	     
	    A wonderful exhibition showpiece and an important retouched multiple 
	     
	    Provenance: Dawson 
	     
	    Estimate e 4’000 - e 6’000

   1854 4A Blue & reD (SG 17-26)

 

40215	 H	   4a Blue and Red, head die II frame die I, with huge margins showing separating lines  19 500 
	    at top and bottom, lozenge of dots cancel, light horizontal crease, very fine  
	    appearance (SG £1’800)

40216	 F	 46 4a Blue and Red, two singles cut-to-shape with large margins all around, both Head  23 800 
	    Die III and Frame Die II, tied diamond “158” on folded cover from Lahore (30.8.56)  
	    to Devon, EXETER OC18 1856 arrival bs, very fine

Search our Frequent “Feldman Express” Internet-only Auctions, 
visit our Net Price Shop, or Register to bid “Live” at

www.davidfeldman.com
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40217	 F	   SPECTACULAR 48 ANNAS FRANKING   
	     
	    1854 4a Blue & Red, first printing, head die I, frame die I, twelve cut-to-shape  
	    examples showing all twelve sheet positions, incl. retouched chignon, touched in  
	    places & defects, applied on reverse of envelope addressed to Canton, China, with  
	    red BOMBAY / BPP / Paid on front and with manuscript “Steamer Singapore” alongside,  
	    small portion of cover as well as flap missing 
	     
	    A spectacular franking and possibly the largest known 4 anna usage 
	     
	    Estimate: e 20’000 -	e 30’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40217
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40217
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40218	 H	   FOUR ANNA SPECTACULAR USED PAIR   
	     
	    1854 4a Indigo & Red, second printing, head die I & frame die I used horizontal pair  
	    showing almost complete wavy lines & partial rosettes, each neatly cancelled by  
	    centrally struck “1” in diamond of bars from Bombay, some usual staining & overall  
	    toning, a stunning showpiece 
	     
	    Provenance: “Rajah” 
	     
	    Estimate e 5’000 - e 7’000

 

40219	 H	   FOUR ANNA WONDERFUL USED PAIR   
	     
	    1854 4a Indigo & Red, second printing, head die I & frame die I, used horizontal  
	    pair showing almost complete wavy lines & partial rosettes, each cancelled by  
	    centrally struck diamond of dots, some usual staining & overall toning, a showpiece 
	     
	    Estimate: e 2’000 - e 3’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40218
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40218
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40220	 H	   FOUR ANNA VERTICAL USED STRIP OF THREE   
	     
	    1854 4a Blue & Red, fourth printing, head die III, frame die II, vertical strip of  
	    three pos. 6/12/18, clear to large margins, each neatly cancelled by “1” in diamond  
	    of bars, horizontal crease through pos. 12, some light soiling, a scarce used multiple 
	     
	    Estimate: e 1’500 - e 2’000

   COlleCtiOnS

 

40221	 CC	C	   A wonderful accumulation of Lithographed Issues neatly mounted & presented on albums    
	 DCE	G	   pages, used with multiples incl. pairs, strips & blocks 
	 H	J	    
	    1854 1/2a Blue, attractive selection of more than 237 singles, a pair, strip of  
	    three & block of four, showing complete sheet reconstruction of 96, shades & a  
	    variety of numeral cancels 
	     
	    1854 1a Red, attractive selection of used singles (39), pairs (5), strips of 3 (6),  
	    strip of four, blocks of 4 (2), strips of 6, with a fine array of shades & a variety  
	    of numeral cancels 
	     
	    1854 2a Green, attractive selection of used with singles (40), pairs (3), strips of  
	    3 (3), block of 4 (1), strip of 5 (1) 
	     
	    1854 4a Red & blue, four used singles 
	     
	    Generally very fine and an excellent basis for expansion (100s of stamps) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 15’000 - e 20’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40220
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40220
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   GenerAl iSSueS

40222	 F	 8 1856-64 4a Black and 2a yellow-buff together with GB 1d (counting for 8pies) adding  42+46+GB 500 
	    up to make the correct 6a8p rate to the U.K., all cancelled by diamond C22 on  
	    envelope to Kent, INSUFFICIENT hs alongside, however mixed franking seems to have  
	    been recognised as the various postage due markings have been crossed out, small  
	    faults, a great cover

 

40223	 A	   1971 20p Abhisarika colour trials (4), in issued colour, dark brown & orange, dark   150 
	    purple & ochre, red-purple & ochre, dark green & light green, affixed on card, fine

40224	 A	   1971 20p World Thrift Day colour trials (3) in grey-black, green (couple of marks)   150 
	    and light brown, affixed on card, fine

40225	 A	   1973 20p Interpol colour trials (3) in green, blue and light brown, affixed on card, fine  150

40226-40227  (No Lots)

40228	 CC	J	   1981-90 Gandhi 1R half-sheet of 80 showing spectacular dry print variety, leaving   500 
	    three rows almost completely without an impression, mint nh, fine and rare

 

40229	 CC	DCE	H   1948 Gandhi 10R mint nh, 10R used, and set of four with no gum, fine 305-8 200 
	 	   

   AirmAilS

40230	 B	F	 8 1911 Allahabad-Naini Aerial OFFICIAL POST : Official printed envelope bearing KEVII 1a   2'400 
	    ovpt OHMS tied by fine strike of FIRST AERIAL POST 1911 U.P. EXHIBITION AHHAHABAD  
	    cachet in magenta addressed to Noakhali with arrival bs, a rarity as very few  
	    official mail carried on the world’s 1st flight

40231	 B	F	  46 1911 Allahabad-Naini Aerial Registered Post: pair of registered covers carried on   5'000 
	    this flight, 1st bearing KEVII 3a with registered boxed cachet  
	    R U.P.EXHIBITION.CAMP ALLAHABAD, Allahabad reg. backstamp, addressed to Shahpur  
	    with arrival cancel, 2nd cover bearing KEVII 3p, 1/2a, 2a + 6a, registered to Calcutta  
	    with R ALLAHABAD label on reverse, spectacular and rare offering

40232	 B	F	 46 1911 Allahabad-Naini Aerial cover bearing KEVII 1a tied by fine strike of FIRST AERIAL   400 
	    POST 1911 U.P.EXHIBITION ALLAHABAD cachet addressed to Scotland, on reverse  
	    backstamps of Allahabad (18 feg fig3), Bombay transit & Edinburgh arrival, cover  
	    roughly opened at top, unusual destination
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   revenueS & FiSCAlS

40233	 A	M	   COURT FEE: Queen Victoria Government of India set of twelve proofs in black from 4r    
	    to 1’000r, each in marginal inscription pairs and bearing CANCELLED ovpts, a fine &  
	    rare set (24) (Est. e 2’000/3’000)

 

40234	 CC	J	M	   1923 George V set of sixteen values from 1a to 9R8a all in unmounted mint bottom    
	    marginal blocks of six, all bearing CANCELLED overprint (Samuel Type 19) except three 
	    lower values, plus additional endorsements in margin “approved for colour” and signed 
	     “Percy Green / for controller” and dated “8 Dec 23,” some usual faults consistent with  
   archival provenance, a wonderful & unique assembly, unlisted in Barefoot (78 stamps  
   bearing Cancelled ovpts & endorsed)

	    Estimate: e 4’000 - e 7’000

   inDiA uSeD in BurmA

40235	 F	DFE	  46 1845-1936, Extensive and valuable mixed lot of INDIA USED IN BURMA, housed in two   Offer 
	 G	H	   stockbooks, the 1854 issue is well represented with several covers and numerous  
	    cancelled singles, noted Thayetmyo cover with pair of 1854 4a, also some pre-stamp  
	    items and extensive study of the De La Rue issues, postal stationeries and  
	    postcards, includes a few useful old maps, a great lot (Est. e 4’000/6’000)

   inDiA COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC

40236	 CC	C	 www Fantastic collection of modern errors, varieties, colour trials, proofs, etc., incl.   Offer 
	   imperf., misperf., missing colour, printing flaws and so on, noted incl. 1951 Famous  
	   Indians essays/colour trials, 1974 Marconis imperf. proof block of four, 1975  
	   Satellite proof pairs in different colours and 1973 Cricket imperf. colour trials in  
	   plate no. marginal blocks of four, a very desireable and valuable lot (Est. e 3’000/4’000) 
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40237	 F	 www 1807-40, Attractive prephilatelic collection in two albums showing 50 items being   Offer 
	   mostly Calcutta shipletters but also items from Madras, Kedgeree P.O., some  
	   forwarding agents, items from Bombay Presidency, also further 43 items on  
	   stockpages, fine (Est. e 300/500)

40238	 C	F	H	 www 1849-1950, Collection incl. covers (38) and stamps, written up on album pages, incl.   Offer 
	   stampless, TPO, Zanzibar POs, WWI censors, airmails, etc. (Est. e 800/1’200)

40239	 F	DFE	 www 1852-56, Used section of classics in one stockbook and two large stockcards with   Offer 
	 G	H	  mostly the 1854 issue incl. seven 4a off cover plus one on cover, plus a nice range  
	   of the other values incl. multiples, covers, various cancellations etc. (Est. e 1’200/2’000)

40240	 F	G	H	 www 1854-70, Small cancel study in one stockbook showing mostly Cooper Type 5 cancels,   Offer 
	   mostly fine (39 stamps and 37 covers) (Est. e 300/400)

40241	 CC	C	 www 1854-1935, Collection on leaves incl. duplicated lithos, later ranges mint & used   Offer 
	 DCE	F	  interspersed with varieties, also sections of Officials, I.E.F., C.E.F., etc.,  
	 G	H	  mostly fine (Est. e 300/500)

40242	 C	DCE	   1854-1948 ca. Ranges on leaves incl. lithos with several 4a cut to shape, good selection   Offer 
	 H	   of unused 1860s issues, some duplication (Est. e 300/500)

40243	 F	DFE	 www 1860-73, Specialised selection of used singles and covers with Cooper type 13   Offer 
	 G	H	  cancellations, mostly fine (23 stamps and 13 covers or fronts) (Est. e 200/300)

40244	 F	G	H	 www 1865-85, Selection of dumb cancels on stockcards comprising 27 covers or fronts and   Offer 
	   42 stamps) (Est. e 120/200)

40245	 F	G	H	 www 1866-71, Small specialised group (11 stamps & 6 covers) with Cooper type 11 cancels   Offer 
	   - Central Provinces Circle, scarce (Est. e 200/300)

40246	 F	DFE	 www 1870-1937, Used collection in two large stockbooks with mostly British India,   Offer 
	 G	H	  includes various frankings, postal stationeries, officials, cancels, a few Indian  
	   States items including Alwar, Hyderabad, Bahawalpur, etc. (Est. e 500/800)

40247	 F	 www BOMBAY PRESIDENCY 1870-1909, Over 100 covers in one stockbook showing a fine range   Offer 
	   of cancels, plus extra stockbook showing a small study on duplex cancels from other  
	   areas, gen. fine (Est. e 300/500)

40248	 F	DFE	 www CANCELLATIONS 1854-1900, Specialised selection on stockcards showing various cancels   Offer 
	 G	H	  on 19th century issues with railway offices, types Cooper 32a,b,c neatly mounted on  
	   pages, Bombay urban offices and receiving houses, etc., fine (Est. e 300/500)

40249	 F	DFE	 www MADRAS PRESIDENCY 1854-79, Specialised collection in stockbook showing a wide range   Offer 
	 G	H	  of Madras cancels, circa 40 covers, 30 pieces and over 30 adhesives, some items  
	   neatly written up on pages, some spectacular multiple frankings, several going  
	   abroad, sections include Madras City local, small C/1, C10 diamond, various Madras  
	   circles, etc., fascinating (Est. e 800/1’200)

   indian States
   inDiAn COnventiOn StAteS
40250	 C	H	 www 1885-89, Collection of about 95 stamps (most mint) on 7 pages from 1930s   Offer 
	   Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel)  
	   and stored away so showing brilliant unfaded colours throughout, incl. cplt sets and  
	   few extra shades or used, useful, examine (Est. e 120/180)

   inDiAn FeuDAtOry StAteS

40251	 C	DCE	 38 1872-88, Collection of about 200 stamps incl. few early Nepal on 16 pages from 1930s   Offer 
	 H	   Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel)  
	    and stored away so showing brilliant unfaded colours throughout, some areas solid  
	    (e.g. Bhopal), others quite sparse, slightly mixed condition, useful lot to examine  
	    and value yourself (Est. e 160/240)

   COChin

40252	 CC	DCE	 www Selection of 4 complete mint sheets incl. 1911-13 3p, Official 1942-43 6p perf.13x13   Offer 
	 J	  1/2, Official 1946-48 2a and Official 1948-49 6p, fine (SG £1’992) (Est. e 150/200)
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40253	 F	 www Interesting selection of covers incl. 2p envelope uprated with 1948-50 2a black pair   Offer 
	   and 1949 3p on 9p, Official cover from the Inspector of Police with 1949 9p on 4p,  
	   Reg’d env. with 2put & 1/2put, registered cover with 1911-13 1a (2) and 4p, 2p unused  
	   postal stationery card, and one from Travancore with five 3/4ch black, nice group  
	   (Est. e 100/150)

 

40254	 DCE	   Selection of varieties incl. 1916-30 3a imperf. pair colour trial on wmk paper,  118a 300 
	    1946-48 9p with faint “printed on both sides” variety (not cat.), 1948-50 4p green  
	    mint nh block of four imperf. inbetween, 1949 Dutch Palace pair imperf. inbetween,  
	    unused, faint vertical crease (SG £1’100++)

   trAvAnCOre

40255	 CC	DCE	 www Selection of mint sheets incl. 1914-22 4ca (dark gum as ususal, minor soiling),   Offer 
	 J	  1924-39 1/2ch (incl. “CHUCRRAM” variety), 5ch and 7ch perf.12 1/2 (some gum stains),  
	   1939 1 1/2ch perf.11 part sheet of 63 and 14ch perf.11 part sheet of 48, Official  
	   1911-30 1/ch (SG.O17), Official 1930-39 6ca with type O8 ovpt in first row and type  
	   O6 below (SG.O66Aa/66Ba, SG states “very scarce”), and 1939 2ch orange part sheet of  
	   70, some pen notations in the margin, generally fine (SG £4048+) (Est. e 400/500)

   inDiAn StAteS COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.

40256	 C	DCE	 www 1881-1950 Old-time collection mounted on leaves & written up in French, showing both   Offer 
	 F	DFE	  Convention & Feudatory States with unused, used, reprint & forgeries, useful postal  
	 G	H	L	  stationery, plus a few items of Tibet & Nepal, mixed to fine (100s) (Est. e 400/600)

40257	 F	DFE	 www PONDICHERRY 1844-72, Small specialised section of British Post-Office in Pondicherry   Offer 
	 G	H	  items, comprising 18 covers or fronts, range of singles bearing Pondicherry cancels  
	   including 1854 singles, etc., gen. fine (Est. e 200/400)

   ionian islands
   POStAl hiStOry

40258	 F	 58 1809 Folded entire from Corfu to Milan bearing Italian Troops cachet in blue   500 
	    (earliest known usage) and very rare POSTA CORFU SEPTINSULARE circular handstamp,  
	    address partly erased, plus other cover to Corfu with blue ISOLE IONIE pmk, fine  
	    duo, the first letter with cert. Simmermacher

   ireland
40259	 F	 58 1805 Entire from Portarlington to Blackrock, with ms “5” corrected to “6,” reverse   120 
	    with Dublin Penny Post ds without “M”(orning) or “A”(fternoon), fine

40260	 F	 58 1839 (Dec 10) Printed wrapper from the “Sunday School Society for Ireland,” sent   300 
	    from Dublin to Lurgan before being turned and returned, with ms “2” paying the 2d  
	    charity rate instead of the 4d letter rate both times (with printed notice on one  
	    side saying so), very fine and scarce
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   1922 (FeBruAry) OverPrintS

 

40261	 H	   1922 1/2d Green with black inverted overprint, neat cds at lower left, very fine (SG £600) 1a 300

40262	 H	   1922 2d Orange die I with inverted overprint, 21 Feb 1922 cds, very fine (SG £300) 12a 150

   irelAnD COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.
40263	 CC	C	F	 58 1922-66, Mint & used collection in Borek album incl. some valuable Seahorses, also   Offer 
	 G	H	   two 1930 2d Shannon Barrage FDC’s, both addressed, a fine lot (Est. e 800/1’200)

   Jamaica

 

40264	 H	   1917 1/2d Blue-Green with WAR STAMP overprint on reverse only, neat cds on obverse,  73c 200 
	    fine, unpriced by SG in used, cert. Sismondo (2004)

40265	 H	   1917 1 1/2d Orange with WAR STAMP overprint showing "stop inserted and P impressed a  74b 200 
	    second time" variety, light cancel, very fine, unpriced by SG in used, cert. Holcombe (1994)

40266	 C	H	 www 1858-90, QV Collection of 31 stamps (most used) on page from 1930s Schwanenberger World  Offer 
	   album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored away so showing brilliant 
	   unfaded colours throughout, few extra shades, nice lot, examine (Est. e 80/120)

   kenya, uganda and tanganyika

 

40267	 C	   1903-04 1/2a to 10R values, mint og, 10R slightly toned, otherwise fine (SG £836.50) 1-14 200

40268	 C	   1904-07 1/2a to 10R values, mint og, 10R ever so slightly toned, otherwise mostly  17-31 150 
	    very fine (SG £643.50)

 

40269	 H	   1912-21 1c to 10R used, with shades incl. very fine 1R on emerald green, 5R and 10R  44-58 240 
	    with crayon marks, mostly fine (SG £900+)
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40270	 H	   1912-21 20R Black and Purple on red with crisp strike of the Nairobi cds, superb,  59 180 
	    cert. Brandon (2001) (SG £375)

40271	 H	   1912-21 20R Purple and Blue on blue, neat cds, very fine (SG £550) 60 260

40272	 H	   1912-21 50R Dull Rose-Red and Greyish-Green with “NAIROBI / PARCELS” cds, very fine  61 340 
	    (SG £700)

40273	 H	   1912-21 100R Purple and Black on red, with neat cds, light horizontal crease and two  62 500 
	    small scuff spots, still a presentable example and scarce (SG £2’750)

 

40274	 H	   1921-22 1c to 5R, used, with very fine high values (cert. RPS 2004) incl. 2R with  65-74 400 
	    Mombassa registered oval ds, 3R with neat Mombassa cds and 5R with Nairobi cds  
	    (cert. states harshly “slightly faded”), very fine group, ex Nashville (SG £1’098)

 

40275	 H	   1922-27 1c to £1 used, incl. £1 with neat cds (corner crease) and a very fine 7s50  76-95 240 
	    with crisp Kitale cds, mostly fine (SG £840+)

 

40276	 C	   1922-27 1s to £1 values (9), mint og, 7s50 with tiny thin otherwise fine (SG £444.25) 87-95 100

40277	 CC	   1922-27 £4 Black and Magenta mint nh, slightly toned gum, well centred and very  98 1’000 
	    fine, signed A. Diena (SG £2’000)

The currency used for this sale is the EURO (¤)
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40278	 H	   1935-37 1c to £1 set of 14, plus 5c with variety “rope joined to sail” perf.13x12  110-123 240 
	    (very fine) and perf.14, 1s perf.13x12, with very fine £1 tied on small fragment by  
	    Mnyusi cds and very fine 10s, some toned (SG £695)

 

40279	 H	   1935 15c Black and Scarlet with DOUBLE FRAME variety (one albino), slightly smudgy but  113a 1’000 
	    light cancel, light vertical crease otherwise fine and very rare, unpriced by SG,  
	    the only known example, cert. Brandon (2001)

40280	 H	 www 1928-33 Postage Dues 5c to 1s fine used set of six (SG £160) D 1-6 50

   kuwait

 

40281	 H	   1923-24 1/2a to 10R used set of 15, with superb and fresh 10R and very fine 2R and  1-15 500 
	    5R, the rest mostly fine (SG £1’000)

 

40282	 H	   1929-37 1/2a to 15R used set of 20 (plus some extra shades), with fine 15R on  16-29 800 
	    fragment and fine 5R and 10R with only very minor toned spots, others mostly fine,  
	    some toning, 15R cert Brandon  (SG £2’065+)
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40283	 B	H	   1933 Airmails used set of 4, with a very fine 4a with cert. Rendon (1993), other  31-34 100 
	    values are toned (SG £225)

 

40284	 H	   OFFICIALS: 1923-24 1/2a to 1R used, fine to very fine (SG £724) O1-10 300

40285	 H	   OFFICIALS: 1923-24 1R Brown and Green with KUWAIT / SERVICE overprint, neat cds,  O10 90 
	    very fine, cert. Brandon (2004) (SG £190)

 

40286	 H	   OFFICIALS: 1923-24 2R Carmine and Brown with KUWAIT / SERVICE overprint, neat cds,  O11 140 
	    very fine, cert. Brandon (2004) (SG £275)

40287	 H	   OFFICIALS: 1923-24 5R Ultramarine and Violet with KUWAIT / SERVICE overprint, cds  O12 220 
	    across lower right corner, very fine, cert. Brandon (2004) (SG £450)

40288	 H	   OFFICIALS: 1923-24 15R Blue and Olive with KUWAIT / SERVICE overprint, cds across  O14 260 
	    lower right corner, very fine, cert. RPS (2006)  (SG £550)

 

40289	 H	   OFFICIALS: 1929-33 1a, 3a, 8a, 12a, 1R and 2R with KUWAIT / SERVICE overprints, very  O16/24 500 
	    fine used (SG £1’025)

 

40290	 H	   OFFICIALS: 1929-33 5R Ultramarine and Purple with KUWAIT / SERVICE overprint, neat  O25 200 
	    cds, faintly toned perfs at top right barely noticable, fine (SG £450)
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   labuan
40291	 C	H	 56 1880-86, Collection of 15 stamps (4 used) on page from 1930s Schwanenberger World   Offer 
	    album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored away, thus  
	    fresh and vivid colours throughout, includes better surcharges, highly attractive,  
	    examine (Est. e 140/180)

   lagos
40292	 C	H	 www 1874-90, QV Collection of 27 stamps (most used) on page from 1930s Schwanenberger   Offer 
	   World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored away  
	   so showing colours fresh throughout, one obvious damaged removed, several cds  
	   cancels, useful, examine (Est. e 100/140)

   leeward islands

 

40293	 H	   1912-22 1/4d to 5s set of 12 plus extra shades of the 1/4d, 1/2d, 1d, 2 1/2d, 3d (4  46-57 300 
	    incl. white back), 1s (2) and 5s (3), mostly very fine (SG £750+)

 

40294	 H	   1921-32 1/2d to £1 used set of 23 with superb 10s and £1, rest mostly fine (SG £700) 58-80 300

 

40295	 H	   1921-32 Reversion to Die I 1/4d to 1s used set of 7, fine to very fine (SG £200) 81-87 80

40296	 C	H	 www 1890 QV first issue set (5sh brilliant mint, rest used) on page from 1930s  1-8 Offer 
	   Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), very fresh, two with clear Antigua  
	   cds, examine (Est. e 40/60)

   malaysia
   keDAh

 

40297	 H	   1921-32 Set of 15 to $5 (with wmk crown to left of CA), used, dollar values are very  26-40 180 
	    fine (SG £375)
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40298	 H	   1922 Malaya Borneo Exhibition (Borneo 14mm long) used set of 8, fine to very fine  41-48 180 
	    with neat cancels, ex Nashville (SG £375)

40299	 H	   1922 Malaya Borneo Exhibition (Borneo 15-15 1/2mm long) used set of 3, very fine  49-51 170 
	    with neat cancels, ex Nashville (SG £350)

   trenGGAnu

 

40300	 H	   1922 Malaya-Borneo Exhibition used set of 10, with very fine $5 cancelled to order  48-58 500 
	    (cert. RPS 2006), and very fine $3 (cert. RPS 2006), minor toning to a couple  
	    otherwise fine (SG £1’400)

   COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.

40301	 C	H	 www MALAYAN STATES, 1882-90 QV collection of 22 stamps (many mint, used incl. cancelled   Offer 
	   in red) on 3 pages from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last  
	   catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored away, showing fresh unfaded colours  
	   throughout, sparse but scarce, examine (Est. e 160/200)

   malta
   GenerAl iSSueS

 

40302	 H	   1919 10s Black, cds at upper left leaving image clear, very fine and scarce, cert.  96 2’000 
	    Brandon (1983) (SG £4’250)
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40303	 G	   1926 3d Black on yellow with inverted overprint, tied on small piece by Cospicua  149a 220 
	    cds, very fine, cert. BPA (1934) (SG £475)

40304	 C	H	 56 1860-86, Collection of 14 stamps (8 mint incl all 1860-82 issues) on page from 1930s  1/30 Offer 
	    Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel)  
	    and stored away, fresh colours throughout (scarce thus), examine (Est. e 120/180)

   mAltA COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.

40305	 CC	F	G	 58 1797-1976, Mint & used selection in two stockbooks with strength in 19th century   Offer 
	 H	   material incl. one pre-stamp to Rome dated 1797, then 11 covers bearing GB stamps  
	    and cancelled by the A25 duplex, includes also some mint Cyprus together with the  
	    later mint Malta, gen. fine (Est. e 1’000/1’500)

40306	 C	DCE	   1863-1935 Mint ranges on album leaves incl. complete sets, high values, 1863-81 1/2d   Offer 
	    buff (7 - diff. shades/printings), mostly fine & fresh (Est. e 400/800)

40307	 C	DCE	 www 1864-1911, Comprehensive mint & used collection on three album pages plus a few   Offer 
	 H	  duplicates on a stockpages, early QV and a few high values (Est. e 120/200)

40308	 C	H	 www 1864-1907, Mint & used collection on two pages with some earlies plus a few high   Offer 
	   values, fine (Est. e 120/200)

40309	 F	 www 1898-1972, Group of 41 covers, postal stationery, postcards & documents incl. maritime   
	    & postage dues, tax markings, incoming mail, interesting group, mixed (Est. e 150/250)

 

40310	 H	   1904-30, Used selection incl. 1904-14 5s, 1914-21 set to 5s, 1921-22 6d, 1922 Self   Offer 
	    Government wmk Crown CC set to 10s (SG £650) and wmk script CA set to 10s, 1922-26  
	    set of 17 to £1 (both wmks), 1926 set of 14, 1926-27 set of 17, 1928 set of 19, 1930  
	    set of 17 and 1925 Postage Due set of 10, mixed condition (STC £4’332) (Est. e 1'000/1'300)

40311	 F	 www 1935-50, Lot of 65 commercially used covers mostly franked by KGVI adhesives, many   Offer 
	   censored (Est. e 70/100)

   mauritius
   1847 “POSt OFFiCe” iSSue (SG 1-2)

40312	 DCE	  58 “POST OFFICE” reprints of both values in both colours, being prints from the  1R-2R 4’000 
	    original plate prior to its being presented to the RPS, the blue prints each hs  
	    “Reprint” on reverse, very fine and scarce

Additional images of items from larger lots may be available 
at www.davidfeldman.com
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   1848 “POSt PAiD” iSSue (SG 3-25)

   ii. eArly imPreSSiOn

 

40313	 H	   1848-59 Post Paid (early impression) 1d orange-vermilion used pair, with good to  7  
	    large margins, superb appearance with fresh colour, a fine and rare mutliple (SG  
	    £12’000+) 
	     
	    Estimate:	e 5’000 - e 7’000

   iv. wOrn imPreSSiOn

 

40314	 F	   1855 Wrapper with 1855 2d pale blue (late worn impression, pos.8), with good to  22 24’000 
	    large margins, tied by target cancel, sent to Nantes, France, with Mauritius Packet  
	    Letter oval ds adjacent, French “90” hs and arrival bs, a few cover stains, no  
	    defects, a fine and rare cover.

	    Expertise: Holcombe (1993) and BPB (2002)

	    Provenance: Ex Kanai (David Feldman 1993) and Sir Andrew Clark

   v. lAteSt imPreSSiOn

 

40315	 H	   1848-59 Post Paid (latest impression) 1d red used pair, with fine to huge margins,  23 400 
	    two clear void numerals, fine (SG £1’100+)

   1859 (OCtOBer) “Sherwin” iSSue (SG 40)

40316	  58 Sherwin reprints made by the Royal Philatelic Society of London from the defaced   1’000 
	    original plates of the 2d and the unissued 1d, in black on thin paper and affixed to  
	    card, plus two prints showing the reverse of these plates, bearing advertisements of  
	    “The Grand Hotel Europe” in Port Louis (one in English, one in French), some foxing,  
	    nevertheless a rare set of reprints of which only a few are known
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40317	 H	   2d Deep Blue, position 2 from the plate of 12, showing substantial inking flaw over  5’000 
	    “D” of “PAID” - the only such flaw known from this issue. Stamp with four margins  
	    (close at right, others generous) and has a tiny sealed tear at top just touching  
	    top of “O” of “Postage.”

	    An extremely rare example, and an amazing showpiece

	    Expertise: certificate Holcombe (1995)

   1859 (DeCemBer) “DArDenne” iSSue (SG 41-44)

 

40318	 C	   1859 Dardenne 2d Blue pair, with very close to huge margins, mint og, showing inking  43a 3’000 
	    flaws on right stamp, a couple of tiny thins, some redistributed gum, still a very  
	    rare mint multiple (SG £8’000+)

 

40319	 F	   1860 Wrapper with “Dardenne” 2d blue vertical pair, with good to very large margins  43a 2'000 
	    and fresh colour, two target cancels, sent to Bordeaux, France, with French “8” and  
	    several transit and arrival cds, stamps showing interesting inking flaws, filing  
	    fold affecting lower stamp, minor cover soiling, a scarce cover, cert. BPA (1995)
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40320	 H	   1859 “Dardenne” 2d pale blue with very good to huge margins, neat barred oval  44 200 
	    cancel, fine (SG £650)

40321	 H	   1859 Dardenne 2d Pale Blue showing the retouch below “TWO” (the so-called “feather”  44b 360 
	    variety), with fine to huge margins, neat void numeral leaving variety clear, very  
	    fine, cert. Holcombe (1995) (SG £950)

40322	 H	   1859 Dardenne 2d Pale Blue showing the retouch below “TWO” (the so-called “feather”  44b 280 
	    variety), with good to huge margins, neat void numeral leaving variety completely  
	    clear, a few minor faults, slightly toned (SG £950)

   GenerAl iSSueS

40323	 CC	C	S	 www 1893-1899, Selection of Specimen overprints incl. 1893 1c on 2c (mint nh), 1895-99         123s/136s 80 
	   set of 6 (mint nh excl. 3c & 6c), 1898 36c and 1899 Labourdonnais 15c (mint nh), all  
	   mint nh very fine (SG £ 275)

 

40324	 C	S	   1902-05 First Arms set of 18 with Specimen overprint, mint og (1c, 2c, 4c on yellow           140s-155s 100 
	    and 15c on white all mint nh), fine to very fine (SG £325)

40325	 C	S	   1910 Set of 15 with Specimen overprint, mint og, fine to very fine (SG £300)                       181s-95s 90

40326	 C	S	   1913-22 Set of 8 incl. a shade of the 25c and die II 25c, 1R and 10R with Specimen           196s-204s 80 
	    overprints, mint og, 12c has small corner crease, o/w mostly very fine (12)

40327	 H	   1921-26 50R Dull Purple and Green, neat cds, very fine, cert. Brandon (2001) (SG £2’250)  222 1’000

 

40328	 C	S	   1921-26 50R with Specimen overprint, mint og, very fine (SG £275) 222s 80

 

40329	 C	DCE	   1921-34 Set of 20 plus 12 pale grey with Specimen overprint, mint og, a couple with              223s-241s 120 
	 S	   faults, mostly fine (SG £475+)

40330	 C	S	   1921-34 Set of 20 plus 12 pale grey with Specimen overprint, mint og, mostly very                 223s-241s 150 
	    fine (SG £475+)
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40331	 C	S	 www 1925-48, Selection with Specimen overprints/punctures, incl. 1925 surcharge set of 3  242/269 160 
	   (mounted in margin only), 1935 Jubilee set, 1937 Coronation set, 1946 Victory set,  
	   1948 Stamp Centenary set and 1933-54 postage dues set, very fine (SG £560)

 

40332	 C	S	   1938-49 Set of 12 with Specimen puncture, mint og, average to fine condition (SG £375)  252s-263s 70

 

40333	 C	J	   1903-04 Express 15c on 15c ultramarine mint og block of four, light gum crease,  E2 80 
	    rounded corner perf at upper left, fine appearance (SG £220+)

 

40334	 C	   1903-04 Express 15c on 15c ultramarine with INVERTED SURCHARGE variety, large part  E3a 240 
	    og, stain at top, cert. BPA (2000) (SG £1’000)

40335	 H	   1904 Express 15c grey-green with double surcharge, neat Mauritius cds, fine, cert.  E6b 240 
	    BPA (1994) (SG £650)

40336	 C	   1904 Express 15c grey-green with double surcharge and “LNIAND” error, mint og, fine,  E6c 280 
	    cert. RPS (1958) (SG £750)

   mAuritiuS COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.

 

40337	 C	H   1860-77, Mostly mint collection incl. 1860-63 6d green, 9d and 1s green (cert.   Offer 
	    Sismondo) all mint og (some toning, gum wrinkling), 1863-72 1d to 1s (6 values)  
	    imperf. proofs with CANCELLED overprints on ungummed, unwatermarked paper, 2d with  
	    inv. wmk, 2d imperf. wing marginal, 6d and 9d in mint og blocks of four, 1876 1/2d  
	    on 9d with inverted surcharge (no gum, faults), 1877 1s on 5s (both shades), etc.,  
	    very mixed condition (32) (SG £6’780++) (Est. e 2'000/3'000)
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40338	 C	H	 www 1858-87, Collection of over 50 stamps (17 mint, 2 “Cancelled” ovpts not figured), no   Offer 
	   “Primitives,” on 3 pages from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90),  
	   last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored away so showing vivid original  
	   colours throughout, few obvious damaged and/or forgeries removed, slightly mixed  
	   condition, useful and attractive lot, examine (Est. e 240/360)

40339	 F	 58 1859-1881, Lot of 18 covers, mostly from the De La Rue period, plus a few fragments,   Offer 
	    includes also a Britannia single on cover to Bordeaux and some incoming mail, one  
	    item diverted via the Bindisi route due to the Franco-Prussian war, mostly fine  
	    (Est. e 1’000/1’500)

40340	 F	 58 1863-74, Group of 3 covers, incl. 1874 Wrapper to France with 1863-72 1s yellow and   Offer 
	    4d rose tied by “B53” numeral, fine and attractive, 1865 Entire to Germany with  
	    1863-72 6d dull violet tied by “B53” numeral, fine, and 1863 Envelope to France with  
	    1860-63 1s green pair, missing backflap and some minor faults, a useful lot (Est. e  
	    150/200)

40341	 F	DFE	   1864-1883 Exhibition collection of Numeral postmarks of covers, cards & stamps   Offer 
	 G	H	   neatly mounted, illustrated & written up on 53 album pages, collection built on the  
	    basis of the towns along the various railway lines, incl. the northern railway line  
	    numeral 1 to 13 from Port Louis via Roche Bois being numeral 1 to Grand River South  
	    East being numeral 13, the interior railway line numeral 14 to 32 from Mawebourg  
	    being numeral 14 to Pailles being numeral 32, the Savanne railway line numeral 33 to  
	    40 including Riviere-Dragnon & Piton, the Moka railway line numeral 41 to B49  
	    including Saint-Pierre & Montagne Blanche etc., a wonderful basis for study &  
	    expansion (44 covers or cards & 180 stamps) (Est. e 5’000/10’000)

   montserrat

 

40342	 H	   1914-1932, Used selection incl. very fine 1914 5s, 1916-22 1/2d to 5s set, 1917-18  48/93 Offer 
	    ovpts (excl. SG61) and 1922-29 1/4d to 5s values (excl. 2s & 4s), and 1932 Anniv. of  
	    Settlement set, mostly fine (SG £630) (Est. e 300/400)

40343	 C	H	 56 1876-85, Collection of 12 stamps (incl SG 1 & 5 mint, 4 & 11 used, few extra shades)   Offer 
	    on page from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in  
	    1933 (by Michel) and stored away so vivid unfaded colours throughout, a lovely lot,  
	    examine (Est. e 160/220)

   morocco (Agencies)
   COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.

40344	 C	H	 www 1892-97, Mint and used collection of Locals (49) on old printed album pages, some   Offer 
	   foxing, mixed condition, an uncommon lot (Est. e 60/90)

40345	 H	 www 1914-31, Used selection of the British, Spanish and French currency overprints on GB   Offer 
	   stamps, incl. British ovpt 2s6d Seahorses (5), Spanish ovpt 5s Seahorse and 1925-31  
	   set of 6, etc., mixed condition (STC £880+) (Est. e 150/200)

   natal
40346	 F	 58 1857 3d Rose, pair with strong embossing tied by oval POST OFFICE cancels on folded  4 600 
	    large part-cover to Durban, fine & scarce

40347	 C	H	 www 1860-88, Collection of about 50 stamps (most used, a few colour varieties) on 2   Offer 
	   pages from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in  
	   1933 (by Michel) and stored away so showing brilliant unfaded colours throughout, no  
	   embossed issues, couple possible fiscal cancels so figured appropriately, slightly  
	   mixed condition, useful, examine (Est. e 240/360)
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40348	 CC	C	J	 www 1895 1/2d on 6d violet mint half sheet of 120 with margins, some minor toning at  114 100 
	   bottom, otherwise very good condition for such a large block (SG £300+)

 

40349	 S	   1902 Set of high values overprinted SPECIMEN, 5s with 2 blunt perfs at top, £1 with  140s-145bs 300 
	    small tonespot, £1 10s with tonespots, rest fine (SG £955)

40350	 F	G	H	 www 1857-1902, Small specialised group in one stockbook, showing a few embossed earlies   Offer 
	   including a 6d (cert. RPS), seven 3d incl. one with RPS cert, spectacular  
	   Chalon cover to London and specialised section of DLR issues showing a range of  
	   cancels, also some other misc. South Africa, mixed to fine (Est. e 400/700)

40351	 F	  58 BOER WAR: Two humorous illustrated covers from the Boer war; “Joubert’s Xmas   80 
	    Pudding” and “Bringing in the Boer’s Head,” both franked with 1874-99 1d dull rose,  
	    minor soiling, a fine pair

   nauru

 

40352	 H	   1916-23 6d Purple with “NAUP.U” variety, light cds, toning on the reverse otherwise  10a 500 
	    fine, unprice by SG in used, cert. RPS (2006)

40353	 C	   1916-48 Mint selection comprising 1916 Seahorse set plus 1928-48 sets (both) (SG £820)  300

   new republic
40354	 C	 www 1886-87 Issues, collection of 13 stamps (all mint) with 9 dated “86”and 4 undated,   Offer 
	   all diff. values or papers, on 2 pages from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I  
	   (1840-90), fresh unfaded colours throughout, useful, examine (Est. e 60/80)

   new Brunswick
40355	 F	 68 1799 (May 1) Entire from London to New Brunswick, with ms “1/8” and London Paid cds,   400 
	    reverse with St. John and Halifax two-line ds, some peripheral wear at top, scarce

40356	 F	 68 1807 (Aug 20) Entire from New Brunswick to Lord Sheffield at Whitehall, London, with   300 
	    “PAID” hs on obverse, and reverse with clear Fredericton and Halifax two-line ds,  
	    redirected twice with ms markings, fine

   newfoundland
40357	 F	 68 1827 (May 29) Wrapper from St. Johns to London, with ms “paid in 1” and (on reverse)   600 
	    “Saint Johns” written by the Post Master, reverse also with clear “SHIP LETTER /  
	    PLYMOUTH” hs and nice wax seal, rare with this despatch ms marking

40358	 F	 68 1855 (Mar 17) Entire from Murray Harbour, Prince Edward Island, to Port Phillips,   600 
	    Australia, with ms rate, “p1” and “PAID” hs, Liverpool tombstone ds, reverse with  
	    despatch and arrival cds, some soiling, a rare destination
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40359	 C	H	 56 1857-90, Important collection of about 45 stamps (mostly mint, but incl some valuable  Offer 
	    earlies e.g. SG 12 used) on 2 pages from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90),  
   last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored away so most are in the original unfaded colours,  
   couple obvious damaged and/or forgeries removed, a fantastic holding offered intact, and incl.  
   similar New Brunswick and Nova Scotia (17 stamps total) from the same album, slightly mixed  
   condition, useful, examine (total SG about £9’600) (Est. e 1’200/1’600)

40360	 C	   1860-1932, Mint selection incl. 1865-71 10c & 12c plus 13c in block of four, 1887-88   Offer 
	    set of 6 plus 10c block of four, 1897 set of 14, 1910 set of 11 and 1932 $1.50 on $1  
	    Airmail, slightly mixed condition (SG £2’700+) (Est. e 500/700)

 

40361	 CC	C	   1868-1947, Attractive mint & used collection in one album, includes a few better   Offer 
	 DCE	H	   earlies, values in the 1868-94 period with some useful mint examples, noted also  
	    airs incl. 1932 Transatlantic and 1933 Gen. Balbo flight, plate proofs plus  
	    different shades and perfs. for some issues, some extra stockcards with other areas  
	    of the Canadian Dominion, mixed but gen. fine (Est. e 1’200/2’000)

   new Guinea
   G.r.i. SurChArGeS On GermAn new GuineA

40362	 C	DCE	   1914-15 Mint selection incl. 6mm setting 1d on 5pf, 2d on 20pf and 2 1/2d on 20pf  1/26 100 
	    (no gum), and 5mm setting 1d on 3pf, 2d on 10pf, 2d on 20pf (no gum) and 8d on 80pf  
	    (no gum and small thin in corner)

 

40363	 G	   1915 3d on Rabaul (Deutsch Neuguinea) registered label, tied to small fragment by  33 120 
	    violet Rabaul oval ds, fine, signed Bothe (SG £275)

 

40364	 H	   1915 3d on Rabaul (Deutsch-Neuguinea) registered label, neat cds, fine (SG £475) 33d 200

40365	 G	 58 1915 3d on Herbertshöhe (Deutsch Neuguinea) registered label with “no dot after I”  36 600 
	    variety, tied on part cover by Herbertshöhe cds with N. W. Pacific Islands 2 1/2d  
	    blue Roo also tied adjacent, Hong Kong bs, label soiled, still an unusual and rare  
	    commercial usage, signed Holcombe (SG £1’600)

40366	 H	   1915 3d on Herbertshohe (Deutsch Neuguinea) registered label, Rabaul cds, stain on  36 200 
	    reverse not too apparent, otherwise fine (SG £650)
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 40367	 H	   1915 3d on Kieta (Deutsch-Neuguinea) registered label, light Rabaul cds, very fine (SG £700) 38 300

 

40368	 H	   1915 3d on Stephansort registered label, setting G, pos.10, cancelled-to-order with  40 1’400 
	    Stephansort cds, very fine, one of only 50 printed, cert. Ceremuga (2002) and RPS  
	    (1979) (SG £2 ‘750)

40369	 H	   1915 3d on Friedrich Wilhelmshafen (Deutsch-Neuguinea) registered label, Rabaul cds,  41 200 
	    some short perfs otherwise fine (SG £650)

 

40370	 H	   1915 3d on Kawieng (Deutsch Neuguinea) registered label, Rabaul cds, couple of short  42 140 
	    perfs and vert. crease at far left (SG £550)

40371	 H	   1915 3d on Manus (Deutsch-Neuguinea) registered label with “no dot after I” variety,  43a 2’000 
	    couple of creases and a couple of toned perfs, Rabaul cds, very rare, signed Bothe  
	    amongst others, ex Kamina (SG £5’500)

   G.r.i. SurChArGeS On mArShAll iS.

 

40372	 C	J	   1914 GRI surcharges on Marshall Island (5mm setting) mint og selection incl. 1d on  50/57 Offer 
	    3pf block of four, 2d on 20pf, 3d on 25pf (signed Bühler), 3d on 30pf and 5d on  
	    50pf, very fine (SG £1’234), plus GRI surcharges on German New Guinea 1914-15 mint  
	    selection incl. 6mm setting 1d on 5pf, 2d on 20pf and 2 1/2d on 20pf (no gum), and  
	    5mm setting 1d on 3pf, 2d on 10pf, 2d on 20pf (no gum) and 8d on 80pf (no gum and  
	    small thin in corner) (SG £740) (Est. e 400/600)

   GenerAl iSSueS FrOm 1925 (SG 125-225)

 

40373	 H	   1935 Bulolo Goldfields £2 and £5, the £2 toned on reverse, the £5 is very fine fine,  204-205 240 
	    both with central cds (SG £540)

Prices Realised
Available by logging onto our web site at: www.davidfeldman.com
Please contact us if you would like a copy, enclosing Euro 10 or equivalent for postage.

David Feldman SA w P.O.Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland w E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com
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   new GuineA COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.

 

40374	 C	   1915-39, Mint og selection incl. 1915-16 5s (minor faults) and 10s (two, one ovpt   Offer 
	    type a, one type b), 1931 Bird of Paradise set of 13, 1931 Bird of Paradise Airmail  
	    set of 14 (£1 fault) and 1939 set of 14 (10s creased), mostly fine (SG 1’930) (Est. e 300/400)

 

40375	 H	   1925-34, Used selection incl. 1931 (Jun 8) Airmail part set to £1 with 5s and 10s,   Offer 
	    1932-34 Airmail part set to £1 (excl. 1s, 2s & 5s), 1925-31 Official set, 1932-34  
	    Official set plus four low value stamps, mixed condition (SG £1’380+) (Est. e 260/340)

   new hebrides
   lOtS, COlleCtiOnS, etC.

40376	 CC	C	 www 1938-53 Issues complete mint on leaves incl. postage due sets (SG £550) (Est. e 100/200)   Offer

   new South wales
   POStAl hiStOry

40377	 F	 68 1840 (Dec 16) Entire from Newcastle to Sydney, ms 4d rate with red “NEWCASTLE / POST   340 
	    PAID” boxed hs and accompanying oval ds on obverse, reverse with Sydney crowned cds, very fine

40378	 F	 68 1842 (Jan) Wrapper from Port Macquarie to London, ms 8d rate with red “PORT /   400 
	    MACQUARIE / PAID” boxed hs, accompanying large black circular cancel and Sydney Ship  
	    Letter ds adjacent, reverse with “SHIP LETTER / PLYMOUTH” hs and Sydney and London ds, very fine 

40379	 F	 68 1842 (Jun 4) Cover from Yass to Scotland, ms 8d rate with crisp red “YASS / POST   150 
	    PAID” boxed hs, Yass and Sydney Ship Letter oval ds adjacent, London and  
	    Ballindalloch bs, fine

40380	 F	 68 1843 (Jan) Cover from Berrima to Sydney, ms 8d rate with very fine “BERRIMA / POST   500 
	    PAID” boxed hs, with Berrima and Sydney bs, fine

40381	 F	 68 1843 (Jan) Entire sent registered from East Maitland to Scotland, ms 1/8d rate with   300 
	    fine red “PAID AT / EAST MAITLAND” boxed hs, ms “Registered at E Maitland” and  
	    Sydney Ship Letter oval ds on obverse, reverse with “SHIP-LETTER” hs and Sydney,  
	    London, Edinburgh and Aberdeen ds, very fine

40382	 F	 68 SYDNEY 2D POST: 1848 (Jun 23) Envelope with embossed GPO die, with Free crowned cds   800 
	    and “6 / O’CLOCK” hs adjacent, minor soiling, rare

40383	 F	  68 Group of 9 covers and 1 part cover with “POST PAID” hs, incl. Goulburn, Windsor,   1’000 
	    Armidale, Melbourne, Tamworth, Port Macquarie (3), Brisbane and Newcastle (part  
	    cover), with mainly clear strikes, some soiling, a fine group

Search our Frequent “Feldman Express” Internet-only Auctions, 
visit our Net Price Shop, or Register to bid “Live” at

www.davidfeldman.com
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   1850-51 SyDney viewS 

   1D vAlue

 

40384	 H	   1d Carmine-Lake pl.1 with very good to large margins, light “61” numeral, very fine,  1 340 
	    cert. Behr (2010) (SG £500)

40385	 H	   1d Dull Carmine pl.1 pos.20, with very good to large margins, neat “69” numeral,  2 200 
	    very fine (SG £450)

40386	 H	   1d Carmine pl.1 with very good even margins, neat barred oval cancel, very fine (SG £450)  2 200

 

40387	 H	   1d Reddish-Rose pl.1 pos.3, with fine to very good margins, neat numeral cancel,  3 200 
	    very fine, cert. Holcombe (1991) (SG £425)

40388	 H	   1d Reddish-Rose pl.1 with very good to large margins, light cancel, very fine (SG £425) 3 200

40389	 H	   1d Brownish-Red pl.1 pos.17, with good to large margins, crisp barred oval cancel,  4 200 
	    very fine (SG £450)

 

40390	 H	   1d Pale Red pl.1 pair, with good to very good margins, two neat “48” numeral, very  5 340 
	    fine (SG £850)

40391	 H	   1d Pale Red pl.1 pos.4-5 pair, with good to large margins, single “82” numeral, very  5 300 
	    fine (SG £850)

 

40392	 H	   1d Vermilion pl.2 pos.22-23 pair, with large to huge margins, “35” numerals, very  7 300 
	    fine, cert. BPA (1989) (SG £700)

Additional images of items from larger lots may be available at 
www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our web site
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40393	 H	   1d Vermilion pl.2 showing striking double impression, with fine to large margins,  7 150 
	    light “61” numeral, very fine (SG £350+)

40394	 H	   1d Vermilion pl.2 pos.6-7 pair, with right stamp showing variety “no trees on hill,”  7-7a 300 
	    with close to large margins, single light numeral, very fine, cert. Ceremuga (2005) (SG £950+) 

40395	 H	   1d Vermilion pl.2 pos.15 showing variety “without clouds,” with fine to very good  7c 240 
	    margins, very faint cancel, very fine, ex Pack (SG £600)

 

40396	 H	   1d Dull Carmine pl.2 pos.18-19 pair showing a striking double impression, with very  9 200 
	    good to large margins, single neat “88” numeral, very fine (SG £650+)

40397	 H	   1d Dull Carmine pl.2 pos.22-23 pair, with very good to large margins, light barred  11 200 
	    oval cancels, very fine (SG £650)

 

40398	 H	   1d Carmine pl.2 on laid paper with good to very good margins, neat numeral cancel,  13 180 
	    very fine (SG £550)

40399	 H	   1d Carmine pl.2 pos.2 on laid paper, with large to huge margins, light cancel, very  13 180 
	    fine, ex Caspary, cert. BPA and RPS (1959) (SG £550)

40400	 H	   1d Deep Dull Carmine pl.2 on laid paper, with very good to large margins, light  13 180 
	    cancel, very fine, signed A. Diena (SG £550)

40401	 H	   1d Vermilion pl.2 pos.17 on laid paper, with very good to large margins, showing  14 180 
	    part of sheet wmk, barred oval cancel, very fine, ex Wiggins (SG £500)

 

40402	 H	   Used selection of 1d Sydney Views from both plate 1 and the re-engraved plate,   Offer 
	    showing a variety of print impressions and shades, incl. 7 pairs and a strip of 3  
	    (vert. crease), a Jeffreys forgery pair, a proof, etc., mostly very fine with ample  
	    margins, and several from prominent collections incl. Ferrary, Slade, Boucher,  
	    White, etc., several certs (SG £31’700+ as cheapest shades) (81) 

   Estimate: e 6’000 - e 10’000
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   2D vAlue

 

40403	 H	   2d Greyish-Blue pl.1 pos.5 very early impression, with large to huge margins, neat  15 240 
	    “28” numeral, very fine, ex Slade and Espana (SG £450)

40404	 H	   2d Dull Blue pl.1 early impression, with large to very large margins, light barred  16 240 
	    oval cancel, very fine, signed A. Diena (SG £500)

40405	 H	   2d Greyish-Blue pl.1 pos.14 intermediate impression, with very good to huge margins,  16b 100 
	    neat “47” numeral of Tumut, very fine, ex Manwood (SG £300)

40406	 H	   2d Deep Blue pl.1 pos.19 with “double lines on bale” variety, with huge margins,  16ca 300 
	    light numeral, very fine (SG £800)

 

40407	 H	   2d Dull Blue pl.1 late impression pair, with good to huge margins, neat “48” numeral  18 150 
	    of Tarcutta, very fine, ex Slade and Manwood (SG £320)

40408	 F	 68 2d Grey-Blue pl.2 pos.3 early impression with very good margins, tied on envelope to  23 300 
	    Port Phillip by “88” numeral of Port Macquarie with accompanying oval ds adjacent,  
	    Sydney and arrival bs, very fine (cert. Holcombe)

 

40409	 H	   2d Grey-Blue pl.2 pos.13 early impression showing “CREVIT ommitted” variety, with  23g 240 
	    large to huge margins, light cancel, very fine, ex Slade (SG £800)

40410	 H	   2d Bright Blue pl.2 with large to huge margins, light “52” numeral, very fine (SG £275)  24 120

40411	 H	   2d Prussian Blue pl.2 pos.12 worn impression, with large to huge margins, neat “21”  25 120 
	    numeral, very fine, ex White (SG £190)

40412	 H	   2d Prussian Blue pl.2 pos.12 worn impression, with very good to large margins, neat  26 100 
	    “23” numeral, very fine, ex White (SG £190)

40413	 H	   2d Prussian Blue pl.2 pos.17 with large to very large margins, neat “48” numeral,  27 100 
	    very fine, ex Slade (SG £275)

 

40414	 H	   2d Prussian Blue pl.2 retouched pos.16, with large to huge margins, neat “37”  27 100 
	    butterfly cancel, very fine, ex Slade (SG £275)
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40415	 H	   2d Prussian Blue pl.2 first retouch pos.21, with large to huge margins, neat “66”  27 100 
	    numeral, very fine, ex Wiggins (SG £275)

40416	 H	   2d Deep Blue pl.3 with very worn impression, with large to very large margins, neat  30 60 
	    “66” numeral, very fine (SG £190)

40417	 H	   2d Deep Blue pl.3 with “no whip” variety, with very good to large margins, neat “3”  30a 90 
	    numeral of Windsor, very fine (SG £325)

40418	 H	   2d Ultramarine pl.4 with large to very large margins, neat “67” numeral of  31 50 
	    Muswellbrook, very fine (SG £180)

40419	 F	 78 2d Ultramarine pl.4 showing “hill not shaded” variety, with fine to huge margins,  33a 300 
	    tied on O.H.M.S printed lettersheet by barred oval, sent from the Colonial  
	    Secretary’s Office in Sydney to The Bench of Magistrates at Raymond Terrace,  
	    accompanying bs, very fine

 

40420	 H	   2d Prussian Blue pl.4 pos.20 showing “fan with 6 segments” variety, with good to  33b 100 
	    large margins, barred oval cancel, very fine, ex Espana and Manwood (SG £300)

40421	 H	   2d Ultramarine pl.4 pos.1-2 pair with very good to huge margins, single light “66”  34 150 
	    numeral, small scissor cut inbetween stamps, very fine, ex Caspary (SG £380+)

40422	 H	   2d Dull Ultramarine pl.5 pos.22 on laid yellowish paper, with large to huge margins,  38 150 
	    light cancel, very fine, ex Caspary and Slade (SG £350)

 

40423	 H	   2d Grey-Blue pl.5 on laid yellowish paper, with large to very large ,margins, neat  38 120 
	    “81” numeral of Warwick, very fine (SG £350)

40424	 H	   2d Dull Ultramarine pl.5 on laid yellowish paper, with large to huge margins, neat  38 100 
	    “3” numeral of Windsor, very fine, ex White (SG £350)

40425	 H	   2d Dull Ultramarine pl.5 on laid paper showing “pick and shovel omitted” variety,  38a 140 
	    with good to huge margins, light numeral, also with part of maker’s wmk, very fine (SG £500) 

40426	 F	 www Group of four covers franked with 2d Sydney View, incl. pl.5 on env. from Cooma to   500 
	   Sydney, pl.5 on env. from Dapto to Port Phillip, pl.2 on wrapper from Goulburn to  
	   Braidwood and pl.2 with “no whip” variety on env. from Sydney to Wollongong (ex  
	   Boucher), some soiling and creasing

 

40427	 H	   2d Blue used selection of plates and shades (217), mostly very fine with ample   Offer 
	    margins, many have the plate pos. in pencil on reverse, a range of cancels incl.  
	    some scarcer such as Morpeth, Hexham, Berrima, Tenterfield, etc., some ex Wiggins,  
	    Espana, Manwood, White, Slade, etc., ideal for further plating and study (SG  
	    £46’000+ as cheapest shades and excl. varieties)  
   Estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000
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   3D vAlue

 

40428	 H	   3d Yellow-Green on yellowish wove paper, with good to large margins, light cancel,  39 100 
	    very fine (SG £275)

40429	 H	   3d Yellow-Green on yellowish wove paper, with good to large margins, neat “64”(?)  39 100 
	    numeral, very fine (SG £275)

40430	 H	 www 3d Dark Yellow-Green on yellowish wove paper, with large margins, neat barred oval  39 100 
	   cancel, very fine (SG £275)

 

40431	 H	   3d Yellow-Green on bluish wove paper, with very good to large margins, showing a  42 100 
	    double print, with barred oval cancel, very fine (SG £225)

40432	 H	   3d Yellow-Green on bluish wove paper, with good margins, neat “55” numeral of  42 100 
	    Newcastle, very fine (SG £225)

40433	 H	   3d Yellow-Green on bluish wove paper, with good to large margins, neat barred oval  42 100 
	    cancel, very fine (SG £225)

40434	 H	   3d Yellow-Green pos.10 on bluish wove paper, with good to large margins, light  42 100 
	    barred oval cancel, very fine, cert. Holcombe (1998) (SG £225)

 

40435	 H	   3d Bright Green pos.7-8 on laid paper, pair with good to large margins, cancels not  43d 340 
	    too heavy, very fine (SG £1’100)

40436	 H	   3d Bright Green on laid paper, with good margins, barred oval cancel, very fine (SG £550) 43d 140

40437	 H	   3d Yellow-Green pos.3 on laid paper, with large margins, unobtrusive smudgy cancel,  43e 140 
	    very fine, ex Caspary (SG £475)

 

40438	 H	   3d Green used selection (48), mostly fine with ample margins, some ex Wiggins,   Offer 
	    Espana, Boucher, White, etc., incl. some scarce cancels such as Dungog, Cassilis,  
	    Kempsey and Windsor, ideal for further plating and study (SG £15’800+ as cheapest  
	    shades and excl. varieties) (Est. e 3’000/4’000)
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   1851-53 unwAtermArkeD iSSueS

 

40439	 H	   1d Carmine pair with very close to very good margins, two neat “66” numerals, very  44 140 
	    fine (SG £500+)

40440	 H	   1d Vermilion with “no leaves right of SOUTH” variety, with fine to good margins,  47a 80 
	    barred oval cancel, very fine (SG £325)

 

40441	 H	   1d Brick-Red pair with close to huge margins (showing RH frame of adjacent stamp),  48 80 
	    neat “66” numeral, very fine, cert. BPA (1954) (SG £280+)

40442	 H	   1d Brick-Red pair pos.9-10 with pos.9 showing “WALE” variety, with close to large  48c 180 
	    margins, very neat single strike of the “66” numeral, very fine, ex Wiggins and  
	    Espana, cert. Behr (2003) (SG £565+)

40443	 F	 68 1852 (Aug 3) Envelope from Port Macquarie to Parramatta, with 2d chalky blue with  53 100 
	    very good to huge margins, cancelled by “88” numeral, despatch ds adjacent, with  
	    Sydney and arrival bs, very fine

40444	  68 1855 (Mar 6) Wrapper from Brisbane to Sydney with 2d prussian blue with very large  57 50 
	    to enormous margins, tied by “95” numeral, despatch and arrival bs, fine

 

40445	 H	   3d Dull Yellow-Green strip of three pos.46-48, with close to large margins, barred  67 120 
	    oval cancels, tiny thin in margin at left, very fine and scarce multiple, ex Ginger  
	    and White (SG £330+)

 

40446	 H	   6d Yellow-Brown pl.1 with fine to very good margins, neat “50” numeral, very fine (SG £275) 74 100

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following Credit Cards :

viSA, mASterCArD, eurOCArD and AmeriCAn exPreSS
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40447	 H	   6d Chocolate-Brown pl.1 pos.8 with “WALLS” instead of “WALES” variety, with close to  75a 200 
	    fine margins, light cancel, very fine (SG £700)

40448	 H	   6d Grey-Brown pl.1 pos.20, with fine to good margins, light “50” numeral, very fine (SG £250) 76 90

40449	 H	   6d Brown pl.1 re-engraved pos.15 with good to very large margins, neat “23” numeral  77 100 
	    of Wollongong, very fine (SG £300)

40450	 H	   6d Brown pl.1 re-engraved pos.25, with good to huge margins (lower marginal), light  77 100 
	    cancel, very fine, cert. Holcombe (1990) (SG £300)

40451	 F	 68 1853 (Oct 8) Wrapper from Sydney to England, with 6d grey-brown pl.1 re-engraved  78 200 
	    pos.11 with fine to good margins, tied by oval barred cancel, Halifax arrival cds  
	    alongside, Sydney and London bs, missing lower flap, otherwise fine (SG £600)

 

40452	 H	   8d Dull Yellow pos.8, with fine to very good margins, crisp “50” numeral, very fine (SG £600) 79 200

40453	 H	   8d Dull Yellow pos.6, with fine to very good margins, neat “46” numeral of Gundagai,  79 200 
	    very fine, cert. BPA (1992) (SG £600)

40454	 H	   8d Dull Yellow pos.43, with fine margins, barred oval cancel, very fine, ex Burrus,  79 200 
	    cert. RPS (1981) (SG £600)

 

40455	 H	   8d Dull Yellow with good margins, neat “65” numeral, very fine (SG £600) 79 200

40456	 H	   8d Orange-Yellow with large to very large margins, neat “82” numeral of Armidale,  80 240 
	    very fine, ex Manwood (SG £600)

40457	 H	   8d Orange-Yellow with good to huge margins, barred oval cancel, very fine, signed  80 200 
	    Ferchenbauer (SG £600)

40458	 H	   8d Orange with close to very good margins, light cancel, very fine, ex Caspary and  81 160 
	    Manwood (SG £650)

More British Empire will be offered in our

Spring 2012 AUCTIONS
(May-June 2012) 

If you want to participate as a vendor, your consignments must reach 
us no later than January 31, 2012 in order to be included.
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40459	 H	   1851-54, Accumulation of Laureated issues, many of which are plated with position no., incl.  Offer 
	    SG.44/50(40), SG.51-59(116), SG.60/62(57), SG.63-64(11), SG.65-71(29), SG.72-76(10),  
   SG.77-78(20), SG.79-81(28), SG.82-83(17) and SG.84-86(10), mostly very fine with four  
   margins, showing a wide range of shades and cancellations, ideal for plating, some with certs,  
   several from prominent collections such as Pack, Manwood, White, Espana, etc. (SG £44’500+  
   as cheapest shades) 

   Estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000

   1854-60 iSSueS (SG 82-118)

 

40460	 H	   2d Pale Blue showing 3rd retouch at right side, with very close to large margins,   140 
	    light “N.S.W” cancel, very fine (SG £450)

 

40461	 H	   5d Dull Green with good to very large margins, light cancel, very fine (SG £650) 88 180

40462	 H	   5d Dull Green with fine to large margins, crisp Sydney duplex cancels, very fine (SG £650) 88 180

 

40463	 H	   5d Dull Green with fine to large margins, neat Sydney duplex, also 6d olive-grey and  88/100 200 
	    1s rosy vermilion with neat cancels and four margins, very fine examples (SG £755)

 

40464	 H	   Selection of used, incl. 5d Dull Green with close to large margins, twenty-six of  88/101 700 
	    the 6d in the different shades incl. grey, olive-green, slate, slate-green, fawn, etc., incl 
	     four with “8” wmk instead of “5,” and sixteen 1s in pale red, rosy vermilion and brownish  
   red incl. one with wmk “8” instead of “12,” mostly very fine (43) (SG £3’000+)
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40465	 		   (No Lot))

 

40466	 H	   1s Rosy Vermilion with “8” wmk instead of “12,” large to huge margins, light cancel,  99a 80 
	    very fine, signed A. Diena (SG £180)

40467	 H	   1s Brownish-Red pair with good to huge margins, light cancel, very fine (SG £160+) 101 60

 

40468	 H	   2d Pale Blue lithographic transfer of pl.1, with close to large margins, “N.S.W”  118 220 
	    cancel, very fine, ex Slade and White (SG £750)

40469	 H	   2d Pale Blue lithographic transfer of pl.1, with close to large margins, indistinct  118 220 
	    cancel, very fine (SG £750)

40470	 H	   Used selection incl. (6d) Registered (10), 1d (17), 2d (80, incl. 3 lithographed  102/118 Offer 
	    from pl.1 and 5 with “5” wmk), and 3d (19), showing a variety of shades and cancels,  
	    ideal for further study of plating, retouches, etc., mostly fine (SG £7’100+) (Est.  
	    e 1’400/1’800)

   1854-72 iSSueS (SG 119-172)

40471	 H	 www Used selection of 1860-72 perf.12 and perf.13 issues, incl. 2d perf.12 strip of   Offer 
	   three with pre-printing fold, several showing significant plate wear, diadems with  
	   wmk errors incl. inverted, and 2d with 12x13 compound perf., a variety of shades,  
	   mainly fine (SG £2’600+) (Est. e 500/700)

40472	 H	J	 68 1s Rose-Carmine irregular block of 7, with Sydney duplex cancels, mixed perfs and a  153 100 
	    little wrinkling, otherwise and fine and scarce multiple (SG £350+)

   SPeCiAl exhiBitiOn COlleCtiOn

   1850 SyDney viewS - eSSAyS

 

40473	 L	   JEFFREYS FORGERY: 1d red pair with close to good margins, barred oval cancels, fine,   300 
	    seldom seen

   1851-53 lAureAteD, unwAtermArkeD, 2D

40474	 DCE	 www 1870 Van Dyke reprint attempted sheet reconstruction of the 2d blue, 32 examples, mostly fine  100

   1851-53 lAureAteD, unwAtermArkeD, 6D

40475	 DCE	J	 78 1870 Van Dyke reprint of the 6d brown in sheet of 25 on thick yellowish paper, very fine   100

   1851-53 lAureAteD, unwAtermArkeD, 8D

40476	 DCE	J	 78 1870 Van Dyke reprint of the 8d yellow in sheet of 50 on thick yellowish paper,   200	
    minor creasing, fine
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   1862-82 De lA rue heAD

40477	 F	 78 1883 Envelope sent registered to Cape of Good Hope bearing 1882-97 1s salmon, 2d   500 
	    blue and pair of 6d pale lilac, 1d & 2d tied by Grafton duplex and 6d pair tied by  
	    “REGISTERED / GRAFTON” hs (John White type R15, though unrecorded used in Grafton),  
	    paying 11d postage and 4d registration, Sydney and London and Cape Town Registered  
	    Letter Office cds, some perf. toning, very attractive and well travelled cover

   new SOuth wAleS - COlleCtiOnS, miSCellAneOuS, etC.

40478	 C	DCE	 80 1849-89, Collection of over 110 stamps incl. Officials, many lovely earlier stamps   Offer 
	 H	S	   but slightly mixed condition, on 5 pages from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part  
	    I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored away, preserving mostly  
	    fresh and vivid colours throughout, couple obviously damaged removed, slightly mixed  
	    condition, useful, examine (SG over £6’000) (Est. e 800/1’200)

40479	 H	 www 1851-54, Plate reconstructions of the 1851 2d pl.3, 6d pl.1 and 1854 2d pl.3, incl.   Offer 
	   6d with “WALLS” variety (3 margins) and both 2d with “WALES” partly covered by wavy  
	   lines, the majority of the 2d examples being fine with four margins, 6d mostly 3  
	   margins, very useful group (SG £8’550 as cheapest shades) (Est. e 1’000/1’500)

40480	 F	G	H	  78 1856-1986, Collection on 7 album pages of Newtown cancellations and postal history,   Offer 
	    incl. 10 covers/cards with a range of frankings, 67 stamps (some on piece), an  
	    attractive group (e 80/120)

   new Zealand
40481	 A	J	 78 1854 Chalon Head Proofs: 2d original plate proof (Hausburg), top marginal block of   500 
	    36 in black, a few small imperfections but well outside designs apart from the  
	    example at top right (crease), spectacular large multiple in generally very fine condition

 

40482	 B	H	   1931 3d Chocolate, perf.14x15, with Wellington 30 Sep 1935 cds, very fine (SG £425) 548a 150

   COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.

40483	 C	DCE	 80 1856-89, Important collection with strength in the Chalon Heads, over 50 stamps   Offer 
	 H	   incl. SG 4-6 used, 1d with double-lined letters wmk, all on 4 pages from 1930s  
	    Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel)  
	    and stored away so showing brilliant unfaded colours throughout, couple obvious  
	    damaged and/or forgeries removed, slightly mixed margins or condition as can be  
	    expected but far above the norm, examine (apparent SG about £13’500) 
   (Est. e 1’800/2’600)

40484	 C	G	H	 www 1859-1912, Old-time mint & used collection on three Maury album pages, nice section   Offer 
	   of Chalons incl. imperf. 1d mint, later issues with 5s Mount Cook etc., mixed to  
	   fine (Est. e 800/1’200)

   nigeria

 

40485	 H	   1914-29 1/2d to £1 used set of 12, incl. extra shade for 2d, 2 1/2d, 3d, 4d and 5s,  1-12 180 
	    the 5s, 10s and £1 are fine, rest mostly fine (SG £430+)
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40486	 H	   1936 1/2d to £1 used set of 12, with a superb £1 with light registered oval ds, 5s  34-45 160 
	    and 10s (slightly heavy cancel) also very fine, others mostly fine (SG £325)

   norfolk islands
40487	 CC	 www 1947-82, Comprehensive never hinged collection on stockpages, very fine (Est. e 100/150)  Offer

   north Borneo

40488	 C	H	 80 1838-89, Collection of 39 stamps (3 fiscal cancels, not figured) on 2 pages from  1-5, 6/51 Offer 
	    1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by  
	    Michel) and stored away, preserving amazingly fresh and vivid colours throughout,  
	    couple obviously damaged removed, slightly mixed condition, useful, examine  
	     (Est. e 400/800)

 

40489	 H	   1918-31, Used selection incl. 1922 Malay-Borneo exhibition set of 14 and 1931 set of   Offer 
	    8 to $5 ($5 has small ink mark at lower left otherwise fine), generally fine (SG  
	    £2’100+) (Est. e 400/600)

   northern rhodesia

 

40490	 H	   1925-29 1/2d to 20s used set of 17, with very fine 7s6, 10s and 20s, others mixed  1-17 300 
	    condition (SG £650)

40491	 C	   1925-29 Set complete mint, slightly ragged perfs on 20s (SG £500) 1-17 180 
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   nova Scotia
   1851-57 imPerFOrAte

40492	 F	 78 Unique “House” Composition 2a+5 4’000 
	     
	    3d Deep blue BISECT in combination with 6d deep green, large margins tied by red  
	    tombstone “Paid in America Liverpool 14.01.56” on folded cover to Scotland, blackish  
	    red “5” rate, Pictou 27.12.55 cds, Halifax 29.12.55 oval ds plus arrival bs, superb  
	    and unique composition, ex Hiroyuki Kanai and Frederick R. Mayer, cert. RPS & Sismondo

40493	 F	 78 3d Deep blue BISECT plus 6d deep green on 1860 cover to Newcastle-on-Tyne, both large  2a+5 2’000 
	    margins and tied by oval of thin bars, on reverse Pictou 15.5.60 cds, oval Halifax  
	    16.5.60 and Newcastle 29.5.60 arrival, very fine, cert BPA & RPS

   1860-63 PerFOrAteD

 

40494	 P	   1863 2c Grey-Purple imperforate proof pair on india paper, very fine 11 var 50

   nyasaland Protectorate
   BritiSh CentrAl AFriCA

 

40495	 C	S	   Selection of Specimens incl. 1895 £1, 1896 £10 (both with tiny marks), and 1897-1900   150 
	    2s6d to £10 (3s with some toning and £10 with redistributed gum), mint og, mostly fine

 

40496	 C	   1895 1d to 5s values (all 8), mint og, 6d with toned perfs at top, 2s6d with corner  21-28 150 
	    crease, and 3s with ink marks on reverse slightly showing through, rest fine (SG £940)

40497	 C	 www 1903-04 Mint 2s6d, 4s & 10s plus Nyasaland 1908 4s and 10s, fine (SG ca. £645) 63-65, 78-80 200

Prices Realised
Available by logging onto our web site at: www.davidfeldman.com
Please contact us if you would like a copy, enclosing Euro 10 or equivalent for postage.

David Feldman SA w P.O.Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland w E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com
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   nyASAlAnD - GenerAl iSSueS

 

40498	 H	   1913-19 1/2d to £1 (excl. 10s), mostly fine used, £1 is superb with central cds (SG£330+)  83-98 150

 

40499	 H	J	   1913-19 1s Black on green with inverted watermark in a block of four, used, a little  93aw 400 
	    wrinking to top 2 stamps, fine appearance, believed to be the only used multiple of  
	    this variety (SG £800+)

 

40500	 H	   1913-19 £10 Purple and Royal Blue, neat cds at upper right, superb and scarce, cert.  99e 900 
	    Brandon (2002) and Bloch (1982) (SG £1’700)

40501	 H	   1921-33 1/2d to 10s set of 13, used, mostly very fine, two 10s incl. one superb  100-113 400 
	    example with central Blantyre cds, second example with the rare shade 
   green & scarlet on emerald (SG £1'025)  

   Orange Free State

 

40502	 C	   1903-04 4d Scarlet & Sage-Green with “IOSTAGE” for “POSTAGE,” mint og, very fine (SG £900)  144 240

40503	 C	H	 www 1868-92, Collection of 18 stamps (11 used) on page from 1930s Schwanenberger World   Offer 
	   album, part I (1840-90), fresh and vivid colours throughout, includes several  
	   surcharge varieties, useful, examine (Est. e 60/80)
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   Pakistan
40504	 F	 98 1948 (Jan 11) Envelope sent from Pakistan PO in DUBAI, with 1947 1/2a and 1a vert.   1’000 
	    pair tied on reverse of airmail by “DUBAI / PERSIAN GULF” cds with Bombay arrival  
	    cds adjacent, envelope torn open at one end, some tone spots, rare as they were only  
	    in use for four months

 

40505	 CC	   1969 “Pearl” Route 20p and 50p with MISSING COLOURS, printed only in green/blue   300 
	    (respectively), grey and black, and 1969 Ghalib 15p MISSING GREEN, all mint nh and  
	    very fine, apparently only one sheet of each is known with missing colours

   Papua and new Guinea
   PAPuA

40506	 H	 www 1901-31, Used selection of the Lakatoi issues, incl. 1 1/2d with “POSTACE” variety,  84/125 80 

	   OS overprints (2) and perfins (4), etc., mostly fine with neat cancels (SG £250+)

 

40507	 H	   1932-40 1/2d to £1 used set of 16, with very fine £1, 5s with a couple of toned  130-145 120 
	    perfs, the 1d, 2d, 5d and 2s6d also with varying toning, rest fine to very fine (SG £425) 

   Prince edward island
40508	 C	DCE	 80 1861-72, Collection of 18 stamps (1 used) on page from 1930s Schwanenberger World   Offer 
	 H	   album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored away, thus  
	    fresh and vivid colours throughout, couple extra shades present, attractive and  
	    useful, examine (SG£2’530) (Est. e 360/500)

   qatar
40509	 F	 98 1958 Banking archive of 6 covers all open on 3 sides of which 3 registered (2 with   500 
	    Doha Persia registered datestamps), 1 with cover fault, rare group

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may choose 
to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months, paying an 
equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer's account at the end of 
each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any claims regarding 
his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting 
full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF. 
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   queensland
   queen viCtOriA ChAlOn heADS 1860-81 (SG 1-127)

 

40510	 H	   1d Carmine-Rose with just touching to huge margins, “Q.L” oval cancels, very fine (SG £800) 1 200

40511	 H	   1d Carmine-Rose with good to large margins, “96” dotted numeral of Maryborough, very  1 200 
	    fine (SG £800)

 

40512	 H	   6d Green with fine to very good margins, neat “96” dotted numeral of Maryborough,  3 240 
	    very fine (SG £800)

40513	 H	   6d Green with fine to very large margins, “133” dotted numeral of Dalby, very fine (SG £800)  3 240

   queen viCtOriA GenerAl iSSueS 1879-1911

 

40514	 C	H	   1900 Patriotic Fund selection, 1d mint (2, one toned with perf. faults), used (3)   240 
	    and 2d mint (2, one toned) and used (1), fine unless stated (SG £1’445)

 

40515	 DCE	P	   1900 Patriotic Fund 1d imperforate plate proofs in violet (vert. crease), dull blue,  264a 400 
	    dull green, emerald (2) and red (2, one with small marks), all with clear margins, fine 
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40516	 CC	P	   1900 Patriotic Fund 2d violet imperforate plate proof, full gum on watermarked  264b 2’000 
	    paper, close to large margins, very fine and rare

   COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.

40517	 H	 www 1860-80, Used collection of the different Chalon issues, incl. faulty 1862-67 1d   Offer 
	   orange imperf. pair, multiples, some duplication, a range of cancels and shades,  
	   etc., mixed condition (140+) (SG £2’500 excl. imperf. pair) (Est. e 400/600)

40518	 C	DCE	 www 1860-90, Collection of about 75 stamps on 3 pages from 1930s Schwanenberger World   Offer 
	 H	  album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored away,  
	   preserving mostly fresh and vivid colours throughout, strong perforated Chalon  
	   Heads, usual slightly mixed condition, useful, examine (SG about 1’700 + fiscal  
	   cancels) (Est. e 160/240)

   rhodesia
40519	 C	 www 1892-1905, Mint selection comprising 1892-94 set (SG18/28), 1896 overprint set   200 
	   (SG58-64) and 1905 Victoria Falls set, few minor gum problems and traces of  
	   tonespots o/w fine

 

40520	 DCE	   THE RAREST HIGH VALUE OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE   
	     
	    1901 (Jun) £100 Cherry-Red, unused with part original gum, some minor toning, fine  
	    and fresh colour, cert. Brandon (2008). 
	     
	    £100 in 1901 was equivalent to a gold currency value of £29’000 today! Apparently  
	    only one other unused example (with a thin) is recorded even though SG states “a  
	    number of mint known”. Catalogued by the South Africa Colour Catalogue at R4’500’000  
	    (around e 400’000), and by Scott as N° 75B (unpriced) 
	     
	    The most important stamp of Rhodesia. 
	     
	    Estimate: e 120’000 - e 140’000
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40521	 C	   1910-13 Double heads mint range comprising 8d, 2s, 2s6d, 3s, 5s, 7s6d (trace of   500 
	    gum toning at top), 10s (very fine), some hr on lower values, generally fresh appearance

 

40522	 H	   1910-13 Double-Head used selection incl. perf.14 5d purple-brown and ochre, 5s (3),  119/185 Offer 
	    7s6d carmine and pale blue, £1 rose-scarlet and bluish-black, perf.15 2s black and  
	    dull blue, etc., very mixed condition (STC £4’200+) (Est. e 500/800)

40523	 H	   1910-13 5d Lake-Brown and Green, partial cds, fine & rare, cert. BPA, ex Baillie (SG £1’600)  143a 600

40524	 C	   1910-13 £1 Rose-Scarlet and Bluish-Black, mint og, fine (SG £1’200) 166 400

40525	 S	   1910-13 £1 Rose-scarlet & bluish black overprinted SPECIMEN vertically part OG, fine 166 400

 

40525A	 C	   1910-13 £1 Crimson and Slate-Black, mint og, fine (SG £1’200) 166a 400

 

40526	 C	   1910-13 £1 Scarlet and Reddish-Mauve ERROR OF COLOUR, mint og with the usual slight  166b 3’000 
	    gum disturbance which is characterstic of these stamps, a lower marginal example showing  
   part of printer’s inscription, very fine rare, only 100 discovered, cert. Brandon (2011)

40527	 H	   1910 £1 Red and Black, light cds at top right, very fine and rare, cert. Brandon, ex Baillie  179 1’500 
	     (SG £3’000)
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40528	 C	   1913-22 Admiral set of 19 values to the £1 mint, few lower values with gum faults   300 
	    (1/2d unused), £1 with crease visible from behind, generally fine & fresh appearance

40529	 H	   1917 1/2d on 1d Rose Carmine with INVERTED OVERPRINT, used, very fine and scarce,  280a 750 
	    cert. BPA (2005) (SG £1’500)

   St. Christopher, nevis and Anguilla
   St. ChriStOPher

40530	 C	H	 www 1870-88, Collection of 21 stamps incl. mint surcharges, SG 28 with “kiss” double   Offer 
	    surcharge, etc. on page from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90),  
	    fresh original colours, useful, examine (SG £975+) (Est. e 120/180)

   neviS

40531	 H	 www 1861-88, Collection of 21 stamps (7 mint, two diff. surcharged bisects on pieces) on   Offer 
	    page from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in  
	    1933 (by Michel) and stored away so mostly vivid original colours, slightly mixed  
	    condition, useful, examine (Est. e 120/160)

   St. kittS-neviS

 

40532	 H	   1920-22 1/2d to £1 used set of 13, with very fine £1 tied on piece by complete Nevis  24-36 220 
	    duplex, 10s a little faded otherwise fine to very fine (SG £475)

 

40533	 H	   1923 Tercentenary of the Colony used set of 13, with superb £1 with light St. Kitts  48-60 1’100 
	    cds (cert. BPA 1995) and a superb 10s, 2 1/2d looks to have a Madame Joseph forged  
	    cancel, a very fine set, the £1 value apparently less than 12 genuine known (SG £2’250)

40534	 C	   1920-23 Mint group comprising 1920-22 set complete (few small tonespots affecting   200 
	    some of the values) + 1923 Tercentenary set to 10s (SG £625)

Additional images of items from larger lots may be available 
at www.davidfeldman.com
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   St. helena

 

40535	 C	   SPECTACULAR DOUBLE RARITY 18a & 18c  
	     
	    1864-80 1s on 6d vertical strip of six with DOUBLE SURCHARGE at top and  
   NO SURCHARGE at bottom, large part og, reinforced between stamps 2 and 3,  
   otherwise a very fine and a magnificant showpiece, cert. RPS (1953)  
   (SG £34’000++) 
	     
	    Although 12 such strips originally existed, two are now in the Royal Collection,   
	    and we can trace only one other intact strip (ex Midas), while the rest are almost  
	    certainly broken up. 
	     
	    Estimate: e 15’000 - e 20’000
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40536	 H	   1922-37 1/2d to £1 (excl. 15s) used with neat cds, with very fine £1 tied on small  92-113 700 
	    piece, two 5s (one looks to have Madame Joseph forged cancel), mostly fine to very fine (SG 1’400) 

 

40537	 H	   1922-37 1/2 Grey and Black with inverted watermark, couple of tiny chips at top,  97fw 100 
	    crisp cds, fine appearance (SG £475)

40538	 G	   1922-37 15s Grey and Purple on blue tied on small fragment with complete St. Helena  113 900 
	    AP 13 29 cds, very fine and scarce (SG £1’800)

40539	 C	 www 1934 Centenary of Colonisation set of 10, mint og, very fine (SG £375) 114-123 80

 

40540	 H	   1934 Centenary of Colonisation set of 10, used with neat cancels, very fine (SG £425) 114-123 200

40541	 C	H	 96 1856-90, Collection of 29 stamps incl. four margin mint og SG1 and extra surcharge   Offer 
	    varieties on overflowing page from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I  
	    (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored away, preserving mostly  
	    fresh and vivid colours throughout, one obviously damaged removed, slightly mixed  
	    condition,great study or retail lot, examine (Est. e 400/600)

   St. lucia
40542	 C	H	 96 1859-90, Collection of 31 stamps (15 mint; also note one with Antigua cds) on page   Offer 
	    from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by  
	    Michel) and stored away, preserving uncommonly fresh and vivid colours, slightly  
	    mixed condition, useful, examine (Est. e 180/240)

   St. vincent
40543	 C	H	 96 1861-89, Collection of 39 stamps (mostly used, couple red cancels) on 2 pages from   Offer 
	    1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by  
	    Michel) and stored away, preserving mostly fresh original colours throughout, ,one  
	    forged removed, slightly mixed condition, uncommonly nice lot, examine (Est. e 200/300) 

Please review our latest Conditions of Sale
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   Samoa
   G.R.I. SuRchARGeS on GeRmAn SAmoA ISSueS

 

40544	 H	   1914 1/2d on 3pf to 9d on 80pf used values, a little bit of toning (mainly on the  101-109 100 
	    reverse) on the 1d, 2 1/2d and 3d, otherwise fine to very fine (SG £388)

40545	 C	 www 1914 GRI surcharges mint og selection incl. 1/2d on 5pf, 1d on 10pf, 2 1/2d on 20pf  102/108 offer 
	   (vert. pair, single and variety “1 to left of 2 in 1/2), 3d on 25pf used and 6d on  
	   50pf, tone spots affecting the 1d, 2 1/2d (2) and 6d o/w fine (SG £495) (Est. e 80/100) 

   Sarawak
40546	 C	 www 1869-80, Collection of 18 mint stamps on page from 1930s Schwanenberger World album,   offer 
	   part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored away, uncommonly  
	   fresh and vivid colours throughout, examine (Est. e 60/80)

   1869 3c (SG1)

	 	 	 The	Unique	Sheet	of	200
40547	 CC	C	J	   3c Brown on yellow, the UNIQUE SHEET, a complete unused sheet of 200 showing two    
	    panes of 100 with a central gutter margin, almostly complete sheet margins present,  
	    only missing on two stamps & one corner, somewhat toned as expected, a stunning  
	    exhibition & museum showpiece

	    Note: The sheet was discovered in 1939 in the collection of a prominent Chinese  
	    collector, Mr. Ho Hong Soon, who was also an official of the Sarawak government

	    Estimate:	e	5’000

   1871 3c (SG 2)

40548	 DCE	J	   3c Brown on yellow, a complete unused sheet of 200 showing two panes of 100 with a    
	    central gutter margin, complete sheet with all the margins present, somewhat toned  
	    as expected, a stunning exhibition & museum showpiece

	    Estimate:	e	1’000	-	e	1’500

   Seychelles
40549	 C	 www 1897-1903 Mint og selection incl. 1897-1900 2c to 2R25 set of 9, 1901 mint og set of  28-36 120 
	    four and 1902 mint og set of 5, and 1903 set of 11, fine to very fine (SG £469.25)

 

40550	 H	   1912-16 2c, 3c, 15c, 18c, 30c and 1R50 used values with “split A” variety, odd minor  71a/80a 400 
	    fault to 2c, 3c and 15c, with very fine 30c and 1R50 (SG £1’205)

40551	 H	   1917-22 2c to 5R set of 16 plus the 4 die II values and shades of the 18c & 25c, the  82-97 300 
	    2R25 and 5R with neat cancels, 5R with small amount of toning on reverse not showing  
	    through, mostly very fine, ex Morgan (SG £686+)

40552	 H	   1921-32 2c to 5R set of 24 plus 12c & 1R die I, with very fine 5R and 15c blue, the  98-123 200 
	    rest mostly very fine, ex Morgan (SG £410.65)

AW1_Br_final.indd   93 2.11.2011   16:51:29
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   SeyChelleS (COnt.)

40553	 C	 www 1890 First Issue plus extra 13c Die II on page from 1930s Schwanenberger World   Offer 
	   album, part I (1840-90), stored away preserving bright original colours, examine (SG £156) (Est. e 30/40)

   Sierra leone

 

40554	 H	   1912-21 1/2d to £1, used, incl. shades and 2d with inv. wmk, two 10s, £1 is superb  112-128 300 
	    with central York cds, and 1921-27 1/2d to 5s (excl. 7d), mostly fine (SG £820+)

 

40555	 H	   1912-21 2d Greyish-Slate with “A” of “CA” missing from watermark, neat Freetown cds,  115a 500 
	    rounded corner perf. at top right else fine, only example known of this variety, unpriced by SG

 

40556	 S	   1912-27 SPECIMEN overprints on £2 & £5 from both issues, one £5 no gum, fine  129a,130a 340 
	    (SG £1’000)

 

40557	 H	   1932 Rice Field and Palm Trees set of 13, used, mostly very fine, the 10s and £1 are  155-167 200 
	    superb (SG £400)

 

40558	 H	   1933 Centenary of Abolition of Slavery set of 13, used, mostly very fine, 10s has a  168-80 500 
	    couple of toned perfs, the 5s and £1 are superb (SG £1’100)
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   SierrA leOne (COnt.)

40559	 C	H	 www 1862-89, Collection of 25 stamps (10 mint, rest “B 31” cancels) on page from 1930s   Offer 
	   Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel)  
	   and stored away, preserving fresh and vivid colours throughout, one obviously  
	   damaged removed, a vibrant lot, useful, examine (Est. e 120/160)

   Solomon islands
40560	 CC	C	 98 1907 Set complete in mint blocks of 4 incl. marginal, 2d block imperf at top,   1'000 
	 DCE	   additional 1/2d blue unused block of 24, mint block of 9 showing double perfs  
	    vertically plus normal pair (SG cat. £1’200 as basic values)

40561	 C	 www 1907-35 Mint ranges on album leaf, high degree of completion, KGV 10s with missing   Offer 
	   TR corner (not counted), o/w fine (SG Cat. £874) (Est. e 200/300)

40562	 F	 98 JAPANESE OCCUPATION: 1942 (Jul 5) Imperial Navy card from a member of the 11th   1'000 
	    Construction Unit on Guadalcanal (who were tasked with building the airstrip), sent from 
	    Truk to the Japanese mainland, an extraordinary WWII Japanese Occupation rarity,  
	    one of only 3 known (the last one fetched £600 in 1985 Robson Lowe #186,  
	    18th June auction)

   Straits Settlements
40563	 C	H	 96 1867-87, Useful collection of nearly 50 stamps (with many better mint) on 2 pages   Offer 
	    from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by  
	    Michel) and stored away, thus mostly fresh original colours throughout, couple  
	    obviously damaged removed, examine (SG over £2’500) (Est. e 400/600)

 

40564	 H	   1921-33 $100 Carmine and Black on blue paper, Singapore cds, fine and extremely rare  240c 2'000 
	    genuinely used, grossly undercatalogued, cert. RPS (1986) (SG £2’250)

   Somaliland Protectorate

 

40565	 H	   1921 1/2a to 5R used set of 13, with 1R, 2R, 3R and 5R with neat central cds, fine  73-85 200 
	    to very fine (SG £450)

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following Credit Cards :

viSA, mASterCArD, eurOCArD and AmeriCAn exPreSS
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   South Africa

 

40566	 A	C	F	   1910 Opening of Union Parliament photographic essays (5) in varying designs, showing   100 
	    the head of KEVII, four of which show a similar design, also three mint singles and  
	    a “Cook’s Coal” illustrated envelope (missing backflap and other faults) franked  
	    with 2 1/2d on the first day of issue, an interesting lot

 

40567	 H	   1913-24 1 1/2d Chestnut with SIDEWAYS WATERMARK, faint cancel, repaired corner perf.  5c 500 
	    at lower left, very rare, thought to be the only known example (SG £1’500)

40568	 CC	C	   1913-24 6d Black & Violet showing a completely missing “Z” from “ZUID”, mint nh,  11 40 
	    plus gutter marginal pair with a “Jubilee” line missing and an example with a  
	    shifted head, very fine and unusual

 

40569	 H	   1913-24 10s Deep Blue and Olive-Green with INVERTED WATERMARK, cds at upper left,  16w 900 
	    very fine and rare, fewer than 10 examples known (SG £1’800)

 

40570	 H	J	   1926-27 1d Black and Carmine in block of four with left vertical pair imperforate  31b 300 
	    horizontally, Johannesburg cds, very fine, cert. BPA (1997) (SG £700)

40571	 CC	J	 98 1982 South African Architecture 1c IMPERFORATE in mint nh corner marginal block of  515b 340 
	    20, very fine (SACC R14’000)

40572	 CC	 www 1982 South African Architecture 2R IMPERFORATE in mint nh marginal pairs (3), very  531aa 200 
	   fine (SACC R7’200)
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40573	 CC	J	 98 1982 South African Architecture 2R IMPERFORATE in mint nh marginal block of four,  531aa 120 
	    very fine (SACC R4’800)

40574	 CC	J	 98 1982 South African Architecture 11c IMPERFORATE mint nh corner block of 32, very  562a 500 
	    fine (SACC R22’400)

40575	 CC	J	 98 1982 South African Architecture 11c IMPERFORATE mint nh corner block of 24, very  562a 400 
	    fine (SACC R16’800)

40576	 CC	J	 www 1982 South African Architecture 11c IMPERFORATE mint nh selection incl. block of 4, strip 562a 300 
	   of 4 (2), TR corner cylinder block of 8 and top margin block of 8, very fine (SACC R22’400)

   South Australia
40577	 C	DCE	 104 1855-90, Impressive collection of 78 stamps incl. 1886 large-format set less 1896 £5 all  Offer 
	 H	   with Specimen ovpts, earlier with extra shades and some blue cancels, on 4 pages from 1930s 
	    Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored  
   away, preserving mostly fresh and vivid colours throughout, usual mixed margins on earlies else  
   uncommonly attractive, examine (SG about £2’500) (Est. e 300/400)

   1855 lOnDOn Print (SG 1-4)

 

40578	 H	   1d Dark Green pair with fine to large margins, numeral cancels, very fine (SG £950) 1 300

40579	 H	   1d Dark Green pair with good to very large margins, void numeral cancels, very fine,  1 300 
	    ex Griffiths (SG £950)

 

40580	 H	   1d Dark Green selection of six singles and four pairs (one pair with small thin),  1 & 6 2’000 
	    plus two 1d yellow-green singles (one with faulty margin), a couple just touched  
	    otherwise ample margins and very fine condition (SG £7’950)

 

40581	 H	   2d Rose-Carmine strip of three with fine to huge margins, neat numeral cancels, very  2 80 
	    fine (SG £240)

 

40582	 H	   Selection of used 2d in the rose-carmine, orange-red, blood-red and other shades,  2,7-9 700 
	    incl. strip of four (one stamp with small tear), strips of three (4), pairs (4) and  
	    singles (47), mainly very fine and useful group
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40583	 H	 www 6d Deep Blue with fine to good margins, tied on piece by void numeral with Adelaide  3 50 
	   PAID cds alongside, very fine (SG £160)

40584	 H	 www 6d Deep Blue with good to huge margins, neat “60” numeral cancel, very fine (SG £160) 3 50

 

40585	 H	   Selection of used 6d (15), two or three with margins just touched, otherwise ample  3 650 
	    and very fine quality examples (SG £2’400)

   1856-58 ADelAiDe Print (SG 5-12)

 

40586	 H	   6d Slate-Blue pair, just touched at top right o/w fine to large margins, neat void  10 100 
	    numerals, very fine (SG £340)

 

40587	 H	   6d Selection of 13 used examples, 4 with margins just touching, otherwise ample and  10 500 
	    very fine examples (SG £2’210)

 

40588 40590 40589

40588	 H	   1s Red-Orange with fine to very good margins, neat “30” numeral, very fine (SG £500) 11 140

40589	 H	   1s Red-Orange with fine to good margins, neat void numeral, very fine (SG £500) 11 140

40590	 H	   1s Orange pair with close to large margins, blue Adelaide cds, very fine (SG £800) 12 260

 

40591	 H	   1s Orange with fine to very large margins, neat blue PAID cds, very fine (SG £400) 12 120
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40592	 H	   1s Selection incl. two red-orange and six orange, a couple with margins just  11/12 800 
	    touching, all very fine (SG £3’400)

   1858-59 1St rOulette (SG 13-18)

40593	 H	 www Used selection of 1d (6), 2d (3), 6d (6 singles, strip of three with Adelaide PAID   Offer 
	   cds and strip of four with void numerals) and 1s (2 singles and a pair), mixed  
	   condition (SG £1’100+) (Est. e 200/300)

   1867-71 1St PerF. tyPeS (SG 44-61)

40594	 DCE	H	 www Used selection of perforated issues 3d on 4d (3), 4d (6), 6d (10), 8d on 10d (15),   Offer 
	   9d (5), 1s (37 plus 4 unused) and 2s (8), nice range of shades for the 1s, mixed  
	   condition (SG £800+) (Est. e 150/200)

   OFFiCiAlS

   DePArtmentAlS

 

40595	 H	   Scarce group of Departmental overprints from the Military, Marine Board, Private   400 
	    Secretary, Suveyor-General, Attorney-General, Comm. of Police, Crown Lands, Chief  
	    Secretary, Govt Printer, Treasury and Customs, mixed condition, very scarce with  
	    most less than 40 known

   South west Africa
40596	 C	 www Mint og sets incl. 1926 1/2d to 6d set of 3, 1927 2d to 10s set of 6, 1927-30 1/2d   200 
	    to 10s set of 10 and 1931 1/2d to 20s set of 14, mostly very fine (SG £656)

 

40597	 H	   1923 10s Blue and Olive-Green pair, with single Kalkfeld cds, many of the perfs are   1’200 
	    separated inbetween, otherwise fine and scarce, less than 10 known (SG £2’750)

   Southern nigeria

 

40598	 C	   1904-09 Complete mint set to a £1, mostly very fine mint (SG £475) 21-32ab 200
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40599	 H	   1912 1/2d to £1 used set of 12, with very fine 10s and £1 with neat cds, mostly fine (SG £450)   45-56 200

   Southern rhodesia

 

40600	 H	   1924-41, Used selection incl. 1924-29 1/2a to 5s set (5s very fine), 1931-37 1/2a to   Offer 
	    2d6d (with perf.14 incl. 1s) and Victoria Falls issues, mostly fine (Est. e 200/300)

40601	    1931 5s Blue and Blue-Green PRINTED ON THE GUMMED SIDE, toned gum, rare, cert. PF of  27a 2’000 
	    South Africa (2000) (SG £7’000)

   Swaziland

 

40602	 H	   1933 1/2d to 10s used set of 10, all very fine (SG £200) 11-20 100

   
tanganyika (tanzania)

 

40603	 H	   1917-21 1c to 50R used set of 17, 50R has neat cds with slight corner perf. bend at  45-62 900 
	    top right, 3R in corner marginal with plate and control no., high values very fine (SG £1’900), 
   the 50R extremely rare used, ex. Kilimanjaro

Search our Frequent “Feldman Express” Internet-only Auctions, 
visit our Net Price Shop, or Register to bid “Live” at

www.davidfeldman.com
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40604	 H	   1921 12c to 5R set of 6, high values with neat cds, one or two shorts perfs  63-68 300 
	    otherwise fine (SG £800)

 

40605	 H	   1922-24 5c to £1 used set of 15, £1 slightly toned with crayon mark, 5s and 10s fine  74-88 300 
	    to very fine, some toning to other values, plus wmk upright set of 5, £1 slightly  
	    washed appearance, 5s with wrinkles (SG £1’400)

   mAFiA iSlAnD Brit. OCCuPAtiOn

 

40606	 CC	   MAFIA ISLAND AND GERMAN COLONIES RARITY M13 var 14’000 
	     
	    1915 German East Africa Yacht 6c on 7 1/2h with DOUBLE OVERPRINT, mint nh, perfectly  
	    centred, very fine and exceedingly rare, only 5 or 6 were struck and only 4 are  
	    known by Gibbs, cert. BPB (2004) and Hoffmann-Giesecke (1970) 

 

40607	 H	   1915-16 G. R POST MAFIA ovtps on Indian KGV I.E.F stamps, incl. 3p, 1/2a, 1a, 2a, 3a  M33/M49 Offer 
	    (one black, one green) and 4a with type 4 ovpts, and 3p (one green, one violet), 1/2a (one 
	    violet, one green), 1a, 2a (one dull blue, one greenish-black on piece), 2a6, 3a and 4a  
   with type 5 ovpt, very mixed condition, as usual, a scarce group (SG £2 ‘945) (Est. e 600/800)

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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   tasmania
40608	 C	H	 104 1853-90, Appetising collection of over 60 stamps on 3 pages from 1930s Schwanenberger  Offer 
	    World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and stored away, thus  
   mostly fresh and vivid colours throughout, includes four margin SG 14 and many other choice  
   stamps, have a good look (SG over £5’000) (Est. e 800/1’000)

   1853 ‘COurier’ 1d (SG 1-4)

 

40609	 H	   1d Milky Blue pos.17, early impression on stout paper, good to huge margins, numeral   300 
	    cancel, very fine, ex Burrus (SG £1’200)

40610	 H	   1d Pale Blue pos.6, early impression on soft yellowish paper, good to very good   300 
	    margins, “64” numeral, very fine, ex Burrus, cert. BPA (1976) (SG 1’200)

40611	 H	   1d Pale Blue pos.21, later impression on soft yellowish paper, good to large   300 
	    margins, “60” numeral, very fine (SG £1’000)

40612	 H	   1d Pale Blue pos.10, later impression on stout paper, good to large margins, light   300 
	    numeral cancel, very fine, ex Burrus (SG £1’000)

40613	 H	   1d Blue pos.14, early impression on stout paper, fine to huge margins, numeral   300 
	    cancel, very fine (SG £1’200)

 

40614	 H	   1d Blue selection of 10 used examples, all but one with four clear margins, one with   Offer 
	    cert. BPA has fault, otherwise a fine to very fine selection (Est. e 2’000/3’000)

   1853-54 ‘COurier’ 4d (SG 5-13)
40615	  106 1889 Reprint from the 4d plate II defaced plate, complete sheet of 24 in yellow-orange on  300 
	    thin card, very fine

 

40616	 F	   1854 (Jul 26) Wrapper from Launceston to Hobart Town with 1853-54 4d bright  10 3’000 
	    red-orange pl.2 (pos.1), with large margins, tied by “59” numeral, despatch and  
	    arrival ds adjacent, a very rare shade and early usage of the plate 2, “a great  
	    rarity on cover” according to the cert., one of the finest 4d covers in existence,  
	    ex Robinson, cert. Ceremuga (2009)
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40617	 H	   4d Red-Orange pl.1 state 1, with large even margins, neat “59” numeral, very fine (SG £850)  260

40618	 H	   4d Red-Orange pl.1 state 1, with good to large margins, light “59” numeral, fine (SG £850)  240

40619	 H	   4d Orange pl.1 state 2 pos.19, with good to very large margins, showing printer’s   200 
	    inscription, neat “59” numeral, very tiny thin, o/w superb appearance (SG £450)

40620	 H	   4d Orange-Brown pl.1 state 2, with large to very large margins, neat “13” numeral of   150 
	    Bothwell, very fine (SG £425)

40621	 H	   4d Orange pl.1 state 2 pos.11, neat “60” numeral, very fine (SG £425)  120

 

40622	 H	   4d Pale Orange pl.1 state 2, with fine to huge margins, neat “60” numeral, very fine (SG £425)   120 
	   

40623	 H	   4d Bright Orange pl.2 with good to large margins, neat “59” numeral, very fine,   150 
	    signed A. Diena and Brun, cert. Alcuri (1982) (SG £400)

40624	 H	   4d Dull Orange pl.2 pos.24, with very good to large margins, neatly “60” numeral,   120 
	    very fine (SG £350)

40625	 H	   4d Dull Orange pl.2. pos.1, with fine to large margins, neat “59” numeral, very   120 
	    fine, cert. BPA (2000) (SG £350)

40626	 H	   4d Orange pl.2 pos.16, with fine to large margins, neat “59” numeral, very fine (SG £400)   120

 

40627	 H	   Used selection of 33 singles. the vast majority with clear margins, 2 examples   Offer 
	    showing the printer’s inscription, with a range of shades from the different  
	    printings, a few scarcer cancels inc. 18, 47, 52, etc., mainly very fine, four with  
	    certs (Est. e 2’000/3’000)

   1855 wmk StAr (SG 14-18)

 

40628	 H	   1d, 2d and 4d used singles, all four margined, lightly cancelled, very fine (SG £1’470)   500
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40629	 H	   1d, 2d and 4d used singles, all four margined, lightly cancelled, very fine, 1d with   500 
	    Alcuri cert. (1989) (SG £1’470)

   1858-67 6D & 1S imPerF. (SG 40-49)

40630	 F	 106 1861 (Sep 6) Envelope from Hobart Town to Melbourne with 1858 1s vermilion with   150 
	    close to large margins, tied by bared oval obliterator, arrival bs, some creasing  
	    affecting stamp, still attractive

40631	 F	 106 1862 (Aug 23) Envelope from Hobart Town to London, with 1858 1s vermilion with close   200 
	    to huge margins tied by oval barred obliterator, despatch and arrival cds adjacent, very fine

   COlleCtiOnS, miSCellAneOuS, etC.

40632	 F	H	 www 1853-70, Used selection incl. Courier 1d pale blue and 4d orange (x2), plus various   Offer 
	   Chalon heads, also QV £1 mint, see web, mostly signed & fine (Est. e 2’000/3’000)

 

40633	 H	   1855-67, Used selection of Chalon heads, incl. 1855 2d blue pair (v. light horiz.   Offer 
	    wrinkle), 1857-67 1d (4), 2d (4 plus pair) and 4d (3), 1858 1s and 1860-67 6d (4),   
	    a variety of shades, mostly very fine Est. e 200/300)

   togo (British Occupation)

 

40634	 C	   1914 3pf, 25pf, 30pf and 40pf mint og values, 40pf with a few faintly toned perfs at  H1/7 100 
	    top, o/w fine (SG £420)

   tonga
40635	 C	H	 www 1886-88 Set used with 3 extra perf vars, also Samoa with genuine earlies, total of   Offer 
	   21 stamps on 2 pages from 1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), stored  
	   away preserving fresh and vivid colours, useful, examine (Est. e 80/120)

40636	 F	 www 1936-1944, TIN CAN MAIL Five covers showing various frankings & postmarks, see web  200

More British Empire will be offered in our

Spring 2012 AUCTIONS
(May-June 2012) 

If you want to participate as a vendor, your consignments must reach 
us no later than January 31, 2012 in order to be included.
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   transvaal

 

40637	 C	   1903 £5 Orange-Brown and Violet, mint og, fine, cert. RPS (1996) (SG £1’400) 259 400

40638	 C	H	 www 1870-87, Rarely encountered collection of 42 stamps on 3 pages from 1930s   Offer 
	   Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), stored away preserving mostly fresh  
	   and vivid colours throughout, chances are likely that nearly everything is  
	   genuine,and some better (to SG £110) with old expert bs, an uncommon lot, examine,  
	   conservatively figured (Est. e 120/160)

   trinidad and tobago
40639	 F	 106 1914 (Sep 18) Red Cross label tied on cover by GPO Port of Spain cds, undelivered   100 
	    with ms “not known here” adjacent, Trinidad bs, some minor faults

 

40640	 H	   1913-37, Used selection incl. 1913-23 set to £1, 1921-22 values to £1 (no 5s),  149/238 Offer 
	    1922-28 values to £1 incl. 1d and 1 1/2d with inv. wmk, 1935-37 set to 72c incl.  
	    perf. varieties, plus some postage dues and 1/2d officials, mixed condition, £1  
	    values fine with just a little perf. toning (SG £1’150+) (Est. e 300/400)

 

40641	 H	   1915-18, Used selection of War Tax overprints with several varieties, incl. 1917  174/189a Offer 
	    (Apr) type 19b inverted on piece, 1917 (May) vert. pair with one missing ovpt (perfs  
	    heavily reinforced between), 1918 (Jan) double ovpt (2) and inv. ovpt. and 1918  
	    (Sep) double ovpt (unpriced SG), mostly fine, an exceptional lot of errors some of   
   which are unpriced in Gibbons(25) (SG £2’250+) (Est. e 500/700)

40642	 C	DCE	 104 1861-87, Collections of each colony separately, over 70 stamps on 4 pages from 1930s   Offer 
	 H	   Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel)  
	    and stored away, preserving vivid colours throughout, couple obviously damaged  
	    removed, slightly mixed condition, useful, examine (Est. e 320/460)
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   tristan Da Cunha
40643	 CC	C	F	  106 1929-81, Important collection neatly written up on pages in 10 deluxe Burleigh   Offer 
	 G	H	   albums plus a stockbook with duplicates, the main collection showing strength in the  
	    early period with eight items bearing cachet Type 5, nine items with cachet Type 7,  
	    four items with cachet Type 9, four items with cachet Type 10, also two items with  
	    the “unofficial” Edinburgh Settlement cachet, several later commemorative cachets  
	    and postmarks. The other 9 albums of the collection show an over-complete  
	    presentation of the regular issues with covers and a range of varieties, the  
	    stockbook with duplicates has 49 items with various cachets mostly Types 5 and 7, a  
	    rare and very complete offering including George Crabb’s handbook, “The History and  
	    Postal History of Tristan da Cunha” (Est. e 2’000/3’000)

   turks and Caicos islands
   turkS iSlAnD

40644	 C	H	 www 1867-89, Collection of 20 stamps (14 mint incl. 4 surcharges) on page from 1930s   Offer 
	   Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel)  
	   and stored away, thus mostly fresh colours, useful, examine (Est. e 120/160)

 

40645	 H	   1909-28, Used selection incl. 1913-21 set to 3s plus every listed shade incl. the rare 129/186 Offer 
	    3d on lemon paper, 1917-19 War Tax issues, 1921 set to 1s, 1922-26 set to 3s, 
	    and 1928 set to 10s, mostly fine to very fine (SG £670+) (Est. e 200/300)

   victoria

 

40646	 F	   1854 (Jul 26) Envelope from Melbourne to London with 1854 3d BLOCK OF FOUR (Campbell  24 2’000 
	    types 1-2 / 7-8), with no margins at right and minor faults, tied by “1/V” oval cancels,  
	    Melboune ds adjacent, Liverpool Ship boxed ds and London ds on reverse, a rare and 
	    attractive block on cover, cert. RPS of Victoria (2007)

40647	 F	 106 1856 Envelope sent registered from Creswick to Ticino, SWITZERLAND, with 1854-55 1s   500 
	    “Registered” and 6d dull orange (rouletted) tied by “7” numeral, both with faults,  
	    several hs and cds, a little soiled, a scarce destination

40648	 F	 106 1858 Envelope sent registered to London bearing 1854 1s blue (3 margins) and pair of   200 
	    1854 6d orange (just touched in places), tied by “1” numerals, London and Melbourne  
	    “PAID” oval ds, fine
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   viCtOriA COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, miSCellAneOuS, etC.

40649	 C	DCE	 104 1850-90, Important old-time collection of over 150 stamps on 6 pages from 1930s   Offer 
	 H	   Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel)  
	    and stored away preserving mostly fresh colours throughout, value in the early  
	    issues incl. several four margin gems, includes many choice stamps, Registered and  
	    Too Late issue, Dues, etc. with a few obviously damaged removed, slightly mixed  
	    condition as could be expected but still above the norm, examine carefully, valued  
	    conservatively (Est. e 400/600)

   virgin islands

 

40650	 H	   1913-28, Used selection incl. 1913-19 set to 5s plus 1/2d and 1d shades, 1916-19 War  69/101 Offer 
	    Stamp issues, 1921 1/2d (3) & 1d (6), 1922-28 set of 4 to 5s and 1922-29 values to  
	    5s (no 2 1/2, 2s6d), mostly fine to very fine (SG £870+) (Est. e 200/300)

40651	 C	 106 1867-89, All mint collection of 21 stamps on page from 1930s Schwanenberger World   Offer 
	    album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and then stored away,  
	    thus amazingly fresh and vivid colours,a lovely lot, examine (SG £1’180) (Est. e 160/260)

   western Australia
   1854 1d BlACk (SG 1-2)

 

40652	 H	   1854 1d Black horiz. pair with good margins, neat red void barred ovals, very fine (SG £450+) 1 150

 

40653	 H	   1854 1d black with fine to good margins, neat red void oval barred oval, very fine (SG £225) 1 60

 

40654	 H	   1854 1d Black group of 5, all with clear margins and neat cancels (4 black, 1 blue),  1x 240 
	    with 3 showing re-entries, very fine

 

40655	 H	   1854 1d Black rouletted 7 1/2 to 14 and compound, light blue “2” numeral, very fine,  2 150 
	    cert. BPA (1987) (SG £550)
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   1854-55 4d & 1s (SG 3-6)

 

40656	 C	   4d Pale Blue mint top marginal, with good to large margins, showing “PO” of POSTAGE  3 100 
	    wmk in margin, horiz. crease clear of stamp, very fine (SG £350)

40657	 H	   4d Pale Blue with 3mm “Imperial” punch, pin-perf about 17 on 3 sides, light blue  3 var 300 
	    “18” numeral of Bunbury, cert. Ceremuga (2006) states “Great rarity - only example  
	    known to me”

 

40658	 DCE	   4d Pale Blue and 2d Blue in horiz. unused pairs, both with good to very good  3/3a 400 
	    margins, very fine (SG £1’550)

 

40659	 DCE	   4d Blue with good to very good margins, unused, very fine (SG £425) 3a 120

40660	 H	   4d Deep Dull Blue with fine to huge margins, neat void barred oval, very fine (SG £850)  3b 240

40661	 H	   4d Slate-Blue with very good margins, light cancel, very fine, cert. RPS (1943) (SG £1’100)  3c 300

 

40662	 DCE	H	   Selection of 4d blue unused (7 incl. pair) and used (8), nearly all with clear  3a/3b Offer 
	 S	   margins, two used showing pre-printing paper folds, one Specimen, neat cancels, a  
	    fine group (SG £4’500+) (Est. e 800/1’000)

 

40663	 DCE	   1s Deep Red-Brown with fine to good margins, unused, very fine, cert. RPS (1966) (SG £1’800) 4a 500

40664	 DCE	   1s Grey-Brown showing break through A of POSTAGE variety (R3/5), with fine to good  4b 150 
	    margins, unused, very fine (£550+)

40665	 DCE	   1s Grey-Brown with fine to huge margins, unused, very fine (SG £550) 4b 140
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40666	 DCE	   1s Pale Brown unused pair, with close to good margins, very fine (SG £800) 4c 220

 

40667	 DCE	   1s Pale Brown with good to large margins, unused, very fine (SG £400) 4c 120

40668	 H	   1s Pale Brown with large to very large margins, neat “8” numeral, very fine (SG £325) 4c 90

 

40669	 DCE	   1s Grey-Brown unused pair, with close to good margins, right stamp with flaw on N of  4 var 300 
	    SHILLING, very fine (SG £1’100)

 

40670	 DCE	H	   1s Unused (10) and used (5) selection, showing a range of shades (two deep red-brown  4 Offer 
	    with one cert. Ceremuga), nearly all four margins, neat cancels, very fine group (SG  
	    £9’000+) (Est. e 1’600/2’000)

   1857-59 2d & 6d lithOGrAPheD (SG 15-23)

 

40671	 H	   2d Brown-Black on Red with very good even margins, neat “8” numeral, very fine (SG £550)  15 160

40672	 H	   2d Brown-Black on Red, touched at top otherwise fine margins, light void barred  15 120 
	    oval, fine (SG £550)

40673	 H	   2d Black-Brown on red printed on both sides, light portion of cancel at top, very  15a 240 
	    fine, cert. Holcombe (1984) (SG £800)

40674	 H	   2d Brown-Black on Indian Red, with close/just touching on three sides, light void  16 180 
	    barred oval, fine (SG £800)

40675	 H	   2d Brown-Black on Indian Red, with close/just touching on two sides, light numeral,  16 180 
	    very fine (SG £800)
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40676	 H	   6d Golden-Bronze, just touched at top otherwise good margins, neat central void  17 340 
	    barred oval, minor toning at right o/w fine, cert. Behr (2006) (SG £1’800)

40677	 H	   6d Black-Bronze with close to very large margins, light void barred oval, very fine,  18 180 
	    ex Caspary (SG £650)

40678	 H	   6d Black-Bronze with fine to large margins, light “14” numeral, very fine, cert. BPA  18 180 
	    (2000) (SG £650)

 

40679	 H	   6d Grey-Black with fine to very large margins, neat “1” numeral, very fine, cert.  19 160 
	    RPS of Victoria (2000) (SG £550)

40680	 H	   6d Grey-Black with very close to very large margins, neat void barred oval, very  19 160 
	    fine (SG £550)

40681	 H	   6d Grey-Black with very close to good margins, crisp “8” numeral, very fine, ex  19 160 
	    Dale-Lichtenstein (SG £550)

 

40682	 H	   Selection of 6d singles (11), several with four margins and more with neat cancels,  18-19 Offer 
	    four with certs, some showing portions of plate wear, mostly very fine (SG £6’150)  
	    (Est. e 1’300/1’600)

   COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.

 

40683	 DCE	H	   1854-57, Collection of imperf. Swans, incl. 1d (8 + pair used), 2d on red and 2d on indian-red used,  Offer 
	    comprehensive selection of 4d incl. varieties (78 unused, 57 used) with some plated, 6d black-bronze  
   (5 used), 6d gold-bronze (cert. states “dull example”), 6d grey-black (15 used) and 1s brown (50  
   unused, 7 used), 6d grey-brown (9 unused, 1 used) and 6d deep red-brown (5 unused), with pairs,  
   attractive cancellations, mostly fine with four margins, many with certs, also “The 4d Lithograph” by  
   Pope amd “Philately from Western Australia” by Juhl, ideal lot for the specialist (SG £89’000+)  
   (Est. e 15’000/20’000)

40684	 C	DCE	 106 1854-90, Impressive collection of over 50 stamps on 2 pages from 1930s Schwanenberger World  Offer 
	 H	   album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel) and then stored away, preserving  
   mostly fresh and vivid colours throughout, highlights lincl. 1s Litho mint marginal (SG 6, £4’500)  
   and several other nice earlies, few extra shades as well, one obviously damaged removed, slightly  
   mixed condition, highly useful to break down for retail, examine, apparent SG almost £8’800  
(Est. e 1’800/2’400)
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40685	 C	F	H	   1863-93, Selection of Swans incl. imperf. 1d, 2d, 4d, 6d (2) and 1s Specimens, 1860   Offer 
	    4d mint (2), 6d used and 6d roulette used, plus 1893 env. from Perth to Chicago with  
	    1893 3d Inland Rev and 2d Swan (a little soiled), etc., fine (SG £2’000+) (Est. e 300/500) 

   Zanzibar

40686	 H	   1913 50R Black and Purple, cds in lower right corner, superb (SG £900) 260e 400

40687	 CC	   1913 100R Black and Blue mint nh, right marginal, gum wrinkle at lower right  260f 200 
	    difficult to notice, toned gum, fine appearance (SG £600)

40688	 H	   1913 100R Black and Blue with cds, thin and slightly toned, still rare and unpriced by SG 260f 200

40688A C   1913 200R Brown and Black, mont og, (slightly toned as usual), fine (SG £900) 260g 300

40689	 H	   1914-22 10R Green and Brown with neat registered Zanzibar cds, very fine (SG £600) 275 300

 

40690	 H	   1921-29 6c Purple on blue with wmk inverted, light cancel, fine, cert. BPA (1969)  281w, 288y 120 
   (SG £300) plus 50c wmk inverted and reversed, short perf else fine (SG £180)   

 

40691	 H	   1921-29 10R Green and Brown with central Zanzibar cds, superb (SG £375) 295 180

40692	 H	   1921-29 20R Green and Black with superb crisp and central squared cds, fine and  296 300 
	    scarce (SG £650)
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40693	 H	   POSTAGE DUES: 1926-30 1c to 75c (excl. 6c, 12c & 25c values), incl. both 18c shades  D 1/17 600 
	    plues 18c with “CENT.S” variety, 75c is thinned and soiled at right, a scarce group (SG £1’895)

 

40694	 H	   POSTAGE DUES: 1926-30 3c with “CENT.S” for “CENTS.” variety, double-circle cds, tiny  D 3a 200
   pinhole (SG £450)

40695	 H	   POSTAGE DUES: 1926-30 9c with “CENT.S” for “CENTS.” variety, double-circle cds,very  D 5a 75 
	    fine, ex Ingram (SG £150)

40696	 H	   POSTAGE DUES: 1926-30 15c with “CENT.S” for “CENTS.” variety, double-circle cds,  D 8a 75 
	    slight thin at top right otherwise fine, ex Ingram (SG £160)

 

40697	 H	   POSTAGE DUES: 1926-30 18c Black on salmon with “CENT.S” for “CENTS.” variety,  D 9a 120 
	    double-circle cds, very fine, ex Ingram  (SG £250)

40698	 H	   POSTAGE DUES: 1926-30 18c Black on orange with “CENT.S” for “CENTS.” variety,  D10a 160 
	    double-circle cds, very fine (SG £325)

40699	 H	   POSTAGE DUES: 1926-30 20c with “CENT.S” for “CENTS.” variety, cds cancels, fine (SG £325)  D11a 150

 

40700	 H	   POSTAGE DUES: 1926-30 21c with “CENT.S” for “CENTS.” variety, double-circle cds,  D12a 100 
	    very fine, ex Ingram (SG £225)

40701	 H	   POSTAGE DUES: 1926-30 25c Black on magenta, cds, adhesive mark on reverse slightly  D13 500 
	    showing through otherwise fine and scarce (SG £1’300)

40702	 A	H	   POSTAGE DUES: 1926-30 31c with “CENT.S” for “CENTS.” variety, cds, thin paper in  D15a 400 
	    places, fine and scarce (SG £1’000)

 

40703	 H	   POSTAGE DUES: 1926-30 50c with “CENT.S” for “CENTS.” variety, cds, fine and rare,  D16a 500 
	    unpriced by SG
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40704	 G	H	   POSTAGE DUES: 1930-33 2c to 25c used set of 6, with 6c and 25c black on rose tied  D18-24 100 
	    together on fragment, fine (SG £300)

   Zululand
40705	 C	H	 www 1888-90, Collections of 8 stamps each from Zululand and Swaziland on one page from   Offer 
	   1930s Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by  
	   Michel) and stored away, preserving fresh vivid colours, useful, examine (Est. e 80/140)

   British empire 
   COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.
40706	 F	 106 1811-1901, Eigth selected covers: 1878 reg’d from Beyrouth to Germany with QV 2 1/2d   Offer 
	    (x3), 1837 Missionary cover from Berbice to London, 1843 St Kitts to London, 1851  
	    Bahamas to London, 1811 Gibraltar to Madeira, 1863 Constantinople to England with QV  
	    1s, 1893 1d surcharge on 1/2d postal card from Lagos, 1901 reg’d OHMS cover from  
	    Nevis, very fine (Est. e 500/800)

40707	 C	F	G	 www 1841-1930, Attractive mixed lot mostly on pages with chiefly some bisects from a   Offer 
	 H	  range of British Empire territories, on a off cover, the covers incl. Ascension,  
	   Australia, British Honduras, Channel Islands, Dominica, Gold Coast, GB, Iraq,  
	   Jamaica, Monserrat, Newfoundland and New Zealand, other material incl. two Bangkok  
	   “B”’s, British Levant material, NSW, etc. (Est. e 1’000/1’500)

40708	 F	 www 1855-1936, Lot of seven items including 1855 cover from Rowland Hill’s office, 1935   Offer 
	   Silver Jubilee FDC (SG £600), North Borneo cover and Tonga tin can mail, etc. (Est. e 120/200)	

40709	 C	DCE	 www 1857-1940, Chiefly used British Empire selection of countries on pages with Canada,   Offer 
	 H	  Gold Coast, Mauritius, Sierra Leone and Egypt, also some Liberia, fine (Est. e 500/800)

40710	 C	   1866-1932 Group of better mint items incl. British Virgin Islands 1866-87 selection   Offer 
	    of 7 values, 1896 Trinidad high values (SG 122-4), 10s with gum faults, Jamaica 1919  
	    set (1d used), Dominica 1923 £1 and 1932 Grenada Centenary set (Est. e 250/400)

40711	 F	 www 1888-1933, Small but attractive cover lot incl. 1888 Lagos cover, 1891 Perak cover,   Offer 
	   1897 Canada Jubilee cover, 1899 COGH cover to Sweden, 1896 St.Vincent cover to  
	   Germany (Est. e 120/200)

40712	 F	 106 1899-1953 Group of 58 covers all addressed to Switzerland, noted India including   Offer 
	    hotel cancels, South Africa, South west Africa, censors, POW mail, mostly fine 
   (Est. e 200/300)

40713	 C	 www 1935-48 Omnibus issues mint comprising 1935 Silver Jubilee 49 different sets and   Offer 
	   1948 Silver Wedding 42 sets including Hong Kong, mostly fine (Est. e 200/400)

40714	 CC	C	 www 1942-64, Collection of British Occupation, with MEF, EAF, Tripolitania and Gulf   Offer 
	 H	F  overprints, with mint, used and 14 covers, a collectable group (Est. e 50/80)

40715	 CC	C	   1948-89 Dealers stockbook crammed with mostly modern QEII complete sets mainly from   Offer 
	    the 1980s, showing strength in Hong Kong, plus some Omnibus series complete,  
	    generally very fine (100s) (Est. e 500/800)
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   BritiSh AFriCA

 

40716	 C	DCE	   1863-1936, Mint selection incl. Cape of Good Hope 1863-64 1d red (regummed) and 1s   Offer 
	    green (faults), BCA 1903-04 £1 and £10 (creased) with Specimen ovtps, Nyasaland £1  
	    and £10 (restored perf) with Specimen ovpts, Sierra Leone 1912-21 £1 and 1933  
	    Tercentenary values to 5s, East Africa & Uganda 1912-21 1R to 5R and Specimen ovpts  
	    on 20R and 50R, Basutoland 1933 Crocodile set of 10 and Nigeria 1936 set of 12,  
	    mostly fine unless otherwise stated (Est. e 400/600)

 

40717	 H	   1912-32, Used collection with Bechuanaland incl. 2s6d Seahorse, Fiscal 6d (small   Offer 
	    wrinkle)and 1d postally used, 1932 set of 12, 1926 & 1932 postage due sets, Gold  
	    Coast incl. 1907-13 2s6d & 5s, Mauritius incl. 1913-22 values to 10s (2), Nigeria,  
	    Nyasaland, Rhodesia Admirals (42) to £1 (toned, cert. RPS 1981), Seychelles,  
	    Somaliland 1912-19 set of 13 (5R thinned), South Africa postage dues, South West  
	    Africa inc. 1927 postage due pairs, Tanganyika 1927-31 set of 16 (£1 has pin-hole),  
	    and Zanzibar incl. 1913 10R & 20R, etc., a great lot to to pick through (SG £6’000+)  
	    (Est. e 1’000/1’500)

   BritiSh ASiA

 

40718	 C	DCE	   1888-1923, Mint selection incl. North Borneo 1888-92 25c to $2 (25c & 50c with   Offer 
	 S	   toning, $2 no gum), 1894 Pictorials set of 9, 1894 High Values Specimen set of 6 and  
	    1909-23 set of 13 (5c used), plus Brunei 1907-10 to 50c and 1908-22 $1, mostly fine  
	    to very fine (SG £1’127) (Est. e 200/300)

   AuStrAlASiA

 

40719	 C	DCE	   Mint og selection incl. Queensland 1882-95 values to 10s (2, thick paper and wmk   Offer 
	    type 5 with no gum), Victoria incl. 1901-1910 £1, etc., NSW 1888-89 5s, New Zealand  
	    incl. 1857-63 2d & 6d imperfs (faults), and 1898 values to 5s Mt. Cook (two mint  
	    (one faulty) and one used (faulty)), etc., Papau 1932-40 set of 16 (£1 with couple  
	    of marks) and Solomon Islands 1907 set to 1s incl. shades, mixed condition (SG  
	    £3’900+) (Est. e 600/900)
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40720	 H	   1912-36, Used selection from Niue, Cook Islands, Tonga, New Zealand 1931 Health set   Offer 
	    of 2, Papau, New Hebrides 1925 set to 5s, Fiji 1912-23 set of 13 to £1 plus shades  
	    and 1922-29 set of 14 to 5s, Nauru 1916-23 GB ovpts incl. 1 1/2d and 2d with type 2  
	    ovpt, Gilbert & Ellice incl. 1911 set of 7 and 1922-27 10s, Aitutaki SG9 to SG32,  
	    and some Australia postage dues incl. 1912-23 4d with sideways wmk and 1931-36 6d,  
	    Solomon Islands incl. 1913 set of 4 plus 3d on buff, 1914-23 values to £1 (excl.  
	    10s), and 1922-31 4d to 10s (1s & 2s with perf. faults, no 2s6d), mostly fine to  
	    very fine, an interesting mix (SG £3’800+) (Est. e 600/900)

   AtlAntiC iSlAnDS

 

40721	 H	   1921-33, Used selection of Falklands incl. 1921-28 values to 1s, 1933 values to 1s,   Offer 
	    Ascension 1922 set of 9, 1924-33 set of 12, 1934 set of 10, and St. Helena 1912-16  
	    set of 10, 1922 set of 3, etc., mixed condition (SG £2’000+) (Est. e 400/600)

   BritiSh weSt inDieS

 

40722	 H	   1908-35, Used selection with St. Kitts-Nevis incl. 1921-29 set of 16, St. Vincent ncl. 1913-17  Offer 
	    i set of 13 and 1921-32 set of 14, St. Lucia incl. 1912-20 5s, 1921-26 5s, 1936 set of 12, Antigua 
   1907-17 set of 8, 1921-29 set of 16 and 1932 set of 10, Jamaica incl. 1919-21 set of 12, 1921-29 
   set of 13, Grenada with 1913-22 set of 10 incl. three 10s, 1921-32 values to 10s, Dominica incl.  
   1908-21 set of 10, 1921-22 set of 8, Cayman Islands incl. 1921-26 set of 5 and set of 14, 1935  
   set of 12, British Honduras, British Guiana inc. 1921-27 set of 11, Bermuda incl. 1918-22 4s & 5s,  
   1924-32 10s & 12s6d, Barbados 1912-16 set, 1916-19 set, 1920-21 set, 1921-24 set, and  
   Bahamas, generally fine, a great lot to go through (SG £7’000+) (Est. e 1’500/2’000)

   BritiSh eurOPe

 

40723	 H	   LONG ISLAND: Used selection incl. 1/2d mauve (only 15 used recorded), 1d black (only   Offer 
	    5 used recorded), 1d mauve (only 18 used recorded), 1d red and 1s mauve on horiz.  
	    laid paper, and 6d black on wove paper (only 5 used recorded), varying faults, a  
	    rare group (SG 9, 10, 12, 13, 22 & 35, £3’075) (Est. e 300/500)
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40724	 DCE	   LONG ISLAND: 1916, Lot of five singles comprising 2 1/2d black, 1s black and 1s   Offer 
	    blue, all on laid paper, then 2d black and 2d mauve on wove paper, all initialled by  
	    Civil Administrator, generally very fine and rarely offered (SG £4’350) (Est. e 500/800) 

   BritiSh inDiAn OCeAn AreA

 

40725	 H	   Used selection of Ceylon and Burma, with Ceylon incl. 1912-25 20R and 50R (slightly   Offer 
	    washed appearance, both priced by SG), 1921-32 50c die I, and Burma with 1937 values  
	    to 5R and 1937 Service values to 2R, generally fine (Est. e 200/300)

 

40726	 H	   1912-41, Used selection of Malaysia incl. Straits Settlements 1912-23 to $25 plus   Offer 
	    shades, 1921-33 to $25 inc. 2c, 6c and 10c with inv. wmks, some Malaya-Borneo  
	    exhibition ovpts with catalogued varieties (16) incl $1 wmk script CA with “no  
	    stop,” Federated Malay States incl. 1922-34 values to $5 Trengganu incl. 1921-41 $3,  
	    Kedah, Johore incl. 1922-41 $10, Kelantan, and Sarawak incl. 1918 set of 12 and 1932  
	    set of 15, generally fine, interesting mix (SG £4’200+) (Est. e 700/1’000)

   OmniBuS iSSueS

40727	 H	 www 1935 Silver Jubilee Omnibus: Used sets, only 10 countries missing, unchecked for   Offer 
	   Madame Joseph cancels, mostly very fine (SG £1’334) (Est. e 300/500)
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   Great Britain - Part 1
   Friday, December 9, 2011 at 10h00

   victorian registered mail
   One ShillinG reGiStereD Fee AS OF JAnuAry 6, 1841 (ordered by franking)

 

40728	 F	   1841 (Jan 30) Entire sent registered from Liverpool to Oxford with 1840 1d black    
	    pl.8 HK tied by red MC, minor peripheral fault at bottom, otherwise fine and  
	    extremely rare. This example is believed to be the second earliest known stamped  
	    registered letter. Less than a dozen registered covers with penny black frankings  
	    are thought to exist and many of the famous collections lacked an example. 
	     
	    Estimate: e 15’000 - e 20’000

40729	 F	 122 1s 1d Internal: 1842 (Sep 22) Entire sent registered from Glasgow to Birmingham,   100 
	    with 1841 1d red (with close to good margins) tied by black MC, and ms “Registered”  
	    and “1/,” despatch and arrival bs, fine

   Six PenCe reGiStereD Fee AS OF mArCh 28, 1848 (ordered by franking)

40730	 F	 122 7d Internal: 1852 (Mar 7) Entire sent registered from Halifax to London with seven   300 
	    1841 1d reds (in 3 pairs and a single with mixed margins), with scarce blue “REGISTERED 
	     / No” hs of Halifax and cds adjacent, vert. fold affecting one stamp, scarce

40731	 F	 122 7d Internal: 1855 (Sep 28) Envelope sent from London to Macclesfield with 1847-54 6d   150 
	    embossed (trimmed at left) and 1854-57 1d red pl.4 tied by London “76” numeral, fine  
	    and attractive

40732	 F	 122 7d Internal: 1857 (Jun 17) Envelope sent registered from Stockport to Watford with   150 
	    1855-57 6d lilac (trimmed wing margin) and 1854-57 1d red, tied by green Stockport  
	    sideways duplex, arrival bs, fine and scarce cancel

40733	 F	 122 7d Internal: 1857 (Jul 8) Wrapper sent registered from Liverpool to London with   150 
	    1854-57 1d red, 2d blue and 1855-57 4d rose-carmine (faulty), tied by Liverpool  
	    registered spoon cancel, with further strike and registered crown hs adjacent, fine  
	    and attractive

40734	 F	 122 8d Internal: 1854 (Jun 19) Envelope from Scarborough to London with 1847-54 6d   400 
	    embossed and 1854-57 1d red (trimmed perfs at right), cancelled by “693” numeral,  
	    with scarce “REGISTERED / SCARBRO” oval hs, fine

40735	 F	 122 8d Internal: 1855 (Jan 30) 1d Pink postal stationery envelope sent registered from   200 
	    Uttoxeter to Macclesfield, uprated with 1858-79 1d red pl.202 and 1847-54 6d  
	    embossed (trimmed at top), cancelled by “827” numerals, very fine and attractive franking

40736	 F	 122 8d Internal: 1855 (Jul 19) Wrapper from Leeds to Kendal bearing 1847-54 6d embossed   150 
	    (one margin) and 1854-57 2d blue, cancelled by “447” numerals, a fine and very  
	    attractive cover
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40737	 F	 122 10d Internal: 1855 Wrapper sent registered from Ashbourne to Bakewell bearing 1848   300 
	    10d brown (just touched at bottom) cancelled by indistinct numeral, ms “Registered,”  
	    Ashbourne and Bakewell double arc ds on front and back, fine single franking

40738	 F	 122 1s 2d to Germany: 1854 (Aug 4) Entire sent registered from London to Rostock, with   200 
	    1847-54 1s embossed (no margins) and 1854-57 2d blue (trimmed perfs) tied by “46”  
	    numeral, paying single 8d rate plus 6d internal reg’n fee, attractive cover

40739	 F	 122 1s 2d to Germany: 1855 (Jul 19) Envelope sent registered from Ipswich to Hanover,   150 
	    with 1847-54 6d embossed (mixed margins) cancelled by “405” numeral with ms “8”  
	    adjacent paying the postage, several Germany and English transits / registered hs, a  
	    little soiled, fine

   Six PenCe reGiStereD Fee tO OverSeAS DeStinAtiOnS AS OF JAnuAry 1, 1858

40740	 F	 122 1s to New South Wales: 1859 Envelope sent registered to Sydney bearing 1856 1s   300 
	    green, paying single 6d rate plus 6d registration, tied by “186” diamond numeral,  
	    Dublin registered cds alongside with London registered oval and crown registered hs,  
	    and “ADVERTISED / UNCLAIMED” hs on arrival, Sydney bs, minor faults not detracting,  
	    scarce, ex “Emerald”

40741	 F	 122 1s 4d to France: 1864 (Sep 6) Wrapper sent registered from Glasgow to Bordeaux with   100 
	    four (strip of three and single) 1862-64 4d pale red pl.4 tied by Glasgow duplexes,  
	    paying double the 4d rate plus the same in reg’n fee, with crown registered and  
	    “REGISTERED / AT / GLASGOW” boxed hs below, very fine and attractive

40742	 F	 122 1s 6d to USA: 1864 (May 18) Envelope sent registered from Liverpool to New York,   150 
	    with 1854-57 1d red pair, 1862-64 4d pale red pl.4 and 1s green pl. no.1, tied by  
	    “466” numerals, paying the single rate plus 6d reg’n fee, opening and reverse have  
	    been reinforced, attractive cover

40743	 F	 122 1s 7 1/2d to Denmark: 1858 (Dec 13) Stampless cover from Hull to Helsingborg, ms “1   50 
	    / 7 1/2” with registered crown hs, despatch and London ds alongside, Hamburg bs,  
	    fine and scarce stampless mail

40744	 F	 122 2s 1d to Norway: 1862 (Jul 9) Wrapper from London to Drobak with 1854-57 1d red and   200 
	    pair of 1855-57 1s green, cancelled by London “24” numeral, with crown registered hs  
	    below, Hamburg bs, vert. crease through one stamp, otherwise a fine and attractive  
	    cover to an uncommon destination

   FOur PenCe reGiStereD Fee AS OF AuGuSt 1, 1862 (OrDereD By FrAnkinG)

40745	 F	 122 4 1/2d Internal: 1876 (Jul 16) Printed wrappers with “JURY RECEIPT” sent registered   150 
	    from Ipswich “To the Churwardens and Overseers of the Parish of” Colchester, with  
	    1870 1/2d rose pl.10 and 1873-80 4d sage-green pl.15, tied by Ipswich duplex, paying  
	    the scarce 1/2d printed matter rate plus 4d reg’n fee (one of only 3 offered so far  
	    over 3 sales), fine and unusual

40746	 F	 124 4 1/2d Internal: 1876 (Jul 16) Printed wrappers with “JURY RECEIPT” sent registered   80 
	    from Ipswich “To the Churwardens and Overseers of the Parish of” Colchester, with  
	    1/2d rose pl.11 and 1865-67 4d vermilion pl.14, tied by Ipswich duplex, paying the  
	    scarce 1/2d printed matter rate plus 4d reg’n fee (one of only 3 offered so far over  
	    3 sales), fine and unusual

40747	 F	 124 6d Internal: 1863 (Mar 1) Envelope sent registered from London to Bristol, with   200 
	    block of four and vert. pair of 1854-57 1d red, tied by “15” numerals, with scarce  
	    “LOMBARD STREET / D / REGISTERED LETTER” hs adjacent, very fine

40748	 F	   6 1/2d Inernal: 1873 (Apr 17) Envelope sent registered from London to Dewsbury, with   100 
	    three clear red “REGISTERED LETTER BRANCH / GPO” wax bag seals on the reverse, with  
	    ms “Found open and resealed at GPO,” franked with 1872-73 6d pale buff pl.11 and  
	    1870 1/2d pl.5 tied by “R/27” numerals, opened for display and slightly reduced,  
	    still scarce to have so fine wax seals, ex Waterman

   FOur PenCe reGiStereD Fee tO OverSeAS DeStinAtiOnS AS OF FeBruAry 1, 1866

40749	 F	 124 6 1/2d to Austria: 1877 (Jul 27) Entire sent registered from London to Ragusa, with   100 
	    1873-80 2 1/2d rosy mauve pl.6 and 4d sage-green pl.16, paying UPU rate plus 4d  
	    reg’n fee, tied by “R” oval cancels with Cresham House registered oval ds adjacent,  
	    arrival bs, very fine
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40750	 F	 124 6 1/2d to Sweden: 1877 (Dec 18) Envelope sent registered from Hull to Stockholm,   200 
	    with 1873-80 2 1/2d rosy mauve pl.9 and 4d sage-green pl.15, tied by oval numeral  
	    and framed reg’d hs, paying UPU rate plus 4d reg’n fee, Swedish arrival bs, very fine

40751	 F	 124 9d to Italy: 1877 (Apr 6) Entire sent registered from London to Genova, with 1873-80   150 
	    2 1/2d rosy-mauve pl.6 pair and 4d sage-green pl.15 tied by “R / 28” numerals,  
	    Lombard St. registered cds below, arrival bs, very fine

40752	 F	 124 10d to Italy: 1869 (Sep 30) Wrapper sent registered from Queenstown, Ireland, to   150 
	    Genova, with 1867-80 10d brown pl.1 tied by Queenstown duplex, paying single 6d rate  
	    plus 4d reg’n fee, arrival bs, very fine single franking

40753	 F	 124 10d to New Zealand: 1877 (Mar 9) Envelope sent registered from Market Harboro to   200 
	    Auckland, with 1873-80 4d vermilion pl.15 (SG £850 on cover) and 6d grey pl.15, tied  
	    by Market harboro duplexes, paying 6d postage and 4d reg’n fee, redirected to  
	    Cambridge with “2” hs, reverse with Leicester, Auckland Registered and Cambridge  
	    cds, very fine and scarce

40754	 F	 124 1s 2d to Italy: 1871 (Sep 5) Wrapper sent registered to Genova with 1865-67 4d   200 
	    vermilion pl.12 and 1867-80 10d brown pl.1 (SG £700 on cover), tied by “R / 11” oval  
	    cancels, paying double the 1/2oz rate via Beligum plus 4d reg’n fee, transit and  
	    arrival bs, very fine, a scarce rate and franking

40755	 F	 124 1s 4d to Bermuda: 1876 Envelope sent registered to a Lt. Col. in 97th Regiment at   1’200 
	    St. Georges, bearing 1875 1s green pl.12 and 1876 4d vermilion pl.15, paying double  
	    6d rate plus 4d registration, tied by “186” diamond numerals with octagonal Dublin  
	    registered ds and cds alongside, portion of back flap missing, otherwise fine and  
	    very scarce destination, ex “Emerald”

40756	 F	 124 1s 6d to Italy: 1877 (Mar 20) Envelope sent registered to Rome with 1873-80 1s green   200 
	    pl.12, 4d sage-green pl.15 and vert. pair of 1858-79 1d red pl.174, tied by “91”  
	    London numerals, Rome bs, very fine

40757	 F	 124 1s 10d to Germany: 1868 (Jun 1) Envelope from London to Wurtemberg with 1865-67 4d   200 
	    vermilion pl.9, 6d mauve pl.6 and 1867-80 1s green pl.4 tied by “E / 9” numerals,  
	    reverse with Minories and arrival cds, cover fold clear of stamps, attractive three  
	    colour franking

40758	 F	 124 2s 4d to Uruguay: 1866 (Aug 8) Entire sent registered to Montevideo bearing pair of   500 
	    1858-79 2d blue pl.9, pair and single of 1865 6d mauve pl.5 and pair of 1865 3d rose  
	    pl.4 (faulty), paying twice the 1s rate plus 4d reg’n fee, tied by “498” numerals  
	    with Manchester and London reg’d oval ds below, endorsed “per Southampton,” fine and  
	    scarce franking

40759	 F	 124 2s 4d to India: 1875 (Jun 25) Embossed advertising envelope sent registered from   300 
	    London to Poona, with 1873-80 1s green pl.10 pair and 1865-67 4d vermilion pl.14,  
	    tied by cork cancels, paying double the 1s rate via Brindisi plus 4d reg’n fee, Sea  
	    Post Office and Poona bs, small damage to back flap otherwise fine and scarce rate

40760	 F	 126 2s 8d to Constantinople: 1873 (Sep 12) Envelope sent registered from the Ottoman   100 
	    Consulate General in London (cachet at lower left) to the War Minister in  
	    Constantinople, with 1867-80 2s dull blue and pair of 1865-67 4d vermilion pl.13,  
	    tied by “R” numeral, with Lombard St. registered cds below, reverse with  
	    Constantinople registered oval ds, cover faults, still attractive and unusual

40761	 F	 124 4s 8d to France: 1868 (May 2) Envelope sent registered from Leap (Ireland) bearing   1’200 
	    ten 1864 1d red pl.81 (in block of 8 and pair) and twelve from pl.97 (in strip of 11  
	    and single), also 1867 1s green pl.4 (trimmed perfs), a total of 2s 10d, likely  
	    paying 7 times the 4d rate at 2s 4d plus the same for registration, hence the ms  
	    “1/10” to be paid, some minor stamp faults to be expected from such a huge franking,  
	    tied by “482” diamonds, with all the usual registered and transit markings,  
	    spectacular and unique franking, ex Willcocks & “Emerald”
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   twO PenCe reGiStereD Fee AS OF JAnuAry 1, 1878

40762	 F	 www 1894 (May 23) O.H.M.S. registered envelope from the Returned Letter Office, with   50 
	   “Regn Fee / 2d” hs and registered oval ds of the Returned Letter Office on front,  
	   reverse with GPO compulsory registration notice, toned and reverse is torn, still a  
	   scarce and unusual reg’d cover

40763	 F	 124 4 1/2d to Egypt: 1894 (Feb 12) 1/2d Advertising envelope sent registered from Bath   100 
	    to Alexandria, uprated with four 1881 1d lilacs (die II), with “REGISTERED 2D /  
	    BATH” oval ds below, very fine and attractive stationery

40764	 F	 126 1s 6d to Indonesia: 1886 (Jul 24) Registered envelope sent from London to Java, with   200 
	    1884 1s green and 6d green tied by “E.C.” numerals, very fine and rare destination

40765	 F	 126 1s 10d to Germany: 1883 (Nov 8) Registered envelope sent from London to Berlin, with   80 
	    1880-83 1s orange-brown pl.13, three 2 1/2d blue pl.22 and a 1880-81 1/2d green,  
	    tied by Seething Lane cds, a little wrinkled with minor soiling, still an attractive franking 

 

40766	 F	   £1 9s 4d to Germany: 1888 Address label belonging to a registered bag of consular    
	    mail, sent to the British Consul in Berlin, endorsed “By post: registered”, reverse  
	    bearing 1883 2s6d and 5s, 1888 £1 brown, 1887 5d purple & blue die 2 and 1s green, a  
	    total franking of £1 9s 4d, the only known complete franking of the £1 brown as  
	    recorded by Brauers, a spectacular GB rarity, cert. Karl Louis (1997) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 10’000 - e 15’000

   wrAPPerS, reCeiPtS & nOtiCeS etC.

40767	 F	 126 KGV Provisional re-issue of a 1d registered envelope uprated with a further 2d die,   150 
	    square flap, with small violet corporate hs to prevent pilfering by staff, very fine  
	    and rare

40768	 F	 126 Registered envelope essays (2) with Specimen overprint at top right, both showing a   150 
	    slightly different design to the one adopted for the printed registered envelopes,  
	    no QV 2d die, some light creasing, otherwise fine and scarce

40769	 F	 126 KGVI Registered envelope with spectacular printing error, with the blue design   100 
	    faintly printed and at an angle, very fine and unusual

40770	 F	DFE	  126 Incoming cover and a front with scarce London registered oval ds; front with German   200 
	    franking and “REGISTERED LONDON / FROM HAMBURG” oval ds, and cover with German  
	    franking and “REGISTERED LONDON / FROM PRUSSIA” oval ds (ex John Levett), stamp  
	    faults, otherwise a fine and attractive pair

   COlleCtiOnS, lOtS etC.

40771	 F	 126 1843-54, Group of 6 stampless registered covers sent internally incl. one with   Offer 
	    “Registered / EDINBURGH” hs, plus a front to Paris with “REGISTERED AT GLASGOW” hs,  
	    nice group (Est. e 80/120)

40772	 F	  126 1849-98, Group of 33 registered covers plus 2 fronts, mostly sent internally, with   Offer 
	    line engraved, embossed and surface printed frankings, a variety of reg’d hs and ds,  
	    with unused reg’d env. incl. one with “PUBLISBED” error and one with original  
	    wrapper band, etc., useful group (Est. e 1’000/1’400)
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   Pre-StAmP PeriOD & StAmPleSS

40773	 F	 126 1786 (Feb 13) Entire from Hemel Hemsted to the Foundling Hospital in London, with ms   100 
	    “3” rate, reverse with two-line Hemel Hemsted hs and bishop mark, neat wax seal,  
	    with interesting contents relating to wet nursing, fine

40774	 F	 128 1795 Wrapper from Ashby de la Zouch to London, with scarce “ASHBY-L” s/l hs (only   100 
	    recorded during this year), ms “5” rate, London bs, fine

40775	 F	 128 1802 (Mar 3) Wrapper sent to “Burnhouse, by Stagehall”, with “STAGE / HALL” mailbag   400 
	    seal used as a transit mark on the reverse (Stagehall was a Coaching Inn half way  
	    along the Edinburgh-Hawick road which later became Stow), thought to be unique, a  
	    great Scottish postal history item

40776	 F	 128 1836 Entire from London to Geneva, Switzerland, before being returned, with several   120 
	    ms rates, “RETURNED FROM” boxed hs, Charing Cross and Calais cds on obverse, reverse  
	    with Geneva ds, fine and attractive

40777	 F	 128 1839 Entire from Corley to Coventry, with ms “No 9” receiver mark (believed to be of   100 
	    Fillongley) and Coventry Penny Post hs, fine and rare Warwickshire postal history

40778	 F	 128 1839 (Oct 31) Lettersheet from Winsley to Bagshot, with “Chobham / Penny Post” hs   80 
	    and ms “1” on obverse, Bagshot bs, minor soiling o/w fine, ex M. Jackson

40779	 F	 128 1839 (Dec 4) Entire from Cheltenham to London on the last day of distance based   200 
	    rates, arriving on the first day of the uniform 4d postage, ms “1/3” rate on  
	    reverse, Cheltenham and London bs, fine, a remarkable Postal Reform item

40780	 F	 128 1839 (Dec 4) Wrapper from Eshton to Settle on the last day of the distance based   200 
	    rates, ironically with “p4” ms rate due to the distance, dateline inside, Cargrave  
	    void bs, fine

40781	 F	 128 1839 (Dec 21) Lettersheet from Aberdeen to Edinburgh, with scarce “4” hs, reverse   80 
	    with “TOO LATE” hs and despatch and arrival bs, fine

40782	 F	 128 1839 (Dec 31) Entire from Edinburgh to Charlestown, with clear “4” hs of Edinburgh,   60 
	    Edinburgh bs, fine

40783	 F	 128 1840 (Jan 31) Entire from London to Old Rain (Aberdeenshire), with red “Prepaid” hs,   50 
	    along with blue “1 py P. Paid” hs and London tombstone ds, Edinburgh bs, fine

40784	 F	 128 1840 (May 5) Printed lettersheet from Ruyton to London, with “Ruyton / Penny Post”   100 
	    hs and London May 6th (the first day of the usage of stamps) tombstone arrival ds,  
	    Shrewsbury May 5th bs, perfect for showing the transition from stampless mail, fine

40785	 F	 128 1840 (May 5) Entire from Leeds to Sheffield on the last day before the introduction   100 
	    of stamps, with “1d” and “PAID / AT / LEEDS” hs on obverse, Leeds May 5th cds on  
	    reverse (though datelined May 6th in the letter), fine

40786	 F	 128 1841 Entire from Lamberhurst to Rye, with green “Hurst Green” hs on reverse (not   100 
	    recorded by Willcocks & Jay), Lambhurst and Rye bs, franked by three-margin 1841 1d  
	    red pl.11 tied by black MC, fine Sussex postal history

40787	 F	 128 1843 (Mar 22) Entire from Hightown to Congleton, with apparently unrecorded “1” hs   100 
	    of Millbridge, with Millbridge void cds adjacent (in the same colour), Leeds and  
	    Congleton cds, fine

40788	 F	 128 1844 Envelope from Wadhurst to Mayfield, with Wadhurst “P.1d” boxed hs and “Wadhurst   60 
	    / Penny Post” hs, Uckfield and Lamberhurst cds, minor soiling o/w fine

40789	 F	 130 1850 (Sep 24) Entire from London to Spanish Town, JAMAICA, with ms 1s2d rate,   50 
	    despatch cds on obverse, Kinsgtown and Spanish Town bs, contents with ornate  
	    letterhead of J. Shipley, Sadler and Barrel Maker, a little bit of ink corrosion o/w fine

   illuStrAteD COverS

40790	 F	 130 Pair of hand painted covers, one showing a couple waltzing, the other with a man   300 
	    playing a lyre, both sent from Stockwell, London, to Mrs Park, very fine, ex Shaida
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40791	 F	 130 1896 (Jun 13) Handpainted envelope, showing a man putting up posters, sent within   200 
	    London with two 1887 1/2d vermilion tied by London cds, Holloway and Finsbury Park  
	    bs, fine and attarctive

40792	 F	  130 Group of 7 illustrated covers with black ink design (2 of which are hand   200 
	    illustrated), all used, some soiling, a nice group

40793	 F	DFE	 130 Group of 7 hand painted covers/cards (2 are fronts) showing picturesque landscapes,   600 
	    very attractive, ex Shaida

40794	 DFE	  130 Group of 10 fronts with various hand-illustrated images, franked with 1d reds, some   200 
	    light foxing, an attractive group

   eArly PrinteD envelOPeS

40795	 F	 130 1840 (Apr 10) 1d House of Lords envelope with red crowned cds, pin hole in centre, a   5’000 
	    little soiled but very rare, only around 20 known

40796	 F	 130 1840 (Apr 10) House of Commons envelope sent to Brighton, red crowned “PAID” cds and   500 
	    signed “Finch,” wax seal on reverse, toned otherwise fine and scarce, only about 50 known 

 

40797	 F	   1840 (June 28) House of Commons envelope (type 6i) bearing 1840 2d blue with good to   14’000 
	    very large margins, tied by red MC, with House of Commons inscription crossed out at  
	    top, signed Daniel O’Connell, sent from London to Dublin, reverse with coat of arms  
	    paper seal, Dublin and London ds, a unique usage and a true exhibition piece, BPA 2011 
 
   Estimate: e 10’000 - e 15’000
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   the mulreADy OF 1840

40798	 F	  130 1901 Letter from the Inland Revenue with “I am directed by the Board of Inland Revenue  200 
	    to acquaint you that the Notice of the 19th April last as to the demonetisation of certain dies  
   only relates to Mulready envelopes and adhesive stamps...,” signed by the Secretary of the IR,  
   incl. original OHMS mourning envelope with Somerset House hs and London Official Paid cds,  
   very fine and a fantastic document for the Mulready collector, ex John Levett

   eArly DAteS

40799	 F	   1840 (May 6) FIRST DAY OF ISSUE: 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A17, sent from   1’000 
	    Bromley to Sevenoaks, cancelled with crisp red MC, reverse with faint but  
	    discernible despatch ds, fine and very scarce, illustrated in “May Dates” by  
	    Jackson, pg.223 (SG £15’000)

40800	 F	 132 1840 (May 7) SECOND DAY USAGE: 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A150, sent from London   600 
	    to the Orkney Islands (Scotland), cancelled by neat red MC, with slightly faint but  
	    visible May 7th cds and Edinburgh May 9th cds on reverse, slightly soiled, fine, not  
	    recorded in “May Dates” by M. Jackson

40801	 DFE	 132 1840 (May 10) FIRST SUNDAY: 1d Mulready wrapper front with lower flap, stereo A10,   200 
	    cancelled by red MC with clear Worcester May 10th 1840 cds adjacent, numerous faults  
	    incl. central tear, SG £15’000 for complete cover, an affordable example

   envelOPe OrDereD By StereO numBerS

40802	 F	 132 1841 (May 13) 1d Mulready wrapper, stereo A4, sent from Knutsford to London,   80 
	    cancelled by black MC, despatch and arrival bs, slightly soiled with minor creasing,  
	    a scarce provincial usage
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40803	 F	 132 1841 (May 6) 1d Mulready wrapper, stereo A7, sent from Dudley to London, cancelled   50 
	    by black MC, reverse with Dudley cds (on the “anniversary” of the Mulready) and  
	    London cds, some soiling and creasing

40804	 F	 132 1840 (Jun 24) 1d Mulready wrapper, stereo A9, cancelled contrary to regulations with   80 
	    red MC struck well clear of Britannia, sent from London to Chard, Somerset, repaired  
	    spike hole and other minor faults, unusual

40805	 F	   1840 (Jul 15) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A25, sent from London to Henry   500 
	    Barefoot of the East India Co. “Abord Her Majesty Ship” at Ellsmear (?), cancelled  
	    by red MC, London bs, slightly soiled

40806	 F	 132 1841 (Jul 14) 1d Mulready wrapper, stereo A25, sent from Shiffnal to Wolverhampton   80 
	    (arrived same day), cancelled by black MC, despatch and arrival bs, small stain at  
	    bottom and minor creasing

40807	 F	 132 1d Mulready wrapper, stereo A54, from Harrow to Brighton with The New Envelope   150 
	    Select Advertiser advert inside (SG Spec MA20a), incl. an advert for Trout fishing,  
	    cancelled by red MC with “Harrow” hs, numerous faults, still a scarce  
	    Angling/Fishing thematic item

40808	 F	 132 1d Mulready wrapper, stereo A77, with Metropolitan Benefit Societies’ Asylum   200 
	    illustrated advert (SG MA452a) inside, fine

40809	 F	 132 1869 (May 21) 2d Mulready wrapper, stereo A104, a late usage cancelled by a Crawley   400 
	    “223” duplex (which shows dateslug error “4” for “6” in year, various minor faults,  
	    still a vary rare late provincial usage (SG £1’700++)

40810	 F	 132 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A160, sent from JERSEY to Monmouth, cancelled by red MC    
	    with “SOUTHAMPTON / SHIPLETTER” s/l hs on reverse, carried by private steamer to  
	    Southampton instead of the usual route via Weymouth, repaired tear on back flap  
	    otherwise fine, thought to be one of only two recorded Mulreadies sent from the  
	    Islands by private steamer
	    Estimate: e 2’000 - e 3’000

40811	 F	 134 1841 (Nov 19) 1d Mulready wrapper, stereo A224, not cancelled by MC with only a   300 
	    Woodbridge cds on front, with English and Scottish Law Fire and Life Assurance  
	    advert (SG Spec. MA117 variety unrecorded), London bs, very fine and rare not  
	    cancelled by MC

40812	 F	 134 1843 (Oct 9) 1d Mulready wrapper, stereo A255, cancelled by clear “7” in MC with   800 
	    light London street hs, with London and Colchester bs, inside with Atlas Assurance  
	    Company advert (SG Spec. MA103h), some creasing, scarce (SG £2’750)

40813	 F	  134 Interesting trio of covers with an unusual hs; 1841 (Nov 5) 1d Mulready envelope   400 
	    cancelled only by a “two bar” hs, sent from Kelverdon to London, faults but rare  
	    uncancelled by MC; and 1842 (Dec) entires with 1841 1d red from Coggenhall to  
	    Kelvedon with the same “two bar” hs adjacent; worthy of further research

40814	 F	 134 1890 Jubilee of Uniform Penny Postage Mulready facsimile/reprint on card, with gilt   200 
	    inscription, very fine, rare and unsual
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   OverSeAS DeStinAtiOnS OrDereD AlPhABetiCAlly

 

40815	 F	   AUSTRALIA: 1841 1d Mulready lettersheet with Yorkshire Fire and Life Insurance    
	    Company advertisement (SG MA140a) inside, ms “1/2” along with other ms marking which  
	    are too faded to clearly decipher, Sydney GPO crowned ds on reverse, soiled with  
	    minor faults, rare 
	     
	    Estimate: e 4’000 - e 6’000

 

40816	 F	   BELGIUM: 1840 (Jun 6) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A180, sent to Brussels from    
	    London, Lombard Street and “PAID SHIP LETTER / LONDON” ds, ms “8” and “10,” the  
	    reverse with “ANGLETERRE PAR ANVERS” hs, Anvers and Brussels cds, very fine and  
	    unique usage to Belgium, ex Shaida and Grunin, cert. BPA (1998) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 5’000 - e 8’000
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40817	 F	   CAPE OF GOOD HOPE: 1840 (Aug 20) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A14, sent to the    
	    Cape of Good Hope, sent from London with “PAID” tombstone ds and “PAID SHIP LETTER /  
	    LONDON” ds, “DOVER / INDIA LETTER” hs on reverse, then redirected several times, to  
	    London, Exeter, Brecon and finally Cheltenham, with several ms rate markings, a fine  
	    and attractive cover, one of only three Mulreadies known going to the Cape 
	     
	    Estimate: e 7’000 - e 10’000

 

40818	 F	   CAPE OF GOOD HOPE: 1841 (Feb 2) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A163, sent to the Cape    
	    of Good Hope, with ms “3/11” and “TO PAY” boxed hs, paying double the 4d ship rate  
	    and triple the 1/1d letter rate in the Cape, dated on reverse in ms, some cover wear  
	    and stains, one of only three known Mulreadies to the Cape, ex “Lady Hope” 
	     
	    Estimate: e 2’000 - e 4’000
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40819	 F	   CAPE OF GOOD HOPE: 1841 (May 5) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A254, sent to H. M.    
	    Forces Chaplain in the Cape of Good Hope, cancelled by black MC, sent from Andover  
	    with “travelling” ds on reverse, the front with red London “PAID” tombstone ds and  
	    “PAID SHIP LETTER / LONDON,” a little creased, sideflaps removed and possibly used  
	    as a newspaper wrapper, hence the lack of rate markings, fine appearance and scarce,  
	    one of only three known Mulreadies to the Cape, ex Grunin, cert. BPA (1998) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000

 

40820	 F	   FRANCE: 1840 (Jul 25) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A16, sent from London to    
	    Paris, cancelled by red MC with faint black “Tottenham Rd. S.O” alongside, two  
	    strikes of “INSUFFICIENTLY/STAMPED” and framed “Returned for / Postage” with “10”  
	    inserted in ms; slight faults, ex Grunin 
	     
	    Estimate: e 4’000 - e 6’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40819
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40819
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40821	 F	   FRANCE: 1840 (May) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A142, sent from the CHANNEL ISLANDS    
	    to Cherbourg, not cancelled, with “OUTRE MER / 26 / MAI / 40 / GRANVILLE” transit  
	    cds on front, a bit soiled and creased, thought to be one of only two known from the  
	    Channel Islands 
	     
	    Estimate: e 3’000 - e 5’000

 

40822	 F	   FRANCE: 1840 (May 27) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A27, sent from Birmingham to    
	    Paris, cancelled by red MC, despatch cds on reverse, slightly toned, fine and rare 
	     
	    Estimate: e 3’000 - e 5’000

40823	 F	   FRANCE: 1840 (Jun 7) 1d Mulready, stereo A31, unused and sent inside out from    
	    Swansea to Toulouse, redirected to within France, several transit bs, some faults,  
	    an unusual usage 
	     
	    Estimate: e 1’000 - e 2’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40821
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40821
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40824	 F	   FRANCE: 1840 (Sep 18) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A177, sent locally in London then    
	    re-addressed to Nice, cancelled by black MC, red “PAID” tombstone ds, blue “T.P /  
	    Charles St. Westr.” and Boulogne transit adjacent, rated in ms, some reinforced  
	    perimeter splits and creasing, fine appearance, ex Grunin, cert. BPA (1998) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 3’000 - e 4’000

40825	 F	 134 FRANCE: 1877 (Mar 23) Facsimile 1d Mulready envelope by J. H. Lacy & Co. (embossed   300 
	    logo on backflap) sent to Paris and uprated with a vertical strip of three 1858-79  
	    1d red pl.186, tied by London duplexes, Paris bs, stamps a bit toned and top stamp  
	    defective, still a very scarce usage

 

40826	 F	   GERMANY: 1840 (Aug 19) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A17, sent locally in London    
	    then readdressed to Aix-la-Chapelle (Aachen), cancelled by red MC, ms rates  
	    alongside, reverse with red Ostende cds, fine and rare, ex Grunin, cert. BPA (1998) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 5’000 - e 8’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40824
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40827	 F	   GERMANY: 1840 (May 7) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A161, sent to the Deputy British    
	    Consul in Leipzig from London, cancelled by red MC with black framed “MUSWELL HILL”  
	    hs, ms “1/7,” the reverse with clear Saxony arrival ds of May 15th, the interior  
	    with message “May 7th - 40, Dear Herman, I have not time to write to you but in case  
	    you have not had any specimens of the new envelope sent you, I send this thinking  
	    you might like to see Mulready’s beautiful design,” creased and with small internal  
	    split but otherwise fine, ex Grunin, cert. BPA (1997) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 5’000 - e 8’000

 

40828	 F	   GERMANY: 1840 (May 25) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A69, sent from Huddersfield    
	    to Wiesbaden, cancelled by red MC with “PAID / AT / HUDDERSFIELD” oval hs alongside,  
	    departure and arrival bs, a little soiled, still attractive and rare 
	     
	    Estimate: e 3’000 - e 5’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40827
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40829	 F	   GERMANY: 1840 (Dec 30) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A19, sent from Dundee to    
	    Stettin, Britannia not cancelled, variously rated in manuscript with several transit  
	    ds, slight creasing, fine and rare, ex Grunin, cert. BPA (1997) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 5’000 - e 8’000

 

40830	 F	   GERMANY: 1858 (Jan 3) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A156, SENT FROM PARIS to Germany,    
	    with French Empire 10c bistre and 20c blue, both tied by ms with the 10c also being  
	    tied by a boxed “PD” hs, sent to Chateau Zeil then redirected to Baden and then  
	    Munich, German tax markings, water stain patch otherwise fine. 
	     
	    An exceptional usage of the Mulready, and possibly unique with a foreign franking. 
	     
	    Expertise: BPB (2002) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 7’500 - e 10’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40829
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40831	 F	   INDIA: 1840 (Oct 1) 2d Mulready envelope, stereo A202, sent to India uprated with    
	    five 1840 2d blue pl.1 (two pairs and a single), cancelled by the orange maltese  
	    cross of Bristol, mostly with good margins, just touched in a couple of places,  
	    Clifton void cancel alongside, reverse with orange Bristol cds and Indian transits  
	    and arrival ds, faults affecting the top two stamps, otherwise very fine. 
	     
	    A true GB rarity and one of the great Mulready covers. An almost identical cover was  
	    sold in the William Gross sale for $517’500 (New York, June 2007). 
	     
	    Expertise: BPA (1998) 
	     
	    Provenance: Ex Grunin 
	     
	    Estimate: e 40’000 - e 60’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40831
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40832	 F	   INDIA: 1841 (Feb 26) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A26, sent from Dunmore,    
	    Ireland, to an officer of the Afghan Expedition in Calcutta, cancelled with red MC,  
	    reverse with Dunmore milage hs, Tuam cds and Bombay ds, redirected to Kurnauk, fine  
	    and rare 
	     
	    Estimate: e 4’000 - e 6’000

 

40833	 F	   NOVA SCOTIA: 1841 (Aug 5) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A167, sent to NOVA SCOTIA,    
	    unusually without MC cancel but with red London “PAID” tombstone ds instead, ms  
	    “1/-” and Halifax arrival cds adjacent, minor staining and stamp selvedge adhering  
	    to the reverse, fine and rare 
	     
	    Estimate: e 5’000 - e 8’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40832
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40834	 F	   THE “STEWART” COVER TO NOVA SCOTIA   
	     
	    One of the “Crown Jewels” of Mulready and Penny Black Covers 
	     
	    1840 (May 16) Mulready 1d lettersheet, stereo A9, sent from London to NOVA SCOTIA,  
	    uprated with thirteen 1840 1d blacks from plate 1a (originally franked with 15),  
	    each tied by red Maltese Cross, with “Britannia“ not cancelled according to  
	    regulations. Several handstamps including oval “PAID SHIP LETTER / LONDON” datestamp  
	    and boxed “PUT IN: AFTER / 7 O’CLOCK AT NIGHT,” New York transit, and finally struck  
	    with blue “S. ANDREWS / N.B” circular handstamp with manuscript rate on arrival.  
	    Some repairs and reinforcement not detracting from this stunning showpiece  
 
   A renowned item of GB philately, and a star item suitable for both Penny Black and  
	    Mulready exhibits. Illustrated in “May Dates” pg. 175 by Mike Jackson, and in  
	    “British Pictorial Envelopes of the 19th Century” by Jarvis, Bodily and Hahn 
	     
	    Expertise: Certified BPA (1998) 
	     
	    Provenance: Ex E. E. Yates, Meroni, Wellburn and Grunin 
	     
	    Estimate: e 50’000 - e 80’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40834
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40835	 F	   POLAND: 1840 (Jun 17) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A162, sent from Edinburgh to    
	    Silesia then redirected to Breslau, red “PAID at EDINBURGH” ds with German transits  
	    on front, reverse with red “HULL / SHIP LETTER” and a variety of other transit and  
	    arrival markings, overall toning but a fine and rare usage, ex Shaida, Giamporcaro,  
	    and Grunin, cert. BPA (1998) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 4’000 - e 6’000

 

40836	 F	   SWITZERLAND: 1840 (Aug) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A161, from Tandragee, Ireland,    
	    to SWITZERLAND, uprated with 1840 2d blue pl.1 tied by red MC, with further strike  
	    cancelling Britannia and one on reverse with Tanderagee void cancel and partial  
	    Swiss transit, sent underpaid from Ireland, corrected in London, with French and  
	    Swiss accountancy markings, a fine and unique destination cover, cert. Brandon  
	    (2000) and van der Linden (2000) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40835
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40837	 F	   TURKEY: 1841 (Feb 10) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A131, sent from Dublin to Smyrna,    
	    cancelled by red MC with Dublin, London and French ds alongside, lower flap  
	    reinforced, attractive and rare, ex Shaida and Grunin, cert. BPA (1998) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 5’000 - e 8’000

 

40838	 F	   USA: 1840 (Sep 19) 2d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A96, sent from Ireland to    
	    Washington DC, cancelled by red MC, reverse with Dublin diamond ds and “SHIP LETTER  
	    / LIVERPOOL” cds, sideflaps removed and possibly used as a newspaper wrapper, hence  
	    the lack of rate markings, some creasing otherwise fine, cert. BPA (1997) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 3’000 - e 5’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40837
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40839	 F	   USA: 1841 (Apr 14) 2d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A96, sent from Glasgow to New    
	    York, uprated with strip of four 1840 2d blue pl.1 (one stamp removed), tied by red  
	    MCs, and “BOSTON / SHIP” cds, toned with reinforced perimeter splits, ex Daisy, very  
	    attractive and rare with a 2d blue franking, cert. BPA (1996) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 25’000 - e 30’000

 

40840	 F	   USA: 1841 (Apr 23) 2d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A94, sent from Scotland to Orange    
	    County, cancelled by two (almost coincidental) strikes of the black MC and showing  
	    faint red “BOSTON / SHIP” cds alongside, ms “paid 10d” and “39 1/2” (cents), reverse  
	    with red framed “GATEHOUSE” ds, some repairs to perimeter and flap but otherwise  
	    fine, ex Grunin 
	     
	    Estimate: e 5’000 - e 8’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40839
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   mulreADy CAriCAtureS AnD ASSOCiAteD PiCtOriAl envelOPeS

40841	 F	  134 Group of 9 unused Mulready Caricatures incl. Hume “Britannia on egg,” Southgate nos.   500 
	    1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, and Deraedemaeker Southgate no.1 and no.4 reprints, mostly very fine

40842	 F	 134 Fores’s Comic Envelope No.1 proof on card plus unused envelope, with the proof   400 
	    showing greater detail in shading and definition incl. the the sign the man is  
	    holding up in the top right corner which clearly reads “M. BELL,” a little bit of  
	    soiling and vert. fold, rare, unused envelope with some peripheral creasing

40843	 F	 134 Punch “Anti-Graham” envelope, unused group of four incl. original, Deraedemaeker   200 
	    reprint (both very fine) and Moens reprints in blue and black (both a little toned)

40844	 F	 134 Southgate no.3 “Peg Leg Sailor” unused envelope, one or two tone spots, an unusually   100 
	    fine example

40845	 F	 134 An unused example of Deraedemaeker reprint of Southgate envelope No.1 on white   30 
	    paper, very fine and fresh

   lADieS’ envelOPeS & vAlentineS

40846	 F	 www Attractive multicoloured printed lettersheet depicting a couple at a gate with   100 
	   printed verse above and below, with original envelope (peripheral faults) to  
	   Battersea with “Park Terrace / 1d-PAID” blue hs and red boxed ds (date unclear)

40847	 F	 www 1872 (Feb 13) Embossed (on both sides) fancy valentine envelope, with beautiful   100 
	   contents showing a young girl, sent to Hastings with 1858-79 1d red pl.120 tied by  
	   London duplex, minor peripheral faults, attractive

   PrOPAGAnDA envelOPeS

40848	 F	  150 Free Trade and Repeal of Corn Laws: 1842 (Oct 30) Wrapper from RICHARD COBDEN,   100 
	    signed at lower left with complete wax seal of a Knight (chess) on reverse, ms “2”  
	    with Manchester and London bs. Richard Cobden MP was known as the Apostle of Free  
	    Trade and was a founding member of the Anti-Corn-Law League, incl. photo of him

40849	 F	  150 Ocean Penny Postage: Handwritten doucment by ELIHU BURRITT, a vigorous advocate of   100 
	    the Ocean Penny Postage who urged the use of illustrated propoganda envelopes, the  
	    document details a famous speech by Richard Cobden MP (see previous lot), a great  
	    document for the propaganda envelope specialist (reverse with engraving of Sir David  
	    Wilkie, a Scottish painter)

40850	 F	  150 Three illustrated envelopes supporting a ban on liquor, incl. “United Kingdom   60 
	    Alliance for the Total Suppression of the Liquor Traffic” used envelope, “Order of  
	    the Danielites: Pledge Abstinence from Flesh Fisg, Fowl, Alchol and Tobacco” used  
	    envelope (missing back flap), and unused Deraedemaeker reprint of J. Valentine  
	    envelope “Intoxicating Drinks are the bane & curse of scoiety,” interesting group

   humOrOuS AnD SAtiriCAl envelOPeS

40851	 F	 154 1890 Penny Postage Jubilee ‘’POST OFFICE JUMBLE’’ caricature envelope by Harry   300 
	    Furniss, used 1890 (Jul 31) in London with 1d. lilac die 2 tied by London Hoster  
	    machine cancel, a few tone spots and a small fault at lower left, still attractive  
	    and scarce used satirical envelope

   ADvertiSinG envelOPeS

40852	 F	 154 Group of 10 mainly advertising envelopes incl. “The Detroit Free Press” and   300 
	    “Whitaker’s Almanack” mulready-style used envelopes, “Gaelic Society of London  
	    Annual Concert” used envelope, unused “Hands across the sea” Ocean Penny Postage  
	    propaganda envelope, etc., a lovely group

40853	 F	 154 Thomas Gilks (Draughtsman) advertising wrapper, bordered by cherubs and franked with   200 
	    1854-57 1d red tied by London numeral, reverse with further design and “Temple” s/l  
	    hs, very minor foxing and creasing, very attractive

40854	 F	 154 The United Patriots National Benefit Society and British Empire Freehold Land and   150 
	    Building Society printed advertsing envelope, sent to Leighton Buzzard with 1841 1d  
	    red pair tied by “8” London numeral, some soiling and most of backflap missing,  
	    still an interesting advertising cover
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40855	 F	 154 F. Sage Shop Front Builder advertising envelope, in green showing a shop front,   100 
	    franked with 1858-79 1d red tied by London duplex, London bs, a few pin holes, still attractive

40856	 F	 154 St. Ermin’s Hotel colour printed advertising envelope, sent from London to the USA   60 
	    with 1881 1d lilac die II pair and 1900 1/2d green tied by London cds, arrival bs, very fine

   Other PrinteD envelOPeS

40857	 F	 154 “SPECIAL POSTAL WRAPPER,” printed in green with Royal coat of arms and monogram at   300 
	    right, sent locally in London with red London Paid 18 AP 1884 cds, some faults, scarce

40858	 F	 154 Uniform Penny Postage envelope sent registered to Belgium, uprated with 1881 1d   50 
	    lilac die II, 1887 1/2d vermilion and 2d green & red, tied by Hatton Garden  
	    registered oval ds, very fine

   1840 1d BlACk

   eSSAyS, Die PrOOFS, PlAte PrOOFS & COlOur triAlS

 

40859	 A	   The Unique Example in Private Hands of the Perforated  
   “Prince Consort” Essay in Blue  
	    1850 Essay in finished form of the head of the Prince Consort in blue and perforated  
	    16, large part original gum, very fine (SG Specialised DP71 3a). 
	    The unique example in private hands, grossly undercatalogued and a superb addition  
	    to both line engraved and surface printed exhibition collections. There are only two  
	    other finished perforated examples in blue, one in the British Postal Museum & one  
	    in the Royal Collection 

   Expertise: Certified BPA (2005)
	    Note: These essays were produced as evidence that Henry Archer could produce  
	    perforated and gummed stamps more cost effectively than Perkins Bacon, who were  
	    contracted with the Government to print stamps at the time. 
	     
	    Estimate: e 30’000 - e 50’000

 

40860	 A	   1850 Prince Consort Essay by Archer, 1d brown, slight thin at top and tiny pinhole,  DP71(2) 300 
	    unused (SG £3’000)

40861	 P	   Rainbow colour trial: 1d in lilac-pink on white paper dipped in prussiate of potash,   1’600 
	    top marginal with close to huge margins, stunning
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   1d BlACk - iSSueD StAmP OrDereD By PlAte numBer

40862	 C	   THE FAMOUS WALLACE DOCUMENT   
	     
	    The Earliest Dated Penny Black in Existence 
	     
	    Unique document from the archive of Robert Wallace: die proof of the Mulready,  
	    without value tablet, printed in black on India paper, mounted on stout paper along  
	    with an unused 1d black from plate 1a, lettered AI, with endorsement in pencil by  
	    Robert Wallace MP: “1st Proof of Penny Postage Stamp Cover(?), presented to Mr.  
	    Wallace by the Right Honourable Chancellor of the Exchequer, Francis Thornhill  
	    Baring, April 10th 1840.” along top, with “Universal Penny Postage Fly or Loose  
	    Stamp, presented to me as above (the 10th April). / These came into public use on  
	    the 6th May 1840” below the Penny Black.  
	     
	    The Penny Black affixed comes from the plate completed on April 8th 1840, which was  
	    put into production on April 11th and officially registered on April 15th.  
	     
	    Note: This stamp, from the first row of the sheet, quite probably comes from the  
	    first sheet printed. 
	     
	    April 10th was also an important day for the Mulready, as it was the day that its  
	    design was shown to and approved by the Council of Royal Academicians. Unique  
	    document of major historical importance in the story of the Penny Black. 
	      
	    Expertise: certified by James Grimwood-Taylor (1992) and BPA (2009) Note: Robert  
	    Wallace (1733-1855), was one of the foremost Postal Reformers of the 1830s and  
	    1840s. According to Rowland Hill’s autobiography, Robert Wallace was “One who was in  
	    the field (of Postal Reform) more than two years before I began my investigations.”  
	    Wallace began the campaign in 1833 that led to cheap postage and the 1d black. He  
	    was a principal witness for the Commission of Revenue Enquiry into the Post Office  
	    from 1835 to 1836, and it was by his deciding vote as Chairman of the Parliamentary  
	    Select Committee on Postage in 1838 that the original proposals for cheap postage  
	    were recommended to Parliament. 
	      
	    Probably the only known example from the first sheet of stamps ever printed anywhere  
	    in the world. 
	     
	    Estimate: e 70’000 - e 100’000
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   iSSueD StAmP OrDereD By PlAte numBer

 

40863	 H	   Plate 1a GC with good to large margins, crisp red MC, small repair at lower right in   120 
	    the margin only, otherwise fine

40864	 H	   Plate 1a AK with fine to huge margins, light central red MC, fine, signed Proschold and Buhler  100

40865	 H	   Plate 1a DL, just touched at lower right, otherwise close to very good margins, red MC, fine  70

40866	 H	   Plate 1a JD with fine to very good margins, red MC, very fine  100

40867	 H	   Plate 1a LH, with good to very good margins, crisp red MC, very fine  140

40868	 H	   Plate 1a ML with good to very good margins, crisp red MC, two creases in lower left   120 
	    corner, very fine appearance

 

40869	 H	   Plate 1a TB with good margins, red MC, very fine  120

40870	 H	   Plate 1b AC with good to large margins, crisp black MC showing central pin, very fine  120

40871	 F	 154 1840 Wrapper from Bowness (Westmorland) to Kendal with 1d black pl.1b CE with close   160 
	    to good margins tied by red MC, showing strong plate wear, front with “Bowness /  
	    Penny Post” hs, bs Kendal JU.8.1840, fine

40872	 F	 154 1841 (Mar 9) Lettersheet with 1d black pl.1b CE with good to very good margins, tied   150 
	    by black MC of Templemore, Ireland, sent to Dublin, with appropriate bs, trace of  
	    horiz. filing fold through adhesive, minor soiling, still a rare Irish MC

40873	 F	 154 Wrapper (missing side flaps) with 1d black pl.1b EH with good to large margins, tied   150 
	    by red MC, with wine-red “Greenacres / P P” boxed hs adjacent, minor soiling otherwise fine

40874	 F	 154 1841 (Apr 24) Envelope from Edinbugh to Hamilton with 1841 1d red LC-LD pair pl.1c /   600 
	    1b, with good to large margins, tied by neat black MCs. corresponding bs, very fine (SG AS6 & AS9)

 

40875	 H	   Plate 1b NH with watermark inverted (showing recut N), good to huge margins, red MC,   400 
	    very fine (SG £1’750)

40876	 H	   Plate 1b OC with fine to large margins, very faint red MC, fine  120

40877	 H	   Plate 1b OJ with watermark inverted, close to large margins, crisp red MC, very fine   300 
	    (SG Spec £1’750)

Please review our latest Conditions of Sale
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40878	 F	   1841 (Jul 7) Large envelope from York to Sheffield with 1841 1d red pl.1 PB-TC block    
	    of 10, showing plate 1b, 1c and 1d, mixed margins, tied by black MCs, cover slightly  
	    soiled and vertical fold affecting two stamps

	    This is the largest 1d red plate 1 block on cover, one of the largest blocks known  
	    (possibly the largest in private hands) and almost certainly unique in showing plate  
	    1b, 1c and 1d. A must have for the specialist line-engraved collector.

	    Estimate: e 6’000 - e 8’000

40879	 F	 154 1841 (Feb 20) Lettersheet with 1d black pl.7 TE, with very good to very large   300 
	    margins, tied by black MC, sent from London to Grimsby, despatch bs, very fine

40880	 F	 154 Plate 1c JA (faint letter J) from the red printing, with close to large margins,   300 
	    tied on mourning lettersheet by black MC, sent from Attleborough to Dereham, with  
	    “New Buckenham / Penny Post” hs alongside, very fine and scarce (SG £550 for used single)

 

40881	 H	   Plate 1c MD red printing with large margins, central black MC, slightly thinned,   100 
	    very fine appearance, cert. Brandon (1995) (SG £500)

40882	 F	 154 1841 (Jul 1) Lettersheet from York to Sheffield with 1841 1d red pl.1c SE with fine   200 
	    to large margins, tied by black MC, very fine and scarce, cert. RPS (1998) (SG £550  
	    for used single)

 

40883	 H	   Plate 2 AF with large to very large margins, brown-red MC, very fine  150

40884	 H	   Plate 2 CL with 3 fine margins and only just touching at bottom right, clear red   400 
	    STONEHAVEN MC, fine and rare (SG Spec £4’000)

40885	 H	   Plate 2 GK with good to very good margins, neat red MC, fine  120

40886	 DCE	   Plate 2 IA grey-black with good to very large margins, unused, tiny thin in bottom   800 
	    margin, fine appearance (AS16 £14’000)

40887	 H	   Plate 2 LJ red printing from “black plates,” with good to large margins, black MC,   50 
	    couple of slight thins, fine appearance
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40888	 F	 154 1841 (Mar 20) Lettersheet sent locally in Edinburgh with 1841 1d red pl.2 NI with   100 
	    good to huge margins, tied by neat black MC, Edinburgh bs, minor cover soiling, fine (SG £500)  

 

40889	 H	   Plate 2 selection incl. fine used pair QE-QF close to good margins, red MC, plus two   600 
	    fine singles, RE & RF, RE with black MC (Spec AS15m £550), RF fine re-cut letter  
	    square (AS16d £300), also 1d red block of four QE-RF touched to large margins, an unusual group

 

40890	 H	   Plate 2 TE second state, with fine to good margins, neat red MC, showing stronger   130 
	    engraved line to face, fine (Spec AS17 £325)

 

40891	 H	   Plate 2 TF, state 1 & state 2 (Spec AS17 £325), state 1 just touched to good   150 
	    margins, state 2 with fine to very good margins showing Queen’s engraving restored,  
	    both red MC and fine

 

40892	 H	   Plate 2 TG second state with fine to large margins, showing stronger engraved lines   60 
	    to face & transfer roller line in right margin, slightly heavy red MC, fine (Spec AS17 £325)

40893	 H	   Plate 3 AE with fine to large margins, neat black MC, fine  100

40894	 H	   Plate 3 AI with good to huge margins, neat red MC, small pen mark at right, fine  100

40895	 H	   Plate 3 GG with good to very good margins, red MC, fine  120
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40896	 H	   Plate 3 IE with good to very good margins, light red MC, very fine  100

40897	 H	   Plate 3 LD with fine to very good margins, crisp black MC, very fine  150

40898	 H	   Plate 3 PK showing letter P with small loop, with fine to very good margins, neat   100 
	    central red MC, small natural paper inclusion at right, fine (SG AS20a)

40899	 H	   Plate 4 AI with large to huge margins, red MC, very fine  150

40900	 H	   Plate 4 GL with good to large margins, red MC, very fine  140

 

40901	 H	   Plate 4 LA with very good to huge margins, light upright red MC, light corner crease   150 
	    at top right not detracting from the very fine appearance

40902	 H	   Plate 4 QK with fine to very good margins, red MC, very fine  120

40903	 H	   Plate 4 QL with very good to large margins, crisp red MC, superb  160

40904	 H	   Plate 4 TD lower marginal with good to huge margins, two crisp red MCs, very fine  200

40905	 H	   Plate 5 AG with fine to huge margins, neat red MC, very fine  120

40906	 F	 158 1841 (Mar 30) Lettersheet from Bromley to Pontefract, with eight 1840 1d red pl.5   500 
	    (strip of six plus pair with mixed margins), cancelled by smudgy black MCs, with  
	    “Bromley / Penny Post” and “No.1” boxed hs adjacent, minor peripheral faults, a  
	    scarce multiple on cover

40907	 F	 158 1841 (Nov 29) Wrapper from Warminster to London with 1841 1d red pl.5 FD (state 2)   100 
	    with fine to large margins, tied by black MC, corresponding bs, very fine

 

40908	 H	   Plate 5 GB with close to large margins, light magenta MC, very fine (SG £2’500)  240

40909	 H	   Plate 5 KI with fine to very good margins, crisp black MC, two tiny natural paper   120 
	    inclusions otherwise fine

40910	 H	   Plate 5 NC with fine to very good margins, black MC, on VERY THIN PAPER, unlisted by   90 
	    Gibbons, fine

40911	 F	 158 1841 (Jul 11) Lettersheet from Kinsale to Dublin with vertical pair of 1841 1d red   800 
	    pl.5 (very good to large margins) tied by two crisp strikes of the distinctive MC of  
	    Kinsale in black, Kinsale and Dublin bs, not recorded in “The Maltese Cross” by  
	    Rockoff & Jackson, very fine, cert. RPS (2007)
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40912	 F	 158 1841 (Jul 22) Wrapper (no side flaps) to London with 1841 1d red pl.5 PB (state 3   1’200 
	    showing non-coincident re-entry), good to large margins, tied by crisp black MC,  
	    London bs, small cover fault at upper left, attractive, cert. BPA (2004) (SG £2’000  
	    for used single)

 

40913	 H	   Plate 5 PB state 3 from the red printing, showing non-coincident re-entry (third   400 
	    repair), with good to very good margins, black MC leaving re-entry clearly visible,  
	    small wrinkle otherwise fine (SG AS32, £2’000)

40914	 H	   Plate 5 PL with fine to large margins, crisp red MC, very fine  120

 

40915	 DCE	   Plate 5 TG with close to fine margins, unused, fresh colour, very fine  1’000

40916	 F	 158 1842 (Sep 19) Wrapper from Kells to Dublin with 1841 1d red pl.5 TK (state 1   1’500 
	    pre-provisional printing), with good to large margins, tied by a neat blue MC, Kells  
	    and Dublin bs, fine and rare, cert. BPA (1997) (SG £7’000)

 

40917	 H	   Plate 6 AA with good to huge margins, neat central red MC, very fine  140

40918	 F	 158 1840 (Oct 30) Lettersheet with 1d black pl.6 EA, with close to very good margins,   300 
	    tied by crisp red MC, sent from Wigan to London with corresponding bs, very fine

 

40919	 H	   Plate 6 FC with fine to good margins, crisp red MC, with what looks to be a very   70 
	    neatly repaired thin at lower right not apparent from the front, attractive

40920	 H	   Plate 6 GB with fine to large margins, clear red MC, fine  100

40921	 H	   Plate 6 JH with fine to large margins, crisp brownish-red MC, very fine  130

40922	 H	   Plate 6 OF with fine to large margins, neat central red MC, very fine  120

40923	 H	   Plate 6 PI intense black with close to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  80
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40924	 H	   Plate 6 SE with fine margins, smudgy black MC, very fine condition  80

40925	 H	   Plate 7 AL with good to huge margins, neat red MC, tiny natural paper inclusion by   120 
	    “A,” o/w very fine

40926	 H	   Plate 7 BK with fine to very good margins, magenta MC, very fine (SG £2’500)  300

40927	 H	   Plate 7 EF with good to very good margins, neat red MC, very fine  140

40928	 H	   Plate 7 EG with good even margins, red MC, very fine  120

40929	 H	   Plate 7 FF with good to large margins, crisp and vivid red MC, very fine  150

40930	 F	 158 1841 (Apr 10) Envelope from Carndonagh to London with 1d pl.7 GI grey-black with   150 
	    clear to very good margins, tied (just) by black MC, thought to be the only known  
	    example of an MC from Carndonagh, appropriate bs, small portion of reverse cut out  
	    (not affecting bs), fine, cert. Macdonnell Whyte (1979), ex Moxter

40931	 F	 158 1840 (Aug 8) Entire with 1d black pl.7 II-IL STRIP OF FOUR, with II just touched and   1’200 
	    IJ cut into otherwise fine to large margins, tied by red MC, sent from Saffron  
	    Walden to Cambridge with corresponding bs, vert. filing fold clear of stamps, an  
	    attractive and scarce multiple on cover

 

40932	 H	   Plate 7 JC with just touched to good margins, clear MC in BLUE, repaired at right,   1’000 
	    very fine (SG £9’500 with blue MC)

 

40933	 F	   1841 (Jan 7) Lettersheet with 1d black pl.7, close to very good margins, tied by   500 
	    RUBY MC of Aberdeen, with Aberdeen bs, a very fine example (SG £3’000)
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40934	 H	   Plate 7 OA with fine to large margins, light red MC, very fine  100

40935	 H	   Plate 7 OB with good to very good margins, neat red MC, very fine  130

40936	 H	   Plate 7 OK showing guide line through value, with good to very good margins, red MC,   150 
	    very fine (SG AS44g)

40937	 F	 158 Plate 7 OL (3 rough margins) tied on wrapper (no side flaps) sent from London to   200 
	    Lydney, which was misread as Sydney and applied with “PAID SHIP LETTER / LONDON” cds  
	    before being corrected by a “crutched cross” hs, “T.P. / Aldgate” blue hs, vert.  
	    fold through stamp, attractive and very unusual

 

40938	 H	   Plate 8 AA with very good to huge margins, neat red MC, very fine  150

40939	 H	   Plate 8 DI wth good even margins, neat black MC, very fine  130

 

40940	 H	   Plate 8 EA from the red printing, left marginal with fine to large margins, showing   500 
	    portion of inscription “ent.” and “GE” watermark, black MC

More British Empire will be offered in our

Spring 2012 AUCTIONS
(May-June 2012) 

If you want to participate as a vendor, your consignments must reach 
us no later than January 31, 2012 in order to be included.
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40941	 F	   Plate 8 EG and EI in combination with 2d blue pl.2 TG, tied on 1841 cover by crisp    
	    black MCs, sent from Gosport to London, touched in places and EG defective at top  
	    left, though barely detracting from this rare and truly desirable exhibition piece,  
	    cert. BPA (2009) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 10’000 - e 15’000

 

40942	 H	   Plate 8 HL with good to large margins, showing constant variety, light black MC,   140 
	    very fine

40943	 H	   Plate 8 IF with fine to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  120

40944	 H	   Plate 8 ME with fine to very good margins, crisp red MC, small tear at lower left,   60 
	    still fine appearance

40945	 H	   Plate 8 NB with fine to large margins, central black MC, very fine  120

40946	 F	 158 1841 (May 7) Wrapper from Leamington Spa to Birmingham with 1841 1d red pl.8 PG   200 
	    (state 2 post provisional printing), with very good to very large margins, cancelled  
	    by black MC, despatch cds adjacent and arrival bs, very fine

40947	 F	 158 Plate 8 PK red printing from “black plates,” with good to very large margins,   150 
	    showing no “O” flaw (late repair, state 2) tied on wrapper by neat black MC,  
	    Helstone and Hayle double ring ds alongside, Penzance bs, no side flaps otherwise  
	    fine (SG Spec AS54)

 

40948	 H	   Plate 8 SD with fine to large margins, light red MC, very fine  100

40949	 H	   Plate 8 TB with fine to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  130
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40950	 F	 158 Plate 8 TK red printing from “black plates,” three covers and a large piece; TK tied   300 
	    to envelope by crisp black MC with Howden cds on reverse, RI state 1 tied to wrapper  
	    by black MC, RG state 2 tied to wrapper by black MC, and RK state 2 tied to piece by  
	    black MC, fine and attractive group, ex Cawardine

 

40951	 H	   Plate 9 AA state 2 (without “O” flaw”) with very good to huge margins, neat black   200 
	    MC, very fine (SG Spec AS60 £950)

40952	 F	 158 Plate 9 AE state 2 (repaired impression), with very close to very good margins, tied   100 
	    by black MC on 1841 (Sep 2) wrapper from Bruton to Yeovil, very fine (SG AS59 £350)

 

40953	 H	   Plate 9 EE with fine to very good margins, neat red MC, very fine  140

40954	 H	   Plate 9 FL showing basal shift with good to large margins, red MC, very fine (SG AS56b)  120

40955	 H	   Plate 9 GC with fine to large margins, black MC, very fine  140

40956	 H	   Plate 10 AA with good to huge margins, crisp black MC, very fine  150

40957	 H	   Plate 10 BE with good to very good margins, crisp black MC, very fine  170

40958	 H	   Plate 10 DI with large to very large margins, red MC, very fine (SG Spec AS66h, £1’200)  240

40959	 F	 158 1841 (Mar 22) Wrapper with 1d black pl.10 II, with fine to large margins, cancelled   500 
	    by Leeds distinctive MC, with Leeds and Manchester bs, very fine (SG £3’000 for  
	    pl.10 on cover alone)

 

40960	 G	   Plate 10 NF with fine to large margins, red MC, on fragment alongside “Hebden Bridge   240 
	    / Penny Post” hs (Spec AS66h, £1’200)

40961	 F	 158 1841 (Feb 24) Wrapper with 1d red pl.10 PH, with close to large margins, tied by   400 
	    crisp black MC, sent from Dublin to Blackrock, thought to be the earliest use of a  
	    1d red in Ireland, a little soiled, cert. RPS (1986)

 

40962	 H	   Plate 10 RA red printing from “black plates,” with just touching to good margins,   50 
	    black MC, clearly showing variety “P” converted to “R,” fine (SG Spec AS69c, £240)
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40963	 H	   Plate 11 AD with fine to good margins, crisp black MC, very fine, cert. RPS (2004)  800

40964	 F	 158 1842 (Mar 1) Entire from Greenock to Paisley with 1841 1d red pl.11 AG, with just   200 
	    touched to very good margins, tied by distinctive Greenock black MC, corresponding  
	    bs, very fine (SG £1’200)

 

40965	 H	   Plate 11 BB with good to large margins, neat black MC, fine  800

40966	 H	   Plate 11 BK with good to very large margins, light black MC, fine, cert. Brandon (2004)  800

40967	 H	   Plate 11 CE with fine to very good margins, crisp black MC, fine, cert. RPS (2006)  800

 

40968	 H	   Plate 11 1d red, JC with just touched to good margins, clear MC in RED, repaired at   500 
	    lower right, very fine (SG £5’000 with red MC)

40969	 H	   Plate 11 MD with fine to large margins, complete crisp black MC, light corner bend   600 
	    at lower left not noticeable from front, otherwise fine

 

40970	 H	   Plate 11 NE red printing from “black plates,” with crisp distinct GREENOCK MC in   100 
	    black, touched at left otherwise good margins, fine (SGAS74uj, £600)

40971	 H	   Plate 11 NI with close to large margins, neat black MC, very fine, cert. Brandon (2004)  600

40972	 H	   Plate 11 RD red printing from “black plates,” with good to large margins, black MC,   40 
	    showing variety “double D,” very fine (SG Spec AS74b)

40973	 H	   Plate 11 TK with good to very good margins, neat black MC, showing re-entry at foot   800 
	    and right star, fine

40974	 F	 158 Group of 8 covers with 1841 1d reds from “black” plates, incl. plates 1b (2), 1c,   400 
	    (3), 7, 9 and 10, all with mixed margins, attractive group (9)

40975	  168 1940 Presentation card with superb facsimiles of the 1840 1d, 2d and red maltese   80 
	    cross, with “1840 / 1940” above and below, reverse with “With Best Wishes for 1940.”  
	    and signed J. W. Walker, very fine, very scarce and most unusual

Additional images of items from larger lots may be available at 
www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our web site
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   1840 2d Blue

 

40976	 H	   Plate 1 AG wtih just touched (at lower right) to large margins, neat central red MC, very fine  130

40977	 H	   Plate 1 AJ-AK pair with close to large margins, both showing shifted transfer,   400 
	    cancelled by black MCs, very fine

 

40978	 H	   Plate 1 AK, touched at bottom, cancelled by BOTH black and red MC, very rare and   500 
	    unpriced in SG (D1ug)

40979	 H	   Plate 1 AL with close to huge margins, light red MC, fine  200

40980	 H	   Plate 1 BB with close to huge margins, neat red MC, very fine  140

40981	 H	   Plate 1 CC with three good to large margins, smudgy red MC, small tear at right  50

40982	 H	   Plate 1 CI with fine to large margins, crisp red MC, very fine  300

 

40983	 H	   Plate 1 DB with good to very good margins, smudgy red MC, very fine  150

40984	 H	   Plate 1 DF with just touched to very large margins, black MC, fine  120

40985	 H	   Plate 1 EG with good to very good margins, crisp red MC, very fine  300

40986	 H	   Plate 1 GB with close to very good margins, indistinct black MC, deep shade, fine  120

40987	 H	   Plate 1 HI with fine to large margins, indistinct black MC, very fine  140

40988	 F	 168 1843 (May) Wrapper with 2d blue pl.1 IJ, three margins, tied by black MC, reverse   200 
	    with late use of the 1829 “BIGGAR” s/l hs and Edinburgh cds, fine

 

40989	 H	   Plate 1 JK with good to very good margins, clear red MC, tiny corner crease in lower   150 
	    right margin, otherwise very fine

40990	 H	   Plate 1 KC with fine to large margins, neat black MC, paper slightly discoloured o/w fine  200

40991	 H	   Plate 1 KH with fine to good margins, red MC, very fine  150

40992	 H	   Plate 1 LA with good to huge margins, black MCs, fine  200
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40993	 H	   Plate 1 LB with good to huge margins (showing portion of above stamp), light red   200

40994	 H	   Plate 1 LD with close to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  150

 

40995	 H	   Plate 1 MI with fine to large margins, partial black MC, two light creases, still   80 
	    fine appearance

40996	 H	   Plate 1 MK-ML pair with good to large margins, light red MCs, very fine  400

40997	 H	   Plate 1 NC with three good to large margins, neat red MC, fine  80

 

40998	 H	   Plate 1 NI with fine to very good margins, neat red MC, thin at right, nice appearance  100

40999	 H	   Plate 1 OB with good to large margins, unusual pen cancel, very fine  100

41000	 H	   Plate 1 OD, three margins, red MC, tiny thin, nice appearance  60

41001	 H	   Plate 1 PK with close to very good margins, light red MC, on piece cut to shape, very fine  150

41002	 H	   Plate 1 PL with good to large margins, red MC, light horiz. crease  80

 

41003	 H	   Plate 1 RD with good to huge margins (showing portions of three neighbouring   300 
	    stamps), neat black MC, very fine

41004	 H	   Plate 1 RD with fine to very large margins, crisp black MC, very fine  200

41005	 H	   Plate 1 RL with good to huge margins (show portion of stamp below), red MC, deep   200 
	    shade, very fine

 

41006	 H	   Plate 2 AD with good to very good margins, crisp black MC, very fine  200

41007	 H	   Plate 2 HK with fine to large margins, crisp black MC, very fine  200

41008	 H	   Plate 2 IL with three good margins, black MCs, small slight thin at top, nice appearance  60
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40998
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40999
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41000
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41001
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41002
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40998
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40999
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41000
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41001
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41002
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41003
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41004
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41005
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41003
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41004
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41005
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41006
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41007
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41008
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41006
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41007
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41008
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40975
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=40988
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41019
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41028
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41044
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41047
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41048
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41049
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41050
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41051
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41052
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41053
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41055
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41056
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41058
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41009	 F	   Plate 2 JJ-KL block of six, fine to huge margins, KJ with double letter, tied by    
	    black MCs on entire to Oswestry, with Bishops Auckland and Rushyford bs, horizontal  
	    fold through JJ-JL, JL small fault at top right, plus some covers faults, still a  
	    beautiful colour and a rare block on cover, cert. BPA (1997) (SG £28’000 for a block  
	    of four off cover) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 5’000 - e 7’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41009
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41009
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41010	 H	   Plate 2 MB with fine to good margins, neat black MC, very fine  150

41011	 H	   Plate 2 MH with close to very good margins, red MC, very fine  150

 

41012	 H	   Plate 2 OJ-OK pair with fine to huge margins, two light black MCs, horiz. crease,   300 
	    still nice appearance

 

41013	 H	   Plate 2 SB with fine to huge margins, with crisp distinct London “broken points” MC   150 
	    in black, fine

41014	 H	   Plate 2 SL with good to very good margins, crisp black MC, very fine  200

 

41015	 H	   Plate 2 TF-TG pair with fine to huge margins, two crisp black MCs, vert. crease   400 
	    through TF with a little scuffing, still a very attractive pair

 

41016	 H	   Plate 2 selection incl. DC with close to clear margins with neat black MC, SB good   Offer 
	    margins red MC, DD-DE pair with close to good margins red MC, imperfections on  
	    reverse, DE showing double “E”, RD touched to good margins, cancelled 1844 type  
	    numeral “575” of Norwich, also SL on 1842 part wrapper to London, good margins, file  
	    fold affects stamp (Est. e 300/500)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41011
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41011
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41012
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41012
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41013
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41014
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41013
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41014
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41015
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41015
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41016
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41016
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41016
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41016
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41016
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   1841 1d AnD 2d line enGrAveD

   1848-53 PerFOrAtiOn/rOulette triAlS

 

41017	 F	   Treasury Roulette   
	     
	    1d red-brown, plate 157 RD, die I, alphabet II, perforated by ‘Treasury Roulette’,  
	    neatly tied London numeral on 1853 envelope addressed to Richard Cobden MP, a  
	    founder of the Anit-Corn Law League in Manchester, an very fine usage of the  
	    roulette, cert. BPA (1997) (SG B2a, £22’000) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 7’000 - e 10’000

 

41018	 F	   Treasury Roulette   
	     
	    1d red-brown, CI, die I, alphabet II, perforated by ‘Treasury Roulette’, neatly tied  
	    London numeral on 1853 envelope addressed to Belgrave Square, a fine usage of the  
	    roulette (SG B2a, £22’000) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 5’000 - e 8’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41017
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41017
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41018
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41018
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41019	 DFE	 168 Treasury Roulette   
	  168  
	  168 1d red-brown, KH, die I, alphabet II, perforated by ‘Treasury Roulette’, neatly tied  
	    London numeral on 1852 large part envelope, a very fine usage of the roulette, cert.  
	    BPA (1964) (SG B2aa, £7’000) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 2’000 - e 3’000

 

41020	 H	   Treasury Roulette   
	     
	    1d red-brown, plate 143 RK, die I, alphabet II, perforated by ‘Treasury Roulette’,  
	    neatly cancelled London numeral “17”, a very fine used example of the roulette,  
	    cert. Brandon (2003) (SG B2aa, £7’000) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 1’500 - e 2’000

 

41021	 C	J	   1d red-brown, plate 86 NA-OF, privately line perforated 14 (large gauge), unused   1’000 
	    left sheet marginal block of eight, showing inscription “1d Per Label. 1/- Per Row  
	    of 12. £1... P,” perfs somewhat reinforced in places, a few faults, an unusual &  
	    extremely rare multiple belived to be a experimental perforation and could be  
	    attributed to Archer as is was issued at the same time he began is perforating  
	    experiment, cert. Brandon (1996) (SG BS29var)

   imPrimAturS

 

41022	 P	   1d Red, plate 97 IG, imperf. imprimatur, just touched to good margins, fresh and fine  400

41023	 P	   1d Red, plate 110 TC, imperf. imprimatur, good to very large margins, fresh and superb  500

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41019
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41020
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41020
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41021
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41021
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41022
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41023
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41022
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41023
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41024	 P	   1d Red, plate 140 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good margins,   800 
	    showing inscription “heet. Place the,” fresh and very fine

41025	 P	   1d Red, plate 151 AE, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good margins,   800 
	    showing inscription “Labels ABOVE the,” fresh and very fine

   StAmPS

41026	 H	 www 1d Red plate study of pl.26, 27 and 28, neatly written up showing different constant   200 
	   varieties, re-entries, re-cut letters, etc., mixed margins, very useful (52)

41027	 H	 www 1d Red pl.57 varieties (29), all labelled showing recuts, basal shifts, re-entries,   200 
	   burr rubs, etc., mixed condition but a difficult little group

41028	 G	 168 1d Red pl.69 SE-SL in strip of eight, with very large margins except on SL, tied on   50 
	    piece by “447” numerals, with Huddersfield and Leeds cds adjacent, SE showing  
	    re-entry, fold through SH, attractive multiple

 

41029	 CC	   1d Red-Brown pl.92 RK-RL mint nh right marginal pair, with good to very large   100 
	    margins, light horiz. crease and tiny paper adhesion to cheek on RK, attractive marginal

41030	 H	   1d Red pl.92 KI-KL strip of four mint nh strip of four with close to large margins,   600 
	    very fine and scarce multiple

 

41031	 C	J	   1d Red-Brown pl.95 MA/NB mint og block of four with large to huge margins, couple of   400 
	    toned spots at top and minor paper split in the margin only, horiz. crease between  
	    stamps, otherwise fine and rare, cert. Karl Louis (2007)

41032	 G	   1d Red-Brown pl.100 in irregular marginal strip of three on piece, with “In Wetting   200 
	    the Back be careful not” inscription, huge margins all around, cancelled by London  
	    numerals, fine and scarce

41033	 C	J	   1d Red-Brown pl.101 MD/NF mint og block of six, with good to large margins on three   600 
	    sides, close at right, some paper adherence on reverse, otherwise a fresh,  
	    attractive and scarce multiple, cert. RPS (1985)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41024
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41025
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41024
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41025
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41026
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41027
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41028
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41029
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41030
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41029
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41030
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41031
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41032
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41033
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41031
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41032
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41033
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41034	 H	   1d Red pl.107 FI with good to very good margins, very neat “75” numeral, showing   100 
	    constant variety “double I,” very fine (SG £450)

 

41035	 H	J	   1d Red-Brown pl.107 JH/KI block of four with good to very large margins, with London   800 
	    “7” numerals, JI with small trivial wrinkle and KI with scissor cut at foot just  
	    touching, very fine appearance and a rare multiple (SG £1’800+)

 

41036	 H	   1d Red pl.107 SE with good to large margins, with very neat “60” numeral, showing   150 
	    “inverted S,” very fine (SG £650)

41037	 H	   1d Red pl.107 SF with good to large margins, Scottish numeral cancel, showing   120 
	    “inverted S,” very fine (SG £650)

41038	 H	   1d Red pl.123 SG, with close to large margins, showing pre-printing paper crease   120 
	    across lower left corner, light “322” numeral, very fine and unusual

41039	 C	   1d Red-Brown pl.162 HJ mint og with WATERMARK INVERTED, close to large margins, wmk  B 2c 700 
	    showing through, fine and rare (SG £3’250)

41040	 C	   1d Red pl.171 SL, close at lower right and three very large margins, mint og,   150 
	    showing burr at left, from a position that is missing on the imprimatur sheet, very  
	    fine and fresh (SG £550)

41041	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.175 MF with INVERTED WATERMARK, good margins on three sides, cut   100 
	    into at foot, blue-black “689” numeral, some surface abrasions and central pinhole,  
	    very scarce (SG £900 for normal)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41034
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41034
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41035
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41035
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41036
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41037
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41038
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41039
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41040
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41041
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41036
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41037
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41038
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41039
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41040
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41041
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41042	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.176 NA-NC strip of three with “crown between stars” cancel used at   1’000 
	    the Army Field offices in CRIMEA, with NC touched at top, very fine and possibly  
	    unique combination of plate and cancel, cert. Brandon (2003) (SG £8’100+)

 

41043	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.176 QD with good to very large margins, numeral cancel very fine and   500 
	    rare, cert. RPS (1993), with matched pl.176 perf. example (crease)

41044	 F	G	H	 168 Collection of 1d reds from plate 12 to 176 (some plates not included, eg. no   Offer 
	    pl.175), normally several examples of each plate, pl.176 is torn, incl. covers and  
	    multiples (strip of 6 on fragment and strip of 7), covers with No.5 in MC and No.6  
	    in MC (missing lower flap), mixed condition, a useful collection for further study  
	    (SG £27’000+) (600+) (Est. e 1’500/2’000)

 

41045	 H	   London Numbers in MCs: 1841 1d reds with set of 1 to 12 numbered MCs, mixed margins   400 
	    o/w mainly fine condition (SG £2’270)

41046	 H	 www 1841 2d Blue used selection incl. 52 singles, seven pairs, three strips of 3 and a   Offer 
	   strip of four, with a mix of shades and cancels, mixed margins and mainly fine to  
	   good condition (STC £5’925) (Est. e 600/800)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41042
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41042
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41043
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41043
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41043
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41044
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41045
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41045
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41045
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41045
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41045
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41045
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41046
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41060
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41061
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41061
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41062
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41063
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41064
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41065
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41066
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41067
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41068
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41069
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41070
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41071
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   COverS

41047	 F	 168 1841 (May 18) Wrapper from Hastings to Lubeck with 1841 1d red pl.12 AA/BC (state 1)   400 
	    block of six, with good to huge margins, cancelled by black MCs, the block has been  
	    lifted and the cover neatly restored, horiz. crease affecting stamps, still very  
	    attractive, Holcombe opinion (1992)

41048	 F	 168 1841 (Jun 25) Cover from Leeds to Iron Bridge with 1841 1d red pl.12 MC with large   150 
	    to huge margins, tied by a blurred distinctive Leeds MC in black, Leeds bs, very  
	    fine, cert. Brandon (2002)

41049	 F	 168 1841 (Jul 22) Envelope from Thirsk to London with 1841 1d red pl.107 TA MISSING   1’000 
	    IMPRIMATUR with very good even margins, tied by “795” numeral, corresponding bs, wax  
	    seal stain otherwise very fine

41050	 F	 168 1843 (Jan 31) Lettersheet from Birkenhead to Chester with 1841 1d red pl.29 ID with   400 
	    very close to huge margins, tied by five black MCs (contrary to regulations),  
	    despatch cds below, arrival bs, very fine and unusual

41051	 F	 168 1843 (Oct 5) Wrapper from London to Kendal with 1841 1d red pl.35 HJ with fine to   100 
	    very large margins, tied by number “5” in MC, Lombard St. and Kendal bs, very fine  
	    (SG £425)

41052	 F	 168 1844 (Jan 27) Wrapper sent to Colchester with 2d blue pl.3 TJ, three good margins,   150 
	    tied by clear “2” in MC, fine and scarce (SF £1’750)

41053	 F	 168 1844 (Feb 28) Wrapper from London to Chard, Somerset, with 1841 1d red tied by crisp   100 
	    “7” in MC, with close to huge margins, fine and clean (SG £275)

41054	 F	 www 1844 (Mar 15) Printed lettersheet sent from Edinburgh to Paisley with 1d red pl.37   200 
	   MA with fine to huge margins, turned and returned with 1841 1d red pl.35 RJ with  
	   fine to large margins, both tied by black MCs, a very fine turned usage

41055	 F	 168 1844 (Apr 15) Envelope from London to Somerset with pair of 1841 1d red pl.43 with   100 
	    fine to very large margins, tied by number “3” in MC, London bs, fine, cert.  
	    Pröschold (SG £450)

41056	 F	 168 1845 (Sep 11) Wrapper from Chelmsford to London with strip of six 1841 2d blue, with   300 
	    close to very good margins, tied by neat “176” numerals, vert. fold through one  
	    stamp, otherwise a fine and very attractive cover

 

41057	 F	   1849 (Oct 31) Entire from London to Kirkby Lonsdale bearing 1841 1d red pl.75 with   3’000 
	    large even margins showing the rare “UNION JACK” re-entry, tied by London “10”  
	    numeral, Kirkby Lonsdale bs, a superb example of this sought-after variety, a superb  
	    showpiece (SG £2’700 as used single)

41058	 F	 168 1850 (Feb 28) Envelope from London to Newton with vertical marginal pair of 1841 1d   200 
	    red pl.93 with fine to good margins, margin showing inscription, tied by “17”  
	    numerals, with London and newton bs, very fine

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41047
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41048
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41049
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41059	 F	   1850 (May 1) Large legal wrapper from London to Southampton bearing an irregular   2'000 
	    block of 22 1840 1d red pl.92, paying up to 11oz rate, tied by “17” numerals, mixed  
	    margins, creasing and a filing fold as to be expected, believed to be the largest  
	    multiple of the 1841 1d red on cover, ex Alcock, cert. BPA (2000)

41060	 F	 176 1850 (Nov 19) Small wrapper sent from London to Gosport with 1841 1d red pl.100 ID   50 
	    with touched to good margins cancelled by “6” numeral, with “TOO-LATE / G.P.O” hs  
	    adjacent, Gosport and London bs, a little soiled, scarce hs

41061	 F	  176 Pair of covers cancelled by “Cornhill” s/l hs before being cancelled at the Chief   100 
	    Office; 1851 (Nov 25) Wrapper with 3 margin 1d red and 1852 (May 21) Wrapper with 1d  
	    red just touched, attractive and unusual pair

41062	 F	 176 1851 (May 15) Entire from Abroath to Dundee with 1841 1d red pl.107 DL on deeply   300 
	    blued paper with large to huge margins, placed sideways and tied by Scottish “13”  
	    numeral, blue despatch and arrival bs, very fine

41063	 F	 176 1851 (Jun 5) Envelope sent from Ulverstone to Blawith with 1841 1d red-brown pl.107   200 
	    SG (showing inverted ‘’S’’) on very blued paper, good to very large margins, the  
	    envelope with surface abrasions at left from removal of recipients endorsements,  
	    otherwise fine and scarce (SG BS32ca, £650 for used single)

41064	 F	 176 1851 (Jul 3) Envelope from Dover to Peterborough with 1d Red-Brown pl.107 SA showing   200 
	    inverted S, with fine to good margins, placed contrary to regulations at upper left  
	    and tied by “258” numeral, despatch and arrival bs, slight cover staining not  
	    affecting stamp (SG BS32ca, £650 off cover)

41065	 F	 176 1854 (Feb 2) Wrapper from London to Hull with two 1841 1d lake-red pl.176, one three   1’200 
	    margins and one with good to huge margins, both cancelled by “10” numeral, one  
	    paying a late fee, London and Hull bs, very fine and scarce, cert. RPS (2001) (SG  
	    £2’700 as used single)

41066	 F	 176 1854 (Feb 17) Entire from London to Hull with 1841 1d lake-red pl.176 OI with three   700 
	    good to huge margins, tied by “18” numeral, stamp with corner crease o/w fine and  
	    scarce, cert. RPS (2001) (SG £2’700 for used single)

41067	 F	 176 1854 (Apr 19) Envelope from Uttoxeter to Edgbaston with 1841 pl.176 JC with just   1’000 
	    clear to good margins, tied by ‘’827’’ numeral, adhesive with slight corner  
	    creasing, envelope with some age staining at edges and tear at top well clear, very  
	    scarce (SG £2’700 for used single)

41068	 F	 176 1854 (Feb 1) Entire from London to Hull with 1841 1d lake-red pl.177 OL with large   1’500 
	    to huge margins tied by crisp “11” numeral, London and Hull bs, very fine and rare  
	    showpiece, cert. RPS (2001) (SG £3’750)

41069	 F	 176 1854 (Oct 5) Printed lettersheet from London to Leeds with 1854-57 1d red tied by   700 
	    “33” numeral, then returned to London with 1841 1d red pl.168 imperf with fine to  
	    huge margins tied by Leeds sideways duplex, imperf. with fault, portion of back flap  
	    missing, scarce perf. and imperf. combination, cert. BPA (1996)

41070	 F	 176 1856 (Feb 4) Envelope sent within London with 1d red imperf. pl.170 and 1d red perf.   800 
	    pl.173, tied by “75” duplex, minor peripheral cover faults, a fine and scarce mixed  
	    perf. and imperf. franking

41071	 F	 176 1856 (Mar 8) Envelope with 1d Red pl.172 TL imperf. and 1d red pl.173 FH perf., tied   150 
	    by London “78” duplex, minor cover faults, a rare combination of the perf. and  
	    imperf. stamps
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   Great Britain - Part 2
   Friday, December 9, 2011 at 14h00

   1854-70 PerFOrAteD line-enGrAveD

   imPrimAturS

   Die i, AlPhABet ii, BlueD PAPer (PlAteS 155 tO 204, r1-r6)

 

41072	 P	   1d Red, plate 176 AJ, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with fine even margins,   700 
	    showing inscription “Back be c,” very fine and fresh

 

41073	 P	   1d Red, plate 178 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good margins,   800 
	    showing inscription “rds the RIGHT HA,” fresh and fine

 

41074	 P	   1d Red, plate 178 SL, imperf. imprimatur, left sheet marginal with fine even   800 
	    margins, fresh & very fine, cert. BPA (1982)

 

41075	 P	   1d Red, plate 181 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good margins,   800 
	    showing “rds the RIGHT HA,” which has been previously folded and used to place the  
	    hinge, fresh and fine

41076	 P	   1d Red, plate 182 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good margins,   700 
	    showing “ards the RIGHT H,” which has been previously folded and used to place the  
	    hinge, fresh and fine
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41077	 P	   1d Red, plate 183 AB, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good margins,   800 
	    showing inscription “1/- Per Row of” which has been previously folded and used to  
	    place the hinge, fresh and fine

41078	 P	   1d Red, plate 183 AJ, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with fine even margins,   800 
	    showing inscription “g the Back be c,” fresh and very fine

 

41079	 P	   1d Red, plate 183 AL, imperf. imprimatur, top right corner marginal with inscription    
	    “ove the Cement.” and plate number, previously folded and used to place the hinge  
	    large margins at other sides, very fine and fresh  
	     
	    Estimate: e 1’500 - e 2’000

 

41080	 P	   1d Red, plate 186 AF, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to fine even   700 
	    margins, showing inscription, very fine and fresh

41081	 P	   1d Red, plate 187 AC, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with fine even margins,   800 
	    showing inscription “12. £1... Per S,” which has been previously folded and used to  
	    place the hinge, very fine and fresh, ex. Ballie

41082	 P	   1d Red, plate 188 AI, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with just touched to fine   600 
	    even margins, very fine and fresh

 

41083 41084
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41083	 P	   1d Red, plate 189 AB, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with fine even margins,   800 
	    showing inscription “bel. 1/- Per Row,” fresh and very fine

41084	 P	   1d Red, plate 189 AC, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with fine even margins,   800 
	    showing inscription “12 £1... Per Sh,” fresh and very fine

 

41085	 P	   1d Red, plate 191 TC, imperf. imprimatur, fine even margins, fresh and very fine  500

 

41086	 P	   1d Red, plate 192 AB, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with touched at right to good   600 
	    margins, showing inscription “bel 1/- Per Row,” which has been previously folded and  
	    used to place the hinge, fresh and fine

41087	 P	   1d Red, plate 191 AF, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good to large margins,   800 
	    showing inscription “ADDREFS and tow,” which has been previously folded and used to  
	    place the hinge, fresh and very fine

41088	 P	   1d Red, plate 192 AJ, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good margins,   700 
	    showing inscription “g the Back be ca,” which has been previously folded and used to  
	    place the hinge, fresh and fine, cert. BPA (2006)

 

41089	 P	   1d Red, plate 193 TD, imperf. imprimatur, good to large margins, fresh and very fine  500

 

41090	 P	   1d Red, plate 193 TJ, imperf. imprimatur, good to very large even margins, fresh and very fine  500

41091	 P	   1d Red, plate 194 TJ, imperf. imprimatur, good to large margins, fresh and very   500 
	    fine, cert. RPS (2005)

41092	 P	   1d Red, plate 195 SG, imperf. imprimatur, good to large margins, fresh and very fine  500

41093	 P	   1d Red, plate 197 TG, imperf. imprimatur, good to large even margins, fresh and very fine  500
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41094	 P	   1d Red, plate 198 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good margins, fresh and fine  600

 

41095	 P	   1d Red, plate 199 AC, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good margins, showing   800 
	    inscription “f 12. £1... Per,” which has been previously folded and used to place  
	    the hinge, fresh and very fine

41096	 P	   1d Red, plate 199 AD, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good margins, showing   800 
	    inscription “heet. Place the,” which has been previously folded and used to place  
	    the hinge, fresh and very fine

41097	 P	   1d Red, plate 199 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good margins, showing   700 
	    inscription “ards the RIGHT,” which has been previously folded and used to place the  
	    hinge, fresh and fine

41098	 P	   1d Red, plate 200 AE, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good margins, showing   800 
	    inscription “Labels ABOVE th,” fresh and very fine

41099	 P	   1d Red, plate 200 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good margins, showing   800 
	    inscription “wards the RIGHT,” fresh and very fine

 

41100	 P	   1d Red, plate 201 AI, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good margins, showing   800 
	    inscription “Letter In Wettin,” which has been previously folded, fresh and very  
	    fine, ex. Ballie

41101	 P	   1d Red, plate 203 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good even margins,   700 
	    showing inscription “ards the RIGHT H,” which has been previously folded and used to  
	    place the hinge, fresh and very fine

41102	 P	   1d Red, plate 204 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good margins, showing   800 
	    inscription “ards the RIGHT H,” which has been previously folded, fresh and very fine
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41103	 P	   1d Red, plate 204 SL, imperf. imprimatur, right sheet marginal with good to large   600 
	    margins, fresh & very fine

41104	 P	   1d Red, reserve plate R1 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good margins,   800 
	    showing inscription “ards the RIGHT H,” which has been previously folded, fresh and very fine

 

41105	 P	   1d Red, reserve plate R1 AL, imperf. imprimatur, top right corner marginal with    
	    inscription “ve the Cement.” and plate number, previously folded and used to place  
	    the hinge large margins at other sides, very fine and fresh  
	     
	    Estimate: e 1’500 - e 2’000

 

41106	 P	   1d Red, reserve plate R2 AC, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good to large   800 
	    even margins, showing inscription “f 12. £1... Per S,” which has been previously  
	    folded, fresh and very fine

41107	 P	   1d Red, reserve plate R2 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good to large   800 
	    even margins, showing inscription “ards the RIGHT H,” which has been previously  
	    folded, fresh and very fine

41108	 P	   1d Red, reserve plate R4 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good to large   700 
	    even margins, showing inscription “ards the RIGHT H,” which has been previously  
	    folded, fresh and very fine
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41109	 P	   1d Red, reserve plate R5 AB, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good to large   800 
	    even margins, showing inscription “bel 1/- Per Row,” which has been previously  
	    folded, fresh and very fine

41110	 P	   1d Red, reserve plate R6 AE, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good to large   800 
	    even margins, showing inscription “abels ABOVE the,” which has been previously  
	    folded, fresh and very fine

41111	 P	   1d Red, reserve plate R6 AF, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good to large   700 
	    even margins, showing inscription “Addrefs and tow,” which has been previously  
	    folded, fresh and very fine

41112	 P	   1d Red, reserve plate R6 AJ, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good to large   700 
	    even margins, showing inscription “g the Back be c,” which has been previously  
	    folded, fresh and very fine

 

41113	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R7 HG, imperf. imprimatur, good even margins, fresh,   1’500 
	    very fine & rare (SG £4'000)

 

41114	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R8 IG, imperf. imprimatur, close to good even   1’500 
	    margins, fresh, very fine & rare (SG £4'000)

 

41115	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R9 IG, imperf. imprimatur, touched to good even   800 
	    margins, fresh, very fine & rare (SG £4'000)
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41116	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R10 IG, imperf. imprimatur, good even margins, fresh,   1’500 
	    very fine & rare (SG £4'000)

 

41117	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R11 AC, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good to   2’000 
	    large even margins, showing inscription “f 12. £1... Per S,” which has been  
	    previously folded, fresh, very fine and rare

 

41118	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R11 LK, imperf. imprimatur, touched at bottom to good   800 
	    even margins, fresh, fine & rare, ex Royal Collection (SG £4'000)

 

41119	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R11 LG, imperf. imprimatur, touched to good even   800 
	    margins, fresh, very fine & rare (SG £4'000)

 

41120	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R12 TG, imperf. imprimatur, good to large margins,   1’500 
	    fresh, very fine & rare (SG £4'000)
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41121	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R13 AC, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good to   2’000 
	    large even margins, showing inscription “12. £1... Per Sh,” which has been  
	    previously folded, fresh, very fine and rare (SG £4'000)

 

41122	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R14 AI, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with good to   2’000 
	    large even margins, showing inscription “Letter In Wettin,” which has been  
	    previously folded, fresh, very fine and rare (SG £4'000)

 

41123	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R14 RG, imperf. imprimatur, with good to large even   1’500 
	    margins, fresh, very fine and rare (SG £4'000)

 

41124	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R18 AH, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close   2’000 
	    to good margins, showing inscription “AND SIDE of the,” which has been previously  
	    folded, fresh, very fine and rare (SG unlisted)

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction via our
web site, www.davidfeldman.com
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41125	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R19 AI, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close   1’500 
	    to good even margins, showing inscription “Letter In Wettin,” which has been  
	    previously folded, fresh, very fine and rare (SG unlisted)

 

41126	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R19 JL, imperf. imprimatur, left sheet marginal with   1’500 
	    close to large margins, showing inscription “he Addrefs and tow,” which has been  
	    previously folded, fresh, very fine and rare (SG unlisted)

 

41127	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R20 JG, imperf. imprimatur, close to good even   1’000 
	    margins, fresh, very fine and rare (SG £2’500)

 

41128	 P	   Attractive & valuable group of twenty-eight 1d Red, imperf. imprimaturs, all appear   12’000 
	    to have good to large margins, showing Reserve plate 14, plus plates 178 to 204,  
	    fresh, generally a very fine & rare assembly (28), cert. RPS (2008)
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41129	 P	   1d Red, plate 1 AI, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   600 
	    margins, showing inscription “etter In Wetting,” which has been previously folded  
	    resulting in a tear, fresh and fine

41130	 P	   1d Red, plate 1 IL, imperf. imprimatur, left sheet marginal with close to good even   600 
	    margins, showing inscription “the Labels ABOVE,” which has been previously folded  
	    resulting in a tear, fresh and fine

41131	 P	   1d Red, plate 2 AI, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   600 
	    margins, showing inscription “Letter In Wettin,” which has been previously folded  
	    resulting, fresh and fine

 

41132	 P	   1d Red, plate 2 IL, imperf. imprimatur, left sheet marginal with good even margins,   700 
	    showing inscription “the Labels ABOVE,” which has been previously folded, fresh and  
	    very fine

41133	 P	   1d Red, plate 3 AF, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   700 
	    margins, showing inscription “Addrefs and to,” which has been previously folded,  
	    fresh and fine

41134	 P	   1d Red, plate 3 IL, imperf. imprimatur, left sheet marginal with close to good even   700 
	    margins, showing inscription “e the Labels ABOVE,” which has been previously folded,  
	    fresh and fine

 

41135	 P	   1d Red, plate 4 AC, imperf. imprimatur, close to good even margins, fresh and fine  500

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41129
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41136	 P	   1d Red, plate 6 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   700 
	    margins, showing inscription “ards the RIGHT H,” which has been previously folded,  
	    fresh and fine

41137	 P	   1d Red, plate 7 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   700 
	    margins, showing inscription “ards the RIGHT H,” which has been previously folded,  
	    fresh and fine

41138	 P	   1d Red, plate 12 AC, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   700 
	    margins, showing inscription “of 12. £1... Per,” which has been previously folded,  
	    fresh and very fine

 

41139	 P	   1d Red, plate 12 AE, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   600 
	    margins, showing inscription “ABOVE the,” which has been previously folded & part of  
	    margin torn away, fresh and fine

41140	 P	   1d Red, plate 13 AF, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   600 
	    margins, showing inscription which has been previously folded, fresh and fine

41141	 P	   1d Red, plate 13 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   600 
	    margins, showing inscription “the RIGHT H,” which has been previously folded, fresh and fine

41142	 P	   1d Red, plate 13 JG, imperf. imprimatur, good even margins, fresh and very fine,   500 
	    cert. Holcombe

41143	 P	   1d Red, plate 14 AH, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   600 
	    margins, showing inscription which has been previously folded, fresh and fine

Auction Bids
The auction bidding steps are as follows:

	e 50 - 100 e 5 e 500 - 1000 e 50  e 5000 - 10000 e 500
	e 100 - 200 e 10	 e 1000 - 2000 e 100 e 10000 - 20000 e 1000
	e 200 - 500 e 20 e 2000 - 5000 e	200 e 20000 - 50000 e 2000
              e   50000 - 100000 e 5000

 Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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41144	 P	   1d Red, plate 15 AD, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   700 
	    margins, showing inscription “et Place the L,” which has been previously folded,  
	    fresh and very fine

41145	 P	   1d Red, plate 18 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   700 
	    margins, showing inscription “ards the RIGHT,” which has been previously folded,  
	    fresh and very fine

41146	 P	   1d Red, plate 19 AD, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   700 
	    margins, showing inscription “eet Place the L,” which has been previously folded,  
	    fresh and very fine

41147	 P	   1d Red, plate 21 AD, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   600 
	    margins, fresh and very fine

   Die ii, AlPhABet iii, BlueD PAPer (PlAteS 22 tO 49, r20)

 

41148	 P	   1d Red, unissued reserve plate R20 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close   1’500 
	    to good even margins, showing inscription “ards the RIGHT H,” which has been  
	    previously folded, fresh, very fine and rare (SG £2500)

 

41149	 P	   1d Red, plate 25 AK showing Gothic letter “K”, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with   1’000 
	    close to large margins, showing inscription “reful not to rem,” fresh and extremely  
	    fine, possibly unique with the Gothic lettering

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41144
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41150	 P	   1d Red, plate 25 JL, imperf. imprimatur, right sheet marginal with close to good   600 
	    margins, showing inscription “he Addrefs and tow,” fresh and very fine

 

41151	 P	   1d Red, plate 27 AI, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   600 
	    margins, showing inscription “Letter In Wetti,” which has been previously folded,  
	    fresh and fine

41152	 P	   1d Red, plate 29 AC, imperf. imprimatur, showing INVERTED WMK, top marginal with   700 
	    close to good even margins, showing inscription “f 12. £1... Per S,” which has been  
	    previously folded, fresh and fine

 

41153	 P	   1d Red, plate 29 JI, imperf. imprimatur, showing INVERTED WMK, close to good even   400 
	    margins, fresh and fine

 

41154	 P	   1d Red, plate 31 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with touched to good even   400 
	    margins, fresh and fine

41155	 P	   1d Red, plate 33 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   500 
	    margins, fresh and fine

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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41156	 P	   1d Red, plate 33 IL, imperf. imprimatur, left sheet marginal with close to good even   700 
	    margins, showing inscription “the Labels ABOVE,” fresh and very fine

41157	 P	   1d Red, plate 34 IL, imperf. imprimatur, left sheet marginal with close to good even   700 
	    margins, showing inscription “the Labels ABOVE,” fresh and very fine

41158	 P	   1d Red, plate 35 IL, imperf. imprimatur, left sheet marginal with close to good even   700 
	    margins, showing inscription “the Labels ABOVE th,” fresh and very fine

 

41159	 P	   1d Red, plate 39 AG, imperf. imprimatur, top marginal with close to good even   600 
	    margins, showing inscription “ards the RIGHT H,” fresh and very fine

 

41160	 P	   1d Red, plate 39 IL, imperf. imprimatur, right sheet marginal with good to large   700 
	    even margins, showing inscription “the Labels ABOVE th,” fresh and very fine

41161	 P	   1d Red, plate 42 JL, imperf. imprimatur, right sheet marginal with good even   700 
	    margins, showing inscription “Addrefs and tow,” fresh and very fine

41162	 P	   1d Red, plate 46 IL, imperf. imprimatur, right sheet marginal with close to good   700 
	    even margins, showing inscription “the Labels ABOVE th,” fresh and very fine

41163	 P	 www Attractive & valuable group of forty-eight 1d Red, imperf. imprimaturs, all appear   20’000 
	   to have good to large margins, showing plates 22, 24, Reserve plate 20, plus Reserve  
	   plates 17 to 19, plates 23, 25 to 49, 52 to 53 and 55 to 68, fresh, generally a very  
	   fine & rare assembly (48), cert. RPS (2008)

41164	 P	 www Attractive & valuable group of twenty-three 1d Red, imperf. imprimaturs, all appear   10’000 
	   to have good to large margins, ten showing marginal inscriptions, with plate 47(2),  
	   48(2), 53, 55, 56(2), 57, 58, 60, 61(3), 63 & 67, fresh, generally a very fine &  
	   rare assembly (23)
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41165	 H	   1d Red HA with black MC, a late use, very fine (SG £650) C 1 100

41166	 H	   1d Red PI with black MC, a late use, very fine (SG £650) C 1 100

41167	 H	   1d Red AF with crisp blue MC, very fine (SG £1’100) C 1 200

41168	 C	J	 194 1d Red-Brown FJ/GL mint og block of 6, horizontal gum crease, a scarce multiple (SG  C 1 500 
	    £2’000 for block of 4)

 

41169	 C	   1d red FL mint og with margin showing inscription and variety “broken pins” at top  C 1 240 
	    and bottom in the same place, a scarce and visual example

 

41170	 C	J	   1d Red OA/PB mint og left marginal block of four with inscription, some paper  C 1 300 
	    adherence otherwise fine and attractive multiple (SG £1’100+)

 

41171	 H	   1d Red RD with complete and crisp blue MC, very fine (SG £1’100) C 1 200

41172	 H	   1d Red TH with crisp blue MC, very fine (SG £1’100) C 1 200
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41173	 C	J	   1d Red-Brown pl.163 (worn plate) mint og left marginal block of four showing  C 1 1’200 
	    marginal inscription, very fine and scarce, cert. Brandon (2000)

 

41174	 DCE	   1d Red pl.165 TE (worn plate) unused, perhaps a very faint trace of a cancel, very  C 1 100 
	    fine (SG £250 for used)

 

41175	 C	J	   1d Red pl.166 GA/HB mint og block of four, horiz. crease o/w fine (SG £2’000) C 1 200

 

41176	 C	   1d Red pl.171 AC-AD mint og top marginal pair with inscription, AC with vert.  C 1 150 
	    crease, AD mint nh, fine (SG £525+)
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41177	 C	   1d Red-Brown pl.175 FE-FF on very blued paper, mint og pair, slightly heavy hinge  C1c 300 
	    remnants, fine appearance, cert. Brandon (2004) (SG £1’100)

41178	 CC	C	J	 194 1d Red-Brown pl.179 BG/EL mint og right marginal block of 24, EL has some trimmed  C 1 2’000 
	    perfs, otherwise a very fine and rare multiple (SG £6’600+)

41179	 DCE	J	 194 1d Red pl.185 RH/TL irregular unused block of 16 from the lower right corner,  C 1 1’500 
	    showing a large part of the marginal inscription and the plate number, very fine and  
	    rare multiple (SG £4’400)

41180	 C	J	 194 1d Red-Brown pl.192 AF/CJ mint og top marginal block of 15 showing inscription and  C 1 1’000 
	    pin mark, AI showing re-entry, light vert. crease and AK with trimmed perfs,  
	    otherwise a fine and rare multiple

 

41181	 DCE	   1d Red pl.R5 QJ mint, wonderful deep shade, very fine C 1 100

 

41182	 CC	C	J	   1d Red pl.166 PG/QH mint og block of four with INVERTED WATERMARK, slightly toned  C 1d 1’500 
	    perfs at top otherwise fine and rare, unpriced in mint by SG

 

41183	 H	   1d Red IG-IL strip of 6 with Strathaven (?) undated circular cancel, minor perf.  C 2 340 
	    separation, very fine and attractive multiple
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41184	 DCE	J	   1d Red pl.202 JB/KC unused block of four, light vert. crease, fresh appearance (SG £4’000) C 2 1’200

 

41185	 C	   1d Red pl.2 IA-IB marginal pair with inscription (showing re-entry of the  C 3 300 
	    inscription), IB with gum thin at upper right which shows pronounced blueing,  
	    slightly heavy hinge (SG £1’000+)

41186	 C	   1d Red pl.9 NK-NL mint og right marginal pair with inscription, very fine (SG £1’000+) C 3 300

 

 

41187	 C	   1d Red-Brown pl.18 MD mint og, very fine and fresh, a rare plate (SG £550 used) C 3 500

 

41188	 C	J	   1d Red-Brown pl.4 in mint og block of 8, light diagonal crease affecting two stamps,  C 4 1’000 
	    a little perf. reinforcement and a small mark on FG, still an attractive and rare  
	    multiple (SG £3’200+)
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41189	 H	J	   1d Red-Brown pl.5 MC with INVERTED WATERMARK in reconstructed block of four (from  C 4c 600 
	    two vert. pairs), Shrewsbury spoon cancel, very fine (SG £900 as four signles)

41190	 C	J	 194 1d Red-Brown pl.6 MG/OJ block of 12 with “Frank Ives Scudamore / Chief Examiner”  C 4 600 
	    cursive hs, which was applied to sheets earmarked for destruction, some perf.  
	    separation and usual imperfections, scarce

 

41191	 C	J	   1d Red pl.7 AA/BB mint og block of 4, some minor gum faults, very fine and fresh  C 4 600 
	    appearance (SG £2’800)

 

41192	 DCE	   1d Red pl.10 TF unused, very fine (SG £900) C 5 200

41193	 H	   1d Red pl.13 SG with neat “647” numeral cancel, very fine and rare (SG £550) C 5 240

41194	 C	J	 194 1d Red pl.4 LE/NH mint og block of 12, a few minor perf. faults, otherwise fine and  C 6 2’400 
	    fresh, a rare multiple (SG £3’250 for block of 4)

Please review our latest Conditions of Sale
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41195	 DCE	   1d Red pl.6 CH/DI unused block of four, very fine (SG £3’250) C 6 600

 

41196	 DCE	   1d Red-Brown pl.6 CJ unused, couple of light vert. gum creases, fresh colour, cert.  C 6(1) 120 
	    BPA from when it was in block of 4 (SG £450)

41197	 C	   1d Red-Brown pl.8 IC mint og, very fine (SG £425) C 6 80

41198	 DCE	   1d Orange-Brown pl.9 OG unused, very fine, photocopy of RPS cert. when in strip of 5  C 6(5) 300 
   (SG £1’300)

41199	 CC	C	J	 194 1d Red-Brown pl.10 in irregular mint og block of 18, some trimmed perfs at top and a  C 6 1’500 
	    light crease affecting 2 stamps, otherwise fine and fresh, the largest block known  
	    of this plate according to the cert., cert. Karl-Albert Louis (1999)

 

41200	 C	I	   1d Red-Brown pl.15 EE/FF reconstructed mint og block of four with INVERTED  C 6c 1’800 
	    WATERMARK, with EE,EF and FF still together, EE has been added, some perf.  
	    reinforcement and creasing, still rare and unpriced mint by SG

The currency used for this sale is the EURO (¤)
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41201	 DCE	   1d Red-Brown pl.18 OJ imperforate from the NEALE’S STEAM PRESS experimental printing  C 6j 1’800 
	    on ungummed paper, fine to large margins, closed central tear, very rare, one of  
	    only 32 examples discovered (SG £5’000)

 

41202	 CC	C	J	   1d Red-Brown in mint og block of four, very fine and exceptionally rare multiple of  C 7  
	    this “abnormal” issue, where only a few sheets of the small crown wmk were used for  
	    alphabet III (note KC & KD have gothic K), ex Baillie 
	     
	    Estimate: e 6’000 - e 9’000

 

41203	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.22 BB, London numeral cancel, very fine and rare plate, cert. RPS  C 7 500 
	    (2001) (SG £2’500)

41204	 H	   1d Red pl.22 EA with “776” numeral, very fine, a rare plate (SG £2’500) C 7 400

41205	 H	   1d Red pl.22 KI, light duplex cancel, minor toning on reverse just apparent at top  C 7 300 
	    right o/w fine (SG £2’500)

41206	 H	   1d Red pl.23 EE with crisp duplex cancel, very fine (SG £850) C 7 150

41207	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.23 FF with London numeral cancel, trimmed lower right corner perf.  C 7 100 
	    o/w fine, cert. RPS (1994) (SG £850)
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41208	 C	   1d Red-Brown pl.23 JK-JL mint og pair, showing gothic K, very fine, cert. RPS (1986)  C 7 1’200 
	    (SG £7’000+)

 

41209	 H	   1d Red pl.23 PF with neat “447” numeral cancel, very fine (SG £850) C 7 150

 

41210	 G	   1d Red pl.23 SG tied on piece by Newport sideways duplex, very fine (SG £850) C 7 200

 

41211	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.23 TD with London numeral cancel, off centre o/w very fine, cert. BPA (2001) C 7 150

41212	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.24 GJ with London numeral cancel, very fine (SG £850) C 7 150

41213	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.24 JF with neat numeral cancel, very fine (SG £850)  150

41214	 H	   1d Orange-Brown pl.24 PC with numeral cancel, bent corner perf. at upper right o/w  C 7 120 
	    fine (SG £850)

41215	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.24 RK with indistinct cancel, fine, cert. RPS (2002) (SG £850) C 7 150

41216	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.24 TB with Scottish town cancel, some shortish perfs, fine (SG £850) C 7 130

41217	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.25 CE with London numeral cancel, fine (SG £950) C 7 180
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41218	 G	   1d Red-Brown pl.25 EE & FK tied on piece by Liverpool registered spoon cancels, very  C 7 360 
	    fine (SG £1’900)

 

41219	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.25 FJ with Edinburgh roller cancel, very fine, cert. RPS (1970) (SG £950)  C 7 180

41220	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.25 QC with Scottish numeral cancel, very fine (SG £950) C 7 180

41221	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.25 SJ with scarce town cds, very fine (SG £950) C 7 200

41222	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.26 AC with light numeral cancel, a few shortish perfs o/w very fine (SG £1’250)  C 7 240

41223	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.26 DI with crisp numeral cancel, slightly rough perfs o/w fine (SG £1’250) C 7 200

41224	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.26 EG with light cancel, one or two shortish perfs o/w very fine (SG £1’250) C 7 240 

 

41225	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.26 OE with light numeral cancel, very fine (SG £1’250) C 7 240

41226	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.26 OH with crisp numeral cancel, very fine, cert. RPS (1989) (SG £1’250)  C 7 240

41227	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.27 BI with indistinct blue-green cancel, showing constant variety  C 7 400 
	    burr in O of POSTAGE, rounded corner perf. at upper right o/w fine, cert. RPS (1978) (SG 3’000) 

41228	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.27 HE with (as described by cert.) mixed inks (green & black)  C 7 500 
	    numeral cancel, small corner perf. bend at lower left, o/w fine, cert. RPS (1997) (SG £3’000)

41229	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.27 KH with light cancel, slightly rounded corner at upper right and  C 7 300 
	    small thin above H letter, matched with fine SG Spec C8 and C10 (SG £3’033)

41230	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.27 PA with crisp numeral cancel, trimmed perfs at right and closed  C 7 300 
	    tear at foot, still attractive example, cert. RPS (2003) (SG £3’000)

Search our Frequent “Feldman Express” Internet-only Auctions, 
visit our Net Price Shop, or Register to bid “Live” at

www.davidfeldman.com
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41231	 C	J	   1d Orange-Brown RK/SL mint og block of four, very fine and scarce multiple (SG £2’300+) C 8(5) 500 

 

41232	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.22 with neat London numeral cancel, a few short perfs o/w fine,  C 8(1) 100 
	    cert. RPS (1987) (SG £600)

41233	 C	J	 204 1d Brick-Red pl.22 KA/MC left marginal block of 9 with inscription and part of the  C 8(2) 4’000 
	    ornament, a little perf. reinforcement, otherwise a very fine and unique multiple,  
	    for the Griffiths sale in 1982, this block was thought to have the only mint  
	    examples of this plate, ex Wiggins, Griffiths and Baillie

41234	 C	J	 204 1d Red-Brown pl.25 KA/NI mint og block of 36, showing gothic K, horiz. crease, a  C 8 5’000 
	    little perf. reinforcement, thought to be the largest block in private hands, cert.  
	    BPA (1995) (SG £13’500 as nine blocks of four)

 

41235	 DCE	   1d Orange-brown, die II, alphabet III, plate 26 KI showing Gothic letter “K”, unused  C 8(5)j 200 
	    with part original gum, fine & rare

 

41236	 C	J	   1d Red-Brown pl.29 BA/CC mint og block of six, vert. gum bend at right, else fine  C 8 400 
	    and scarce multiple (SG £1’500 for block of 4)
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41237	 C	   1856 1d Brown-Rose PK pl.31, large part og, fine example of this scarce shade (SG 32 £300)   50

 

41238	 C	   1d Orange-Brown pl.32 EL/FI vertical pair with marginal inscription, FL showing  C 8 340 
	    constant variety affecting L, a bit of perf. separation, otherwise very fine

 

41239	 F	   1d Red pl.35 mint og block of 12, some perf. reinforcement, otherwise fine and  C8 1’200 
	    scarce multiple

41240	 C	J	 204 1d Orange-Brown pl.35 MC/PG mint og block of 20, some perf. reinforcement and minor  C 8(5) 4’000 
	    gum creasing, otherwise very fine and very rare large multiple, ex Baillie, cert.  
	    BPA (1980) (SG £11’500+)

 

41241	 C	   1d Red-Brown pl.38 MH mint og, very fine (SG £200) C 8 40

41242	 C	J	 204 1d Red pl.39 RK/TL mint og block of six, TL showing constant variety through T as  C 8 300 
	    well as broken pins at right, very fine (SG £1’250)

41243	 C	J	 204 1d Red-Brown pl.43 AI/EL mint og block of 20, light gum bend affecting lower row,  C 8 800 
	    minor perf. separation, a fine and rare large multiple, cert. Brandon (2006) (SG£4’000+)
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41244	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.48 EF with light numeral cancel, very fine, cert. Brandon (2007) (SG £1’200) C 8 400

 

41245	 DCE	   1d Red-Brown JI with fine to very good margins, from the NEALE’S STEAM PRESS  C 8h 1’000 
	    experimental printing, very fine and rare

 

41246	 DCE	J	   1d Red pl.22 DE/EF imperforate block of four from the NEALE’S STEAM PRESS  C 8h 6’000 
	    experimental printing on ungummed paper, with good to large margins, a very fine and  
	    rare multiple

 

41247	 H	   1d Red-Brown pl.37 BA-BE strip of 5 with Eniskillin spoon cancels, thin on BK  C 8A 2’500 
	    otherwise fine and rare dated multiple of this rare printing, cert. RPS (2008)

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may choose 
to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months, paying an 
equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer's account at the end of 
each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any claims regarding 
his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting 
full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF. 
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41248	 C	J	   1d Red pl.27 CG/DI mint og irregular block of 5, DI showing constant variety through  C 9 240 
	    O of POSTAGE, reverse with a little paper adherence and minor toning, scarce multiple

 

41249	 H	   1d Pale Red pl.32 FH with neat cancel, very fine and scarce, cert. RPS (1997) (SG £850)  C 9(3) 240

41250	 C	J	 204 1d Pale Red pl.33 MH/PL mint og block reconstructed block of 20 (from block of 18  C 9(3) 1’800 
	    and pair), with toning and creasing, the largest known unused multiple from this  
	    plate according to the cert., ex Madden, cert. Karl Louis (2007) (SG £7’000+)

 

41251	 C	J	   1d Red pl.39 RK/SL mint og block of four, very fine (SG £2’000) C 9 400

41252	 C	J	 204 1d Red pl.40 ED/HF mint block of 12, some perf. separation otherwise fine, an  C 9(3) 8’000 
	    exceptional rarity, cert. BPA (2002) (SG £4’800 as 12 used singles)

 

41253	 H	   1d Red pl.40 MD with neat numeral cancel, very fine (SG £400) C 9 80

41254	 H	   1d Pale Rose pl.40 NG with neat numeral cancel, very fine, cert. RPS (1988) (SG £400) C 9(4) 80
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41255	 C	J	   1d Pale Red pl.43 DC/EE mint og block of 6, one short perf., fine and rare multiple,  C 9(4) 700 
	    cert. BPA (1974) (SG £2’100+)

41256	 CC	C	J	 204 1d Pale Red pl.44 (transitional issue) mint og block of 15, a couple of ink spots as  C 9(3) 1’200 
	    well as some faults affecting the lower two rows, still a scarce multiple, ex Baillie

 

41257	 C	J	   1d Pale Red pl.44 NJ/OK mint og block of four, very fine and fresh, cert. RPS (1989)  C 9(3) 400 
	    (SG £2’000)

41258	 CC	C	J	   1d Orange-Brown pl.45 mint og block of four, very fine, ex Baillie, cert. RPS (1989) C 9(1) 800

 

41259	 H	   1d Red-Orange pl.45 EB with neat cancel, couple of short perfs otherwise fine, cert.  C 9(2) 70 
	    RPS (1987) (SG £350)

 

41260	 C	J	   1d Orange-Brown pl.45 OG/PH mint og block of four, small surface scuff, small toned  C 9(1) 1’200 
	    sports on reverse, light gum creasing, still a rare multiple of this plate in an  
	    attractive shade, cert. RPS (1996)

41261	 C	J	   1d Red pl.46 CI/DJ mint og block of four, several hinge remnants, otherwise very  C 9 400 
	    fine (SG £2’000)
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41262	 C	   1d Pale Red pl.47 QI mint og, very fine (SG £350) C 9(3) 100

 

41263	 CC	   1d Pale Red pl.48 FH IMPERFORATE, with good to large margins, mint nh, very fine and  C 9(3)g 1’000 
	    rare, cert. RPS (2004) (SG £4’000)

 

41264	 C	   1d Pale Rose pl.49 mint og, small stain on N check letter and minor gum toning, a  C 9(4) 300 
	    very rare plate, cert. RPS (1994)

 

41265	 DCE	   1d Pale Rose pl.49 TK with INVERTED WATERMARK, unused, fine and rare, unpriced by SG  C 9(4)h 1’000 
	    in mint, cert. RPS (1999)

 

41266	 H	   1d Pale Rose pl.53 AE with numeral cancel, very fine and rare, unpriced by SG, cert.  C9(4) 1'500 
	    RPS (1979) (SG £3’000)
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41267	 H	   1d Pale Rose pl.53 KJ with crisp “545” numeral, slightly faded o/w fine and rare (SG £3’000) C 9 1’000

 

41268	 H	   1d Pale Rose pl.55 RF with neat numeral cancel, very fine and rare (SG £950) C 9 400

41269	 C	J	 204 1d Red pl.55 SI/TL mint og block of eight, a little paper adhesion on reverse, perf.  C 9 2’000 
	    faults on TJ and TK, still a rare multiple of a scarce plate (SG £950 for used single)

 

41270	 C	J	   1d Red pl.63 FG/GI mint og block of 6, very fine C 9 400

 

41271	 C	J	   1d Red reserve pl.17 PA/QB in left marginal mint og block of four, a few perfs  C10 100 
	    separated at top, otherwise fine
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41272	 C	J	   1d Red pl.27 AA/DF mint og block of 24, very fine and rare multiple C10 400

41273	 DCE	J	 212 1d Red pl.27 AA/ED unused irregular block of 28, slight oxidising of the red,  C10 400 
	    otherwise a very fine and scarce large multiple

41274	 DCE	J	 212 1d Red pl.27 KI/ML unused block of 12, KL and LL showing constant varieties, slight  C10 200 
	    oxidisation of the red, very fine and scarce multiple

41275	 C	J	 212 1d Red pl.27 PD/RI mint og block of 18, with RH showing “dot on collar bone”  C10 150 
	    variety, a couple of toned spots and RD with rounded corner perf., otherwise a fine  
	    and scarce multiple

 

41276	 DCE	   1d Pale Rose pl.33 CG unused, fine, cert. RPS (1992) (SG £600 used) C10(3) 300

41277	 H	   1d Red pl.33 FL with neat numeral cancel, very fine, cert. RPS (1983) (SG £600) C10(5) 120

41278	 H	   1d Rose-Red pl.33 RJ with neat Waterford spoon cancel, very fine, cert. RPS (1980) (SG £600)  C10(6) 240

41279	 C	J	 212 1d Red pl.34 PA/RF mint og block of 18, a few showing constant varieties, very fine  C10 340 
	    and scarce large multiple

41280	 C	J	 212 1d Rose-Red pl.38 BG/EI mint og block of 12, crease affecting BI, otherwise a very  C10 800 
	    fine and rare multiple, considered by Dr. Wiggins to be the only mint block from  
	    this plate in this shade

41281	 C	J	 www 1d Red pl.39 IA/MK mint og block of 55, very fine for such a large and spectacular multiple C10 500

 

41282	 C	   1d Red pl.41 TA-TE mint og strip of 5 from the lower left corner, showing marginal  C10 340 
	    inscription and plate number, toned otherwise fine, scarce positional item

41283	 C	J	 214 1d Red pl.42 BA/IL mint og block of 96, some creasing and peripheral perf. faults as  C10 2’000 
	    to be expected from such a spectacular multiple, which is quite possibly the largest  
	    known

41284	 C	J	   1d Red pl.43 BA/FH mint og block of 40, several stamps showing varieties, some light  C10 600 
	    creasing affecting a few stamps, otherwise a fine and large multiple

41285	 C	J	 214 1d Red pl.43 NA/PE mint og left marginal block of 15, showing inscription and  C10 200 
	    “(P)OSTAGE” wmk, light toning on reverse, vert. gum crease, PA with corner fault
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41286	 C	   1d Pale Red pl.45 BK mint part og, very fine (SG £450 used) C10(2) 500

 

41287	 G	   1d Rose-Red pl.45 EG tied on piece by London “19” numeral, very fine, cert. BPA  C10(6) 100 
	    (1992) (SG £450)

41288	 C	   1d Red pl.45 FE/GE vert. mint og pair, FE showing variety “scratch on Queen’s nose”,  C10 500 
	    toned perfs at top and short perfs at lower left, scarce

 

41289	 DCE	   1d Rose-Red pl.45 NJ unused, toned spots and some short perfs, scarce, cert. RPS  C10(5) 100 
	    (1990) (SG £450 used)

41290	 C	J	 212 1d Rose-Red pl.46 mint og block of 12, GE showing double G, very fine, ex Baillie,  C10(5) 300 
	    cert. BPA (1985)

41291	 CC	 214 1d Pale Rose pl.47 AA-AL mint og strip of 12 from the top of the sheet with margins  C10(4) 800 
	    showing complete inscription and plate numbers, hinged in margin only, gum crease on  
	    AA otherwise fine and spectacular multiple, cert. RPS (1995)

41292	 C	J	 www 1d Rose-Red pl.48 AA/GL mint og block of 84 from the top of the sheet with margins,  C10 3’000 
	   showing full inscription at top with plate numbers, some perf. separation as to be  
	   expected from such a large and spectacular multiple, otherwise very fresh

41293	 DCE	J	 www 1d Red pl.48 NA/SJ mint og block of 60, a little creasing and perf. separation as to  C10 1’800 
	   be expected from such a large and spectacular multiple

41294	 C	J	 214 1d Red pl.52 LF/NI mint og block of 12, a few toned perfs and a small mark on NI,  C10 150 
	    otherwise fine and scarce multiple
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41295	 CC	J	   1d Rose-Pink pl.52 PI/QJ mint nh block of four, some toned spots on gum, fine and  C10(6) 400 
	    scarce shade, cert. BPA (1974) (£2’000)

 

41296	 C	J	   1d Pale Rose pl.53 DF/EG mint og block of four, some paper adherence to EF otherwise  C10(3)  
	    very fine, a very rare mint block of the rarest plate in this series, unpriced by SG, ex Tonna 
	    from a block of 49, a neighbouring block sold in the Lady Bury sale for £12’000 
	     
	    Estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000

41297	 C	J	 www 1d Red pl.55 DA/OL reconstructed block of 144 (from two blocks of 72), a little  C10 2’000 
	   perf. separation and minor faults as to be expected from such a large and  
	   spectacular block, probably the largest known

41298	 CC	C	J	 214 1d Rose-Red pl.56 FF-IL mint marginal block of 18 with inscription “Per Row of 12.  C10(5) 400 
	    £1... Per Sheet. Place the Labels ABOVE,” good colour, GJ with a prominent re-entry,  
	    fresh original gum, very fine, ex Alcock and Baillie

41299	 C	J	 214 1d Red pl.56 PD/TF mint og block of 15, toned spot on SF otherwise a fine multiple C10 150

 

41300	 CC	   1d Red-Brown pl.56 TA (state 2) showing ERROR OF WATERMARK, in mint nh lower left  C10d 1’200 
	    corner marginal with plate no., very fine and rare, cert. RPS (1995) (SG £4’000)
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41301	 C	 214 1d Red pl.57 OA-OJ mint og strip of 10, a couple with light marks on face and a  C10 150 
	    little perf. separation, otherwise a fine and scarce multiple

41302	 C	J	 216 1d Red pl.57 RA/TL mint og block of 36 from the lower part of the sheet, with  C10 1’000 
	    marginal inscription and plate numbers, some creasing barely detracting from this  
	    spectacular large multiple

41303	 C	J	 www 1d Red pl.58 OG/TL mint og irregular block of 48, very fine for such a large and  C10 500 
	   spectacular multiple, ex Folkard

41304	 C	J	 216 1d Red pl.58 QG/TL mint og block of 24, QJ and TG with faults, otherwise a fine and  C10 200 
	    scarce multiple

41305	 C	J	 216 1d Red pl.59 KA/OF mint og block of 30, NB showing re-cut N check letter, some perf.  C10 200 
	    separation and reinforcement, MD and PF with perf. faults, still a scarce large multiple

41306	 C	J	 www 1d Red pl.59 PA/TI mint og block of 45, PA has trimmed perfs, otherwise very fine  C10 700 
	   for such a large and spectacular block

41307	 DCE	J	 216 1d Red pl.59 RH/TL unused lower right corner block of 15 showing inscription and  C10 100 
	    plate no., tear through TK, RL with faulty perfs, colour is oxidised, still a scarce  
	    multiple and positional item

41308	 CC	C	J	 218 1d Rose-Red pl.60 AA-DL mint og block of 48, good colour, DA with corner fault,  C10(5) 1’500 
	    small tone spots and defects as expected from a block this size, some perf.  
	    separation and reinforcing, an impressive multiple, ex Baillie

41309	 CC	J	 216 1d Red pl.60 KA/MD mint nh marginal block of 12 with inscription and part of  C10 400 
	    ornament, very fine

41310	 C	J	 www 1d Red pl.62 KA/TL mint og block of 120, with sheet margin at right side showing  C10 2’000 
	   inscription and part of the ornament, some perf. separation and minor faults as to  
	   be expected from such a large and spectacular multiple, probably the largest known

41311	 CC	C	J	 218 1d Rose-Red pl.62 HA-MF mint og marginal block of 36, showing the full marginal  C10(5) 1’500 
	    ornament, some creasing and small faults as to be expected of a block this size, a  
	    scarce multiple, ex Alcock and Baillie

 

41312	 H	   1d Red pl.62 FA with neat black MC, very fine (SG £650) C10 100

41313	 C	J	 218 1d Red pl.63 KG/OL mint og right marginal block of 30 with inscription and half of  C10 500 
	    ornament, some perf. separation and reinforcement, otherwise a fine and scarce large multiple

 

41314	 C	   1d Rose-Red pl.65 OE-OF mint og pair, slight gum creasing o/w fine, marks on face  C10(5) 1’000 
	    are from the wmk, a scarce plate, cert. RPS (1990) (SG £750 for a used pl.65)
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41315	 H	   1d Rose-Red pl.R17 KK IMPERFORATE variety, with fine to good margins, oval barred  C10k 800 
	    cancel, very slight surface rub, matched with very fine perf. example, showing  
	    semi-gothic Ks, cert. BPA (1978) (SG £2’825)

 

41316	 C	   1d Rose-Red pl.48 with provisional perf. 16 guage, mint og, very fine, ex Baillie,  C11 400 
	    cert. RPS (1984)

41317	 H	   1d Red pl.49 LD with London numeral cancel, some toned perfs at lower right o/w fine  C11 300 
	    and rare (SG £750)

 

41318	 H	J	   1d Red-Brown pl.57 ME-NF block of four with single strike of the “248” numeral, very  C11 240 
	    fine and striking (SG £475)

 

41319	 CC	C	J	   1d Rose-Red pl.58 CB/DC mint og block of four, natural paper inclusion on CC, o/w  C11 3’000 
	    fine and rare, ex Beresford and Baillie
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41320	 C	J	 218 1d Red pl.50 PA/TC mint og block of 15, PA with toned spot and SA with perf. fault  C12 1’000 
	    otherwise fine, an attractive and very rare multiple (SG £1’100 for block of four)

 

41321	 C	   1d Rose-Red pl.51 SF mint og, very fine (SG £250) C12(3) 100

 

41322	 C	H	J	   1d Pale Rose-Red KA/LB left marginal mint og block of four with marginal  C12 200 
	    insciprition and large part of the ornament, light wrinkling caused by heavy hinge,  
	    small mark on LB and overall toned, still a scarce positional piece (SG £1’300+)

41323	 C	J	 218 1d Red pl.R16 DH/GI mint og block of eight, DI with crease, some toned spots, a  C13 500 
	    couple of marks and a little perf. separation, still a rare multiple (SG £2’000+)

41324	 CC	J	 218 1858-79 1d Red pl.173 MG/RL mint nh block of 36 with right hand margin showing  G1 240 
	    inscription and “POSTAGE” wmk, MG and NG with perf. faults, otherwise a fine and  
	    scarce multiple

41325	 G	 www 1858-79 1d Red pl.225, tied on piece by “242” duplex, plate numbers clearly visible,   160 
	   very fine (SG £700)

41326	 H	 www 1854-57 2d Blue pl.4 to pl.6 used selection incl. various plates, perfs and dies,   Offer 
	   fine to good condition (42) (STGC £3’980) (Est. e 400/600)

 

41327	 H	   1854-57 2d Blue pl.5, very fine used study comprising Small Crown wmk perf. 14 (SG  20/34 Offer 
	    23a x4), Small Crown wmk perf .16 (SG 20a x3), Large Crown perf. 16 (SG 27 x3) incl.  
	    CA constant variety, Large Crown perf.14 (SG 34 x5, pair & block of 6 lettered  
	    KD/LF, single on cover in combination with 1d star), generally fine (18 items) (SG  
	    £4’520) (Est. e 600/800)
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41328	 H	 www 1856-76 2d Blue used selection pl.6 to pl.15, very fine duplication with 96   Offer 
	   examples, noted on plate 6 with perf.16, two pl.7 with double letter GC, etc., very  
	   fine overall (SG £2’477) (Est. e 260/340)

41329	 H	 www 1858-68 2d Blue pl.9 used selection incl. ivory heads, inv. wmks, pairs (4), vert.   Offer 
	   strip of three, and strip of four, fine (19) (SG £867) (Est. e 80/120)

41330	 H	 www 1858-68 2d Blue pl.12 used selection of 26, the scarce plate, mostly very fine (SG   Offer 
	   £3’120) (Est. e 500/600)

41331	 F	DFE	 222 Comprehensive collection of 2d blue plates 4 to 15 neatly written up in an album,   Offer 
	 G	H	J	   showing the different plate flaws and varieties, covers (3, incl. four pl.4 perf.14  
	    on cover to Canada), a fabulous foundation for further study (SG £25’000+) (800+)  
	    (Est. e 1’500/2’000)

 

41332	 C	   1870 1 1/2d Lake-red pl.3 mint pair with top marginal inscription, very fine and  52 300 
	    fresh (SG £800+)

 

41333	 C	   1860 1 1/2d Rosy mauve, the UNISSUED colour, on blued paper with Large Crown wmk,  53a 2’000 
	    very fine and fresh (SG £7’000)

   COverS

41334	 F	 222 Wrapper sent from London to Australia, with strip of six 1854-57 1d red (SG 17)   200 
	    cancelled by “1” London numeral, reverse with faint London and “SHIP LETTER / FREE /  
	    GPO VICTORIA” cds, some creasing and light soiling, otherwise fine and scarce  
	    overseas destination

41335	 F	 222 1853 (Feb 8) Wrapper sent from Bradford to the Netherlands, with eight 1854-57 1d   200 
	    red tied by “107” numerals, a little creased, otherwise fine and attractive

41336	 F	 222 1853 (May 23) Envelope sent from TASMANIA to Scotland, franked with 1860-67 6d grey,   600 
	    then forwarded from Fife to Edinburgh and affixed with an 1854-57 1d red tied by  
	    barred numeral, fine red Hobart Town cds adjacent, minor cover faults, a rare mixed franking 
	   

41337	 F	 222 1854 (Jul 15) Envelope from Godalmin to London with 1854-57 1d red (showing quite   400 
	    dramatic misperf with value at top) and imperf 1841 2d blue, cancelled by “316”  
	    numerals, cover folds clear of stamps, scarce mixed imperf. and perf. franking

41338	 F	 222 1854 (Jul 20) Envelope from Ireland to Liverpool with 1854-57 1d red (SG C1) showing   200 
	    8 broken pins on the right side, tied by “243” Irish numeral, reverse with  
	    “HOLLYFORT / GOREY” hs plus Gorey, Dubline, Birkenhead and Liverpool cds, fine and unusual 
	   

41339	 F	 222 1854 (Sep 5) Entire from Leeds to Birmingham with 1841 1d red pl.175 RE with variety   4’000 
	    IMPERFORATE ON THREE SIDES, tied by Leeds sideways duplex, Birmingham bs, horiz.  
	    crease through stamp, very rare with only two other covers known, incl. a normal  
	    cover from the same correspondence, not priced by SG, cert. BPA (2006) (SG C1(1)h var)
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41340	 F	 222 1854 (Nov 17) Wrapper from Guildford to London with block of six 1854 1d red pl.176   300 
	    (SG C1), tied by “825” numerals, Guildford and London bs, cover faults, still  
	    attractive and scarce multiple on cover

41341	 F	 222 1855 Mourning lettersheet sent from France to Ireland with 40c orange tied by “1533”   400 
	    small numeral lozenge, then forwarded within Ireland by an 1854-57 1d red tied by  
	    “186” Dublin numeral, an attractive mixed franking

41342	 F	 222 1855 (Jan 29) Envelope from Glasgow to Ipswich with eighteen 1854-57 1d red (SG C1)   600 
	    tied by “159” numerals of Glasgow, reverse with Sauchihall hs and corresponding cds,  
	    a little soiled but a rare high franking

41343	 F	 222 1855 (Mar 8) Wrapper from London to Lyon, France, with pair 1854-57 1d red and   1’200 
	    imperf. 1841 2d blue, tied by numeral cancels, despatch and arrival bs, fine and  
	    rare combination of perf. and imperf., cert. A. Diena

41344	 F	 222 1855 (May 21) Envelope sent from Scotland, to London, with two 1854 1d red (Small   50 
	    crown wmk perf.16, CB with small tear) tied by Coatebridge double ring cds, Glasgow  
	    and London bs, small fault on reverse, fine appearance (SG £250)

41345	 F	 222 1855 (Aug 8) Wrapper from London to Blackburn with pair of 1854-57 1d red pl.5 SH-SH   200 
	    (showing inverted S), neatly tied by “19” numeral leaving check letters clear, very  
	    fine (SG C3i, £175 for used single)

41346	 F	 222 1855 (Aug 20) Envelope from Killugan to Castletown Delvin, with 1855 1d red tied by   200 
	    green diamond Dublin duplex, with despatch and arrival bs adjacent, very attractive  
	    (SG C4vc, £950)

41347	 F	 222 1855 (Nov) Envelope from Watchet to Taunton with 1854-57 1d red-brown (SG C8) tied   800 
	    by a late use of the black MC, reverse with Taunton, Bridgewater and Watchet undated  
	    cds, very fine and scarce, cert. Brandon (2000) (SG £2’800)

41348	 F	 222 1855 (Nov 16) Mourning envelope sent from Scarborough to Leeds with 1854-57 1d red   120 
	    tied by Scarborough duplex and blue Leeds numerals on arrival, with blue Leed cds  
	    and “OLD CLIFFE” hs on reverse, fine (SG £575)

41349	 F	 222 1856 (Feb 8) Mourning envelope from Oakham to Wrexham, then redirected to Oswestry,   500 
	    with 1854-57 1d red pl.25 JL (SG C7) cancelled by “587” numeral, corresponding bs in  
	    green, very fine and scarce (SG £950 for used single)

41350	 DFE	 224 1856 (Mar 9) Part cover from St. Austle to Yorkshire with 1854-57 1d red pl.30 SF   800 
	    (SG C8) tied by RED-BROWN “570” numeral, matching St. Austel bs, fine and scarce (SG  
	    £2’000 on piece)

41351	 F	 224 1856 (Mar 27) Envelope from Tunbridge Wells to Christchurch, Hants, with 1854-57 1d   800 
	    red pl.23 KK (SG C7, showing gothic Ks) tied by Tunbridge Wells sideways duplex,  
	    cover slightly soiled, filing fold affecting stamp, reverse with London,  
	    Christchurch and Galverly (?) undated cds, a scarce stamp on cover (SG £2’000)

41352	 F	 224 1856 (Apr 25) Lettersheet from Needham Market to Ipswich with 1854-57 1d red pl.26   1’500 
	    HB (SG C7) tied by crisp “753” numeral, green despatch bs, very fine and scarce  
	    plate, cert. RPS (1978) (SG £2’000)

41353	 F	 224 1856 (May) Envelope from Milford Haven to Narbeth with 1854-57 1d red (SG C8) tied   800 
	    by brown “529” numeral cancel, faint despatch adjacent, Narbeth bs, portion of  
	    reverse missing, still attractive and very scarce (SG £5’000)

41354	 F	 224 1856 (May 28) Mourning envelope (opened for display) sent from Bridgewater to Exeter   1’200 
	    with 1855 1d red (Large crown wmk perf.14) cancelled by black MC, Bridgewater and  
	    Exeter bs, small portion of reverse missing and other minor faults, still an  
	    attractive and very rare late usage of the maltese cross, cert. BPA (1956) (SG £2’800)  
	   

41355	 F	 224 1856 (Jun 19) Envelope from London to Paris, France, with strip of five 1854-57 1d   150 
	    red pl.35 (SG C8) tied by neat “17” numerals, paying 4d rate plus 1d late fee,  
	    Lombard St. and Paris bs, very fine and attractive
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41356	 F	 224 1857 (Feb 25) Envelope (split on three sides) sent from Exeter to Australia, with   100 
	    six 1854-57 1d red (two strips of three), cancelled by “285” numerals and tied by  
	    Exeter cds, London and Victoria bs, envelope lightly toned, still attractive and  
	    scarce overseas destination

41357	 F	 224 1857 (Mar 18) Envelope from Rugeley to Altona, DENMARK (now in Germany), with eight   500 
	    1854-57 1d red (some faults) tied by “660” numerals, with scarce “PART-PAID / MORE  
	    TO PAY” hs below with ms markings, transit and arrival bs, an attractive franking to  
	    a rare destination

41358	 F	 224 1857 (Apr 26) Envelope from Marseilles to Ireland with four 1854-57 1d red tied by   300 
	    Marseille cds, with ms “8” alongside, reverse with London, Paris and Dublin bs, some  
	    faults not detracting from this very unusual franking

41359	 F	 224 1857 (May 6) Entire from Ludlow to Shrewsbury with 1854-57 1d red pl.45 QD (SG C9)   200 
	    tied by “479” numeral, corresponding bs, very fine, cert. RPS (1993) (SG £350 for  
	    used single)

41360	 F	 224 1857 (Jun 12) Wrapper from Frenchpark, Ireland, to Rome, Italy, with eleven 1854-57   200 
	    1d red pl.31 (SG C9(4)) tied by “230” Irish numeral, stamps applied over the edge  
	    onto the reverse and are therefore creased, with “INSUFFICIENTLY / PRE-PAID” hs  
	    below, several transit bs, a rare large franking to a foreign destination, and the  
	    largest known of this transitional issue according to cert, cert. Karl Louis (2006)

41361	 F	 224 1857 (Jun 15) Envelope sent from Abbeyleix, Ireland, to Germany, with eight 1856-57   600 
	    1d red (transitional shade, SG Spec. C9) tied by “1” diamonds, paying the 8d single  
	    1/2oz rate via Belgium and Aachen, fine

41362	 F	 224 1857 (Jun 18) Envelope sent locally in Lytham with 1854-57 1d red pl.34 BH tied by   1’200 
	    GREEN Lytham town dated postmark, further strike on reverse, very fine and rare (SG £3’500) 

41363	 F	 224 1857 (Jul 2) Wrapper sent from Edinburgh to Bristol with 1854-57 1d red pl.46 (SG   300 
	    Spec C8) tied by VIOLET Edinburgh duplex, Bristol bs, very fine, violet duplexes  
	    uncatalogued by SG, cert. RPS (1978)

41364	 F	 224 1857 (Jul 13) Entire sent from Nottingham to Bathurst with 1854-57 1d red tied by   300 
	    numeral, with “Missent / to / Bath” hs, before being forwarded to Bristol,  
	    Birmingham, London, Norwich and London again, where presumably “Australia” ms was  
	    applied with the hs “RETURNED / FOR / POSTAGE”, a very interesting cover

41365	 F	 224 1857 (Sep 18) Envelope sent from St. Albans to France, with left marginal strip of   150 
	    four 1854-57 1d reds (Large crown wmk perf.14, PD with trimmed perfs at foot) tied  
	    by “675” numerals, fine and attractive

41366	 F	 224 1857 (Nov 30) Envelope from Girvan to Edinburgh with 1854-57 1d rose-red pl.33 (SG   800 
	    C10(5)) tied by Girvan duplex, Edinburgh bs, wax seal removed otherwise very fine  
	    and scarce plate on cover, cert. RPS (1992) (SG £600 for used single)

41367	 F	 224 1858 (Feb 16) Envelope from Melbourne to Dublin, Ireland, with two Victoria 1854-59   800 
	    6d yellow tied by “1” numeral, forwarded on arrival to Moynalty by pair of 1854-57  
	    1d red cancelled by Dublin duplex, with Melbourne, Dublin and Kells bs, fine and  
	    rare mixed franking

41368	 F	 224 1858 (Aug 6) Wrapper endorsed “On H. M. Service” “Soldiers letter,” sent from   200 
	    Glasgow to London with 1854-57 1d red tied by Calton Glasgow cds, with “MORE TO PAY”  
	    blue s/l hs and red circular hs adjacent, fine and attractive

41369	 F	 226 1858 (Nov 30) Cover from London to Naples, Italy, with 11 1854-57 1d red (SG 40)   300 
	    tied by London “21” numerals, with French transits and “Franco” hs, some light  
	    creasing otherwise fine and very attractive

41370	 F	 226 1859 (Jul 1) Envelope sent from the Houses of Parliament to Bradford, with 1854-57   400 
	    1d red tied by a superb strike of the rare “HP / 1” barred circular cancel, back  
	    flap with embossed House of Commons logo with Houses of Parliament cds adjacent,  
	    very fine and rare
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41371	 F	 226 1859 (Oct 14) Wrapper sent from Watchet to London with 1856-58 1d rose-red (Large   2’000 
	    crown wmk perf.14 die II) tied by blackish-blue MC, reverse with Watchet dumb hs,  
	    Bridgewater and London cds, very fine and very rare late usage of the maltese cross,  
	    cert. BPA (1994)

41372	 F	 226 1859 (Oct 30) Wrapper from Torquay to Essen, GERMANY, with irregular block of eight   200 
	    1854-57 1d red pl.47 (SG C10) tied by “805” duplexes, very fine and attractive cover  
	    to a foreign destination

41373	 F	 226 1861 (Jan 3) Folded letter sent from Christchurch to to Countess Canning, Governor   300 
	    General’s Camp, Patna, India, franked with 1855-57 4d pair and 1854-57 1d red,  
	    redirected, with ms “On board Soonamookee” and India 1a applied over one of the 4d,  
	    minor ageing, fine

41374	 F	 226 1861 (Apr 27) Envelope from Doncaster to London with block of six 1854-57 1d red   1’500 
	    pl.65, tied by “255” numerals, some minor cover faults and top of block affected by  
	    horiz. crease, still a very rare plate on cover and probably a unique franking (SG  
	    £750 for used single)

41375	 F	 226 1861 (May 23) Envelope from Dublin, Ireland, to SINGAPORE, with 1854-57 1d red pl.52   400 
	    block of nine (SG C10) tied by Irish numerals, Dublin and London bs, peripheral  
	    faults where stamps are over the edge, attractive and rare destination

41376	 F	 226 1861 (Jul 17) Small envelope sent from London to Bengal, INDIA, with 1854-57 1d red   200 
	    (3), 1855-57 4d rose and 1858-79 2d blue pl.8, all tied by London “W / 13” duplexes,  
	    Calcutta and Bombay bs, cover fault at top left, attractive and scarce destination mail 
	   

41377	 F	 226 1862 (Mar 26) Entire from London to HONG KONG, with 1854-57 1d red tied by crisp   500 
	    “51” London numeral, with Lombard Street Paid cds, ms “1/3” and “1d” red hs  
	    adjacent, Hong Kong bs, a very fine and attractive cover to a rare destination

41378	 F	 226 1862 (Apr 8) Envelope sent registered from Rugby to Napoli, ITALY, with twelve   500 
	    1854-57 1d reds tied by “659” numerals, crown registered hs, arrival bs, wax seal  
	    removed and some trimmed perfs, otherwise fine and attractive

41379	 F	 226 1862 (Jun 23) Envelope (opened out for display) from Dalkey, Ireland, to TASMANIA,   100 
	    with 1854-57 1d and 1862-64 4d pale red tied by Kingstown duplexes on front, and  
	    reverse with mistakenly uncancelled block of four 1854-57 1d red (torn upon  
	    opening), with boxed Ship Letter cancel, London and Dalkey bs, some soiling

41380	 F	 226 1862 (Aug 8) Wrapper sent from London to France, with 1854-57 1d red tied by London   400 
	    duplex with rare “SEALED-AS / A-LETTER” and “INSUFFICIENTLY / PREPAID” hs alongside,  
	    arrival bs, missing top flap and folds reinforced, still attractive and rare

41381	 F	 226 1862 (Nov 9) Wrapper sent from Glasgow to Java, INDONESIA, with fourteen 1854-57 1d   240 
	    red all tied by Glasgow duplexes, a pair sealing the letter were damaged upon  
	    opening with another stamp missing, nevertheless an attractive multiple franking to  
	    a very scarce destination

41382	 F	 226 1863 (May 8) Printed lettersheet (price list for animal hides, bones, etc.) from   100 
	    Liverpool to Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA, with 1854-57 1d red tied by Liverpool duplex,  
	    carried via RMSP steamer “Parana,” very fine and scarce example of the 1d overseas  
	    printed matter rate to South America

Auction Bids
The auction bidding steps are as follows:

	e 50 - 100 e 5 e 500 - 1000 e 50  e 5000 - 10000 e 500
	e 100 - 200 e 10	 e 1000 - 2000 e 100 e 10000 - 20000 e 1000
	e 200 - 500 e 20 e 2000 - 5000 e	200 e 20000 - 50000 e 2000
              e   50000 - 100000 e 5000

 Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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41383	 F	   1864 (Nov 29) Entire from Ballymena, Ireland, to Mexico City with 1864 1d red pl.73,  43 900 
	    1859 2d blue pl.9 and 1862 1s green pl.2 tied by “46” Irish numerals, paying 2s3d  
	    for 1/2oz via Southampton Packet, “4” hs signifying 4 reales postage from port of  
	    entry, one of two stunning combination frankings known from Ireland

41384	 F	 226 1867 (Oct 24) Envelope sent from Edinburgh to Alexandria, EGYPT, with 1854-57 1d red   200 
	    and 1855-57 4d rose-carmine (one with timmed perfs), tied by boxed “PITT STREET” hs,  
	    Edinburgh, London and Alexandria bs, fine and scarce desintation mail

41385	 F	 228 1868 (Sep 22) Envelope sent from Reading to Funchal, MADEIRA, with four 1854-57 1d   200 
	    reds tied by Reading numerals, London bs, a fine and scarce destination cover

   1847-54 emBOSSeD

   StAmPS

41386	 H	 www 1854 6d Mauve with good margins and light London numeral cancellation, showing  58 120 
	   peculiar printing flaw affecting a large portion of the right hand side, very fine

41387	 H	 www 1847-54 Embossed 6d, 10 and 1s; 6d with fine to large margins, smudgy cancel, 10d  54,57,58 200 
	   with just touched to good margins with London numeral, and 1s on piece neatly cut to  
	   shape with green numeral, fine (SG £2’950)

   COverS

41388	 F	 228 1848 (Sep 23) Entire sent from Liverpool to USA with 1s embossed (good to very good   150 
	    margins) and strip of three 1841 1d red (touched at top, affected by vert. fold),  
	    tied by “466” numerals, USA arrival and accountancy marks adjacent, attractive and scarce

41389	 F	 228 1854 (Jun 22) Envelope sent to Saxony with 1847-54 6d embossed (cut into at foot)   200 
	    and 1854-57 2d blue both tied by an early use of the Manchester sideways duplex  
	    (issued Jun 1), reverse with Oxford Rd, London and transit ds, minor soiling, still attractive

41390	 F	 228 1855 (Feb 5) Lettersheet (missing side flaps) sent from Tallow, Ireland, to Rome,   200 
	    Italy, with 10d brown embossed (just clear to fine margins, small tear at top) and  
	    1854-57 1d red tied by Irish numeral, Dublin, London and Rome bs, cert. Raybaudi (1987)

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may choose 
to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months, paying an 
equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer's account at the end of 
each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any claims regarding 
his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting 
full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF. 
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   queen viCtOriA SurFACe PrinteD

   StAmPS

 

41391	 H	   1883-84 2s6d, 5s & 10s High Values, fine (SG £815) 178,180,183a 180

 

41392	 H	   1883-84 2s6d, 5s & 10s High Values, Anchor wmks, neatly cancelled, fine set (SG £815) 178/183 160

41393	 S	 www 1883-84 Lilac & green set of 10 with SPECIMEN overprints (type 9), mainly fine, 2  187 130 
	   1/2d mint nh, 1/2d, 4d and 1s without gum

 

41394	 C	   1883 2s6d Lilac on blued paper, mint og, couple of shortish perfs otherwise fine,  175 500 
	    cert. PEGB (1995) (SG £6’000)

41395	 DFE	G	 228 1855-57 1s Green in irregular block of 13 on large parcel piece along with 6d lilac,  72 600 
	    tied by “30” London numerals, with London and Derby ds adjacent, trimmed wing  
	    margins at right otherwise fine, probably the largest known block (SG £4’700+ for  
	    two blocks of four plus singles)

 

41396	 H	   1855-57 1s Green in used horizontal strip of four, with London duplex cancels, very  72 300 
	    fine (SG £1’040+)
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41397	 C	   ABNORMAL THREE PENCE ROSE PLATE 3 WITH DOTS 78  
	     
	    1862 3d Rose BB plate 3, with dots, a mint og example of this scarce abnormal, with  
	    “unofficial line perf.14”, perfs trimmed at top, an extremely rare & important  
	    showpiece, cert. RPS (1973) (SG £30’000) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 6’000 - e 10’000

 

41398	 C	   1862-64 4d Pale Red pl.4, top marginal IMPERFORATE PAIR, fresh, an extremely rare  82 2’600 
	    showpiece, cert. BPA (1975) (SG £7’000)

 

41399	 C	   1862-64 6d Lilac pl.4 IMPERFORATE VARIETY with watermark inverted, 3 clear margins  85var 300 
	    and just touched at foot, vertical crease, mint og, scarce (SG £4’000)

41400	 H	   1862-64 1s Green pl.2 KD showing letter “K” normal, crisp central “165” numeral,  90 300 
	    corner bend at lower right, attractive example (SG £2’000)
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41401	 H	J	   1865-67 1s Green pl.4, Emblems wmk, in block of four neatly cancelled by the Smith &  101 100 
	    Elder Co. pre-cancel with an “S” in concentric arcs, a few short perfs, otherwise  
	    fine and scarce (SG £1’000)

41402	 H	J	 www 1867-80 3d Rose used block of four, fine (SG £220) 103 50

41403	 H	 www 1867-80 9d Straw pl.4 with lower marginal inscription, Bournemouth cds, very fine (SG £275) 110 80

 

41404	 H	J	   1867-80 10d Red-Brown pl.1, Spray wmk, in top right marginal block of showing part  112 320 
	    of inscription, slightly heavy Seething Lane cds, fine and scarce multiple (SG £2’000)

41405	 H	 www 1867-80 1s Green pl.4 top right marginal pair with inscription, very fine (SG £120) 117 40

 

41406	 H	J	   1867-80 1s Green pl.5, Spray wmk, in block of eight with neat Manchester Royal  117 150 
	    exchange cds, a striking multiple

41407	 H	J	 www 1867-80 1s Green pl.5 in block of six, each neatly cancelled with Ipswich cds, small  117 50 
	   corner crease at top left and few short perfs, attractive multiple
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41408	 H	J	   1867-80 2s Dull Blue in lower marginal block of four with sheet no., Lombard  118 240 
	    Exchange cds, fine (SG £1’000)

41409	 H	 www 1867-80 2s Deep Blue lower corner marginal with inscription, light Doncaster cds,  119 50 
	   very fine (SG £175)

 

41410	 H	   1867-80 2s Brown, indistinct cancel, very fine (SG £3’250) 121 500

41411	 H	J	 228 1873-80 6d Grey pl.15 in block of 20 cancelled by “A26” numeral of Gibraltar, some  125 150 
	    creasing and a little perf separation as to be expected from a multiple of this size

 

41412	 H	   1867-83 5s Pale Rose FB pl.2, MC wmk, with neat Margate cds, very fine (SG £1’200) 126 340

41413	 H	   1867-83 10s Grey-Green, numeral cancel, slightly rough perfs at top and a few toned  128 150 
	    perfs, scarce (SG £2’800)

41414	 H	   1867-83 10s Grey-Green on blued paper with Anchor wmk, neat York-Mickelgate cds,  131 600 
	    pressed horizontal crease not noticeable from the front, well centred and fine  
	    appearance (SG £4’800)

41415	 H	   1867-83 5s Rose pl.4, Fenchurch St. registered oval ds, fine (SG £3’250) 134 300

Please review our latest Conditions of Sale
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41416	 C	   1867-83 £5 Orange BC on white paper, mint og, very fine and rare (SG £12’500) 137 6’000

 

41417	 H	   1867-83 £5 Orange CF on white paper, central London cds, very fine (SG £4’500) 137 2’200

 

41418	 H	   1873-80 6d Pale Buff pl.13 ABNORMAL PLATE, with crisp “447” numeral of Leeds,  145 4’000 
	    slightly short perfs at top left, otherwise fine and rare, only about 50 examples  
	    known, cert. BPA (2011) (SG £20’000)

 

41419	 H	   1873-80 1s Orange-Brown pl.13, Spray wmk, in a pair with London duplex cancellation,  151 240 
	    very fine (SG £1’200+)

41420	 C	   1873-80 4d Vermilion pl.15, mint og, light horizontal crease, tiny scuff in upper  152 300 
	    right, fresh appearance (SG £2’400)

41421	 H	 www 1880-81 5d Indigo in strip of three with London octagonal ds, fine and scarce  169 50 
	   multiple (SG £225 each)

41422	 P	 228 1881 1d Lilac die I die poof, dated “6 MAY 81” with “BEFORE HARDENING” hs, very fine   1’000 
	    and scarce

41423	 P	 www 1881 1d Lilac imperf. plate proof on green buff paper, a vertical pair showing   100 
	   “Jubilee” line, ungummed, full margins, horizontal crease through lower stamp, o/w fine 

41424	 C	 www 1881 1d Lilac imprimatur, large margins, mint og, ms “14” on reverse, fine 172 60
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41425	 C	   1881 1d Lilac with OFFSET on front, creating a double-faced queen, part og, fine and  172 var 500 
	    stunning variety, cert. RPS (1997)

 

41426	 C	   1881 1d Lilac corner marginal with paper fold causing partial printing on the gummed  172 var 200 
	    side, mint og, fine, an attractive and collectable variety

41427	 C	 www 1881 1d Lilac showing dramatic plate crack vertically through most of the stamp and   40 
	   broken frame at top right, mint og, gum crease, o/w fine and very collectable

41428	 H	 www 1881 1d Lilac collection of plate flaws (90), some showing dramatic frame breaks,   80 
	   also with some watermark varieties, a scarce and collectable lot

 

41429	 C	   1881 1d Lilac with “PEARS’ SOAP” advertisement in mauve on the reverse, full og,  172 var 200 
	    mounted on the front, light corner crease, fine looking example (SG Spec K8l, £600)

 

41430	 CC	C	   1881 1d Lilac controls selection, with N, O (2), P (2), Q, R, S, U (5), V, W (8,   100 
	    incl. 3 blocks) and X (4 incl. the scarce inverted X), fine

41431	 CC	 www 1881 1d Lilac in COMPLETE SHEET of 240, control X, mint nh, very good condition for  172 200 
	   such an item, only some minor creasing and tiny amount of perf. separation, scarce

41432	 CC	 www 1881 1d Lilac in COMPLETE SHEET of 240, control W, quite a lot of perf. separation  172 150 
	   around gutter and some curling of the stamps, still scarce
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41433	 F	 228 1890 (Nov 22) Mourning envelope from Ireland to Australia, with four 1881 1d and two   100 
	    1887 1/2d tied by Dublin duplex, underpaid by a penny, with “DEFICIENT POSTAGE /  
	    FINE” violet boxed hs and “T 1d” oval hs, further franked with Victoria 2d and 5d  
	    postage dues, very fine, attractive and scarce

41434	 F	 228 1895 (Mar 20) Envelope sent by express mail from Swindon to Gloucester, with red   100 
	    Express label (tied), Swindon Station bs, fine and scarce

41435	 F	 228 1898 (Apr 5) Envelope sent via the Londonderry & Lough Swilly Railway Company   200 
	    bearing two of their 1d adhesives, cancelled by ms “Letterkenny,” also franked with  
	    1881 1d lilac to complete the journey from Londonderry to London, very fine and rare cover

41436	 F	  228 PAQUEBOTS: Group of 4 covers, incl. 1902 cover to India with 1881 1d lilac tied by   150 
	    Marseille cds, 1899 cover to England with 1d lilac tied by Napoli cancel, 1898 cover  
	    to England with 1d lilac pair and 1887 1/2d tied by Marseille cds, and 1900 cover to  
	    Brazil with 1d lilac tied by “POSTED ON THE HIGH SEAS” hs, fine and scarce group

41437	 F	 236 ASCENSION: 1901 (Aug 30) Picture postcard sent from Ascension to Canada, with 1881   50 
	    1d lilac die II tied by Ascension cds and Bowmanville arrival cds, corner crease  
	    affecting stamp, still a very scarce usage

41438	 F	  236 BOER WAR: Group of 19 covers from the Boer War (1 incoming), all but one with 1881   200 
	    1d lilacs, with a range of different cancels incl. Lydenburg, Pretoria, Kroonstad,  
	    Maryborough, Cape Town, etc., a variety of censor markings, incl. a Canadian  
	    Contingent cover and “The Natal Witness” wrapper, a fine group

41439	 H	 www BRITISH EAST AFRICA: 1890 1/2a on 1d lilac, Mombasa cds, very fine, cert. BPA (1988) (SG £200)  50

41440	 H	 www MAFEKING: 1900 3d on 1d lilac with type II surcharge, Mafeking cds, very fine, cert.   30 
	   BPA (1988) (SG.12, £90)

 

41441	 H	   NIGER COAST: 1893 1/2d on 1d lilac in unsevered pair, red surcharge, no gum, very   150 
	    fine, cert. BPA (1979) (SG.7a, £500

41442	 C	H	S	   1881 1d Lilac, a massive accumulation in 2 large cartons in packets sorted by   Offer 
	    cancellation, many 10’000s, incl. a few albums with better material such as an album  
	    filled with die I examples incl. 7 mint examples and a Specimen ovpt, scarce cancels  
	    such as Boer War, stations, sorting offices, etc., as well as an unusual collection  
	    of fiscal ovpts and perfins, Scottish, Welsh, Irish cancels too, perfect for the  
	    cancellation / plate flaws student (Est. e 700/1’000)

41443	 F	  236 1881-1952, Collection of 280+ covers with 1881 1d lilac frankings, with a plethora   Offer 
	    of cancels, markings and usages, better incl. 5 underpaid covers with foreign  
	    postage due stamps, 1d tied by “VERWOOD” s/l with London & South Western Railway 2d  
	    green on cover, a handful of printed advertising covers, some die I on cover,  
	    uncommon destinations incl. Congo, etc., a great lot (Est. e 600/800)

41444	 H	   CANCELLATIONS: 3 Albums containing 1881 1d lilacs arranged alphabetically by the   Offer 
	    town cancel, from Abbeyfeale to Youghal, an amazing lifetime collection (1’000s)  
	    (Est. e 300/500)

41445	 H	   CANCELLATIONS: Specialised collection of London cancels on 1d lilacs in 4 albums (1’000s)  Offer 
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41446	 H	   1883-84 10s Cobalt on white paper, crisp Wet Dock / Ipswich cds, two light crayon  182 600 
	    marks at bottom left, otherwise very fine and rare, cert. BPA (1959) (SG £7’500)

41447	 DCE	 www 1883-84 5d Green showing “date plug” variety around check letter “A,” unused, fine 193 40

41448	 H	   1887 1/2d Vermilion and 1900 1/2d green, massive quantity of used examples in large 197,214 Offer 
	    carton, 10’000s, perfect for the cancellation / plate flaw specialist (Est. e 300/500)

41449	 H	 236 1887 1s Green in block of 20, neat Aberdeen cds, horizontal crease, otherwise fine  211 300 
	    and fresh appearance and a scarce multiple

41450	 C	 www 1887-1901 Jubilee set of 14 incl. both 1s, mint og, with very fine 2d, 3d, 6d, 9d,  197-214 100 
	 	  10d and 1901 1s, the rest average to fine condition with odd bit of toned spots (SG £525) 

 

41451	 H	   1888 £1 Brown-Lilac, wmk Orbs, with cds, boxed cancel and crayon mark, fine  186 200 
	    condition, scarce (SG £4’000)

 

41452	 H	   1891 £1 Green, Three Crowns wmk, in a used vertical strip of 4, FD-ID, with fine  212 2’000 
	    central Belfast cds, light blue crayon markings on top stamp, very fine, cert.  
	    Philatelic Expertising
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41453	 H	   1891 £1 Green with Threadneedle St. registered oval ds, fine (SG £700) 212 200

41454	 G	 www 1900 1/2d Green pair tied on piece by Edinburgh cds on the FIRST DAY OF ISSUE, fine and rare  213 100

   COverS

41455	 F	 236 1856 (Mar 15) Cover from London to France with two 1855-57 4d carmine wmk Medium   100 
	    Garter (one with fault), tied by “33” London numerals, with despatch, transit and  
	    arrival bs, fine

41456	 F	 236 1857 (Mar 3) Entire from London to DENMARK, with two 1855-57 6d deep lilac tied by   60 
	    “40” London numerals, with “franco” hs at lower left, despatch and transit bs, fine

41457	 F	 236 1858 (Feb 24) Envelope sent from London to Bombay, with 1854-57 1d red, 2d blue and   80 
	    1855-57 6d lilac (SG.70), tied by London “32” numerals, Bombay Paid cds adjacent,  
	    London bs, minor soiling, fine three-colour franking

41458	 F	 236 1858 (Jul 19) Entire from London to France with 1855-57 4d carmine wmk Large Garter   300 
	    pair tied by “16” London numeral, then redirected within France with pair of French  
	    1854 20c Napoleon imperf. pair (faulty) tied by “968” lozenges, some cover tears  
	    clear of stamps, several bs (small portion of back missing), nice mixed franking

41459	 F	 236 1859 (Apr 11) Envelope from London to Capt. White aboard HMS Centurion in MALTA,   150 
	    with 1855-57 1d red, 1858-79 2d blue pl.7 and 1855-57 6d lilac tied by London SW  
	    duplexes, with Teddington and Malta bs, fine, an unusual and interesting destination

41460	 F	 240 1859 (Jul 23) Entire from London to Milan, Italy, with two 1855-57 4d carmine   500 
	    (SG.66), four 6d lilac (SG.69) and four 1s green (SG.71), tied by “21” London  
	    numeral, with London, Milan and TPO bs, some creasing and minor faults to stamps  
	    barely detracting from this attractive and scarce high franking

41461	 F	 236 1860 (Jul 28) Entire from Liverpool to USA, with two 1855-57 1s green tied by London   150 
	    duplexes, Boston arrival and accountancy mark below, very fine and fresh

41462	 F	 240 1860 (Aug 22) Cover from Glasgow to Messina, Sicily, with 1855-57 4d carmine   100 
	    (SG.66), 6d lilac (SG.70) and 1854-57 1d red, tied by Glasgow duplexes, transit and  
	    PD hs below, with London, Marseille and Messina bs, very fine and attractive

41463	 F	 240 1861 (Jun 19) Cover from London to Italy with six 1855-57 4d carmine wmk Large   200 
	    Garter (two strips of three), tied by “46” London numeral, despatch and arrival bs,  
	    fine and scarce four-times rate cover, cert. Raybaudi (1983)

41464	 F	 240 1861 (Aug 24) Mourning envelope from Little Island, Ireland, to Madras, India, with   200 
	    1855-57 1d red pl.39, 1859 2d blue pl. 8 and 1855-57 6d lilac tied by “486”  
	    numerals, Little Island cds below, London and Madras bs, fine and attractive, ex  
	    “Emerald”

41465	 F	 240 1861 (Oct 10) Cover from London to St. Petersburg, RUSSIA, with 1855-57 1d red,   200 
	    1855-57 4d, 6d and 1s, tied by London numeral, Aachen transit below, fine and  
	    attractive four-colour franking

41466	 F	 240 1862 (Aug 26) Lettersheet from Leeds to Messina, Sicily, with 1855-57 1s green and   100 
	    1858-79 2d blue pl.9 tied by Leeds duplexes, despatch and arrival bs, very fine

41467	 F	 240 1862 (Sep 12) Entire from London to Constantinople, with 1854-57 1d and 1855-57 6d   150 
	    and 1s, tied by “46” London numerals and Aachen transit, reverse with London, Vienna  
	    and arrival cds, very fine and attractive
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41468	 F	 240 1863 (Jan 10) Envelope from London to Calcutta, India, with 1862-64 9d bistre tied   150 
	    by London S duplex, Calcutta bs, fine

41469	 F	 240 1863 (May 7) Cover from London to Paris, France, with 1854-57 1d red, 1858-79 2d   500 
	    blue pl.9, 1862-64 4d and 6d, all tied by “10” London numeral, with Paris and London  
	    bs, a very fine and attractive four-colour franking

41470	 F	 240 1865 (Jan 16) Entire from Hull to Finland, with 1862-64 4d vermilion pl.4 and 6d   80 
	    lilac tied by Hull duplexes, blue Aachen transit plus other accountancy marks below,  
	    London and arrival bs, fine

41471	 F	 240 1865 (Jan 23) Envelope from Wincanton to Buenos Ayres, with 1862-64 1s deep green   200 
	    pl. no.1 and 4d bright red pl.4, tied by “883” numerals, with scarce French “BEARN”  
	    paquebot cds adjacent, English bs, small tear at upper left, otherwise fine and  
	    attractive maritime mail

41472	 F	 240 1865 (Nov 2) Entire from Hartlepool to Sweden, with 1858-79 1d red pl.97, 2d blue   80 
	    pl.9 and 1865-67 6d lilac pl.5, tied by crisp Hartlepool duplexes, reverse with  
	    Hull, Hull Ship Letter and Gothenburg cds, very fine and attractive

41473	 F	 240 1868 (Nov 6) Cover from London to JAPAN, with 1865-67 4d vermilion and 1s green tied   150 
	    by “23” London numeral, with London, Hong Kong and Yokohama bs, fine, unusual  
	    destination

41474	 F	 240 1868 (Nov 10) Cover from London to Milan, Italy, with 1867-80 2s pale blue and   150 
	    1858-79 2d blue pl.9, tied by “101” London duplexes, with Milan and Torino bs, very  
	    fine and attractive

41475	 F	 240 1869 (Feb 1) Entire from Manchester to Constantinople with 1867-80 10d red-brown and   150 
	    1s green pl.4, tied by Manchester duplexes, with London and BPO Constantinople bs, fine

41476	 F	 240 1869 (Nov 25) Cover from London to JAPAN, with 1858-79 2d blue pl.13, and 1867-80 3d   150 
	    rose and two 6d mauve tied by London “105” duplexes (have been neatly lifted and  
	    hinged back in place), Yokohama bs, slightly reduced at left, fine

41477	 F	 242 1872 (Jan 3) Envelope from London to Bombay, India, with 1867-80 9d straw tied by   100 
	    London SW duplex, couple of pin-holes in cover away from the stamp, fine and attractive

41478	 F	 242 1872 Cover to Ceylon franked by 1s green tied by Oxford duplex, two scarce transit   150 
	    cds on face, Colombo bs, very fine, scarce

41479	 F	 242 1872 (Oct 24) Envelope from Tisbury to the Examiner of Ordanace in Poona, India,   200 
	    with six 1867-80 1s green pl.6 tied by Salisbury duplexes, reverse with Tisbury, Sea  
	    Post Office and Poona cds, minor soiling to adhesives, still an attractive and  
	    scarce high franking to a Military address

41480	 F	 242 1872 (Nov 15) Entire from Newcastle upon Tyne to Sweden, with 1865-67 4d vermilion   80 
	    plp.12 and 1872-73 6d pale buff pl.11 tied by Newcastle duplexes, reverse with  
	    Gothenburg cds and Jason Brothers paper seal, fine

41481	 F	 242 1873 (Feb 27) Cover from London to Italy with five 1872-73 6d pale chestnut pl.11   100 
	    (in strip of four and single), tied by London “4” duplexes, transit and arrival bs,  
	    horizontal fold through bottom of stamp, otherwise fine and very attractive

41482	 F	 242 1873 (Oct 17) Cover from London to JAPAN, with 1872-73 6d grey pl.12 and two 1873-80   150 
	    1s green pl.8, tied by London “87” duplexes, Hong Kong and Yokohama bs, fine, a  
	    scarce destination

41483	 F	 242 1874 (Jul 1) Cover from Manchester to MEXICO, with 1873-80 6d grey pl.13 strip of   150 
	    four, tied by “498” numerals and red “MANCHESTER / PAID” cds, with “35” accountancy  
	    hs, Vera Cruz bs, fine and uncommon destination

41484	 F	 242 1876 (Aug 24) Envelope from Barnstable to HMS Flying Fish at East Indian Station,   200 
	    ADEN, with 1873-80 4d vermilion pl.15 and 1s green pl.12 tied by Barnstable  
	    duplexes, minor soiling, a scarce and unusual destination
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41485	 F	 242 1877 (Feb 8) Envelope from Thirsk to the Chaplain at Jubbulpore, India, with 1873-80   200 
	    4d vermilion pl.15 pair (one with crease) tied by Thirsk duplexes, reverse with Sea  
	    Post Office and Jubbulpore cds, very small portion of back-flap missing, fine and attractive

41486	 F	 242 1877 (Jul 27) Cover from London to Bombay, India, with two 1873-80 8d orange tied by   100 
	    London “94” duplexes, Sea Post Office and arrival bs, fine

41487	 F	 242 1901 (Sep 5) Postcard sent “around the world,” with 1881 1d lilac die II tied by   50 
	    Manchester cds, sent to Wellington, New Zealand, and returned to Manchester with  
	    1901 1d red tied by Wellington cds, with contents detailing the idea, very fine and  
	    attractive combination

41488	 F	 242 1887 (Mar 9) Mourning envelope from France to Catterick, with mixed franking of 1883   100 
	    2 1/2d lilac and French 5c (2) and 5c Sage, all tied by St. Symphorien cds,  
	    despatch, transit and arrival bs, some faults, GB stamp with no postal validity, an  
	    attractive curiosity

41489	 F	  246 1857-83, Group of 18 surface printed covers sent abroad, destinations incl.   Offer 
	    Constantinople, Sweden, Italy (6), USA (2), Russia (2), France (2), Germany (1865-67  
	    9d straw wmk LG on cover with vert. fold affecting), Colombia (1867-80 2s blue  
	    single franking), India and Australia, mostly very fine and attractive covers, a  
	    super little lot (Est. e 1’000/1’400)

   kinG eDwArD vii

41490	 F	 242 Telephone Service telegraph with KEVII 1902-10 2s6d, KGV 1d and 4d (3) on reverse,   300 
	    tied by Blantyre cds, 2s6d with blue wash to prevent fraudulent re-use, some  
	    creases, still rare as these forms were supposed to be destroyed

 

41491	 A	   1903 “Canada Head” De La Rue essay, pale green colour trial on ungummed wove paper,   300 
	    pin hole, rare

41492	 F	 246 1905 (Dec 12) Parliamentary notice SENT TO THE KING at Buckingham Palace, franked   150 
	    with 1902-10 3d, folded in half and filed by the Keeper of the Privy Purse, with his  
	    ms annotations and blue cachet, most unusual and interesting

 

41493	 C	   1902-10 De La Rue 10s Ultramarine, mint og, very fine (SG £850) 265 200

Additional images of items from larger lots may be available 
at www.davidfeldman.com
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   kinG GeOrGe v

41494	 F	 242 Telephone Service telegraph with 1912-24 1s bistre block of twelve and vertical pair   100 
	    on reverse, tied by “ENGLISH STREET / DUMFRIES” cds, a little creasing, rare as  
	    these forms were supposed to be destroyed

 

41495	 CC	   1913 Waterlow £1 Green Seahorse, mint nh, one or two shortish perfs otherwise very  403 1’400 
	    fine (SG £2’800)

 

41496	 C	   1918-19 Bradbury Wilkinson 2s6d, 5s and 10s Seahorses, mint og, 10s practically mint  415a-417 180 
	    nh, fine (SG £735)

 

41497	 C	   1919 Bradbury Wilkinson 5s carmine, mint, very fine (SG £280) 416 60

 

41498	 H	K	   1924-26 1 1/2d Red-Brown in tête-bêche pair, used, very fine (SG £800) 420a 300

 

41499	 C	   1929 PUC £1 mint og, slightly toned gum otherwise very fine, also with mint nh low  434-438 260 
	    values (SG £778)
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41500	 H	   1929 PUC 1 1/2d Purple-Brown with variety “1829 for 1929,” used, very fine (SG £450  436c 100 
	    for mint)

41501	 H	   1929 PUC 2 1/2d Blue with INVERTED WATERMARK, faint cancel, very fine (SG £1’000) 437a 500

41502	 F	 242 1929 PUC £1 on 1829 (Jul) envelope sent registered locally in Abingdon, vertical  438 800 
	    crease otherwise fine and scarce used on cover

 

41503	 H	   1929 PUC £1 Black, light cds at top, very fine (SG £550) 438 300

 

41504	 C	   1934 Waterlow 2s6d, 5s and 10s Seahorses, mint og, very fine, 10s looks almost mint  450-452 150 
	    nh (SG £575)

41505	 F	 242 1937 Large envelope from Chester to Argentina, with 1934 10s indigo Seahorse and two  452 100 
	    1934-36 1s brown, tied by Connah’s Quay cds, Buenos Aires bs, small stain on 10s, a  
	    little creasing, still an attractive and scarce usage

 

41506	 A	   1935 Silver Jubilee 1 1/2d lithograph essay, showing frame without King’s head, with  455 1’000 
	    ms annotation by Barnett Freedman, the designer of this issue, some faults incl. a  
	    tear, some staining and creasing, still a very rare essay
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41507	 H	   1935 Silver Jubilee 2 1/2d PRUSSIAN BLUE, with fine “Westmead Corner Carshalton” cds  456a 6’000 
	    at left leaving the profile clear, superb, cert. BPA (2003), ex Grant (SG £12’000)

 

41508	 CC	   1915 De La Rue Seahorse 2s6d reddish brown (chestnut), top left corner marginal,   900 
	    mint nh, very fine (SG N64(12), £2’800)

   kinG GeOrGe vi

41509	 F	 246 1945 (Oct 29) Post Office Telephone Conference: Envelope sent registered within   100 
	    London to the C.C.I.F. Conference, with rare special arrival cds, with General Post  
	    Office hs adjacent and reverse with Director General of the GPO embossed logo,  
	    filing folds, rare

   queen eliZABeth ii

   The following four lots are Machin colour trials which were produced ca.1970 in preparation for   
	   the decimal-Machin issues. They were printed by the then ‘Harrison & Sons Ltd.’. Pre-decimal  
   denomination stamps were used for the trials with the 8d chosen to trial solid backgrounds, and  
   the 1/- for light and gradated backgrounds. All are with PVA gum (hinged) and without phosphor,  
   and they each have a pencil annotation on the reverse. They are recorded by Pierron, and are also  
   noted in the 12th edition of the S.G. Specialised Volume 3.

 

41510	 C	P   8d unadopted colour trial in deep bright mauve, pencilled “E” on reverse, incl.   700 
	    issued 8d, 37p and 39p, fine and rare, only 3 believed to exist (Pierron GB1481TRf)

41511	 C	P	   8d unadopted colour trial in plum, pencilled “27 G” on reverse, fine and rare, incl.   700 
	    issued 8d, 29p and 34p, only 2 believed to exist (Pierron GB1481TRe)

41512	 C	P	   1s unadopted colour trial in dull olive grey, pencilled “Y” on reverse, incl. issued   700 
	    1s, fine and rare, only 2 believed to exist (Pierron GB1486TRe)

41513	 C	P	   1s unadopted colour trial in mauve, pencilled “3” on reverse, incl. issued 1s, 25p   900 
	    and 31p, fine and very rare, only 1 believed to exist (Pierron GB1486TRb)
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41514	 F	 246 1966 Westminster Abbey 3d and 2s6d tied on black and white photograph of the Abbey  687-688 100 
	    by London first day of issue cds, signed by Shiela Robinson, the designer of the  
	    stamps, unique and very attractive, ex Latto

41515	 F	 246 1966 Battle of Hastings 6d tied on photo showing part of the Bayeux Tapestry that  711 100 
	    inpsired the design of the stamp, with London first day of issue cds and signed by  
	    the designer David Gentleman, unique and very attractive, ex Latto

41516	 A	 246 Unadopted essay of the Queen’s head by Andrew Restall, cut to shape and affixed on   100 
	    card signed by Restall below

41517	 A	  246 1970 Commonwealth Games archive of hand-drawn essays by Andrew Restall (the  832-834 Offer 
	    designer of the issue), incl. unadopted essays for the FDC (one actual size, one page with  
	    different stages of the design, and one actual size on tracing paper), small design  
	    for Pres. Pack on tracing paper, page with hand painted/drawn unadopted essays of  
	    the 5d, eights cards showing the actual design for the Swimming with original  
	    stencils used to create the layered effect, one card of the Running with original  
	    stencils, five pieces of tracing paper showing a variety of aspects of the designs  
	    incl. unadopted shotput, hammer, relay, running and swimming designs, etc., many  
	    signed, a wonderful and attractive archive (Est. e 2’000/3’000)

41518	 CC	 252 1995 Harrison printing 2nd Class block of 4 in bright orange red of the 1st class  1666 6'000 
	    issue (SG1666) fine nh mint, UNIQUE ERROR of COLOUR, new discovery apparently from a  
	    booklet pane

   mODern errOrS

 

41519	 CC	J	   1966 Birds 4d se-tenant mint ng block of four, showing “greenish yellow omitted”  696/9d 2’000 
	    variety, very fine & rare as only 30 blocks were discovered (SG £3’600)

41520	 CC	   1976 Telephone 8 1/2p, DEEP ROSE OMITTED, top marginal vertical strip of 10 with  997a  
	    gutter, upper two stamps showing the omission, full gum and nh, circa 20 known but  
	    possibly unique as a strip in private hands, ex Jalapa (SG £10’000+)  
	     
	    Estimate: e 6’000 - e 8’000
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normal
 

error

41521	 CC	   1998 Queen’s Beasts 26p, GREEN OMITTED, se-tenant strip of 5, full gum and nh, only  2026ab  
	    3 strips known according to Pierron, cert. Brandon (SG £30’000)  
	     
	    Estimate: e 12’000 - e 16’000

   OFFiCiAlS

41522	 F	 252 1901 (Mar 02) OHMS mourning envelope sen to the India Office at Whitehall, with a   100 
	    scarce “ROYAL COMMISSION PARIS EXHIBITION / 1900” crowned oval cachet, with Official  
	    Paid cds adjacent, fine and scarce

   inlAnD revenue

41523	 F	 www 1894 (Aug 11) Large OHMS cover sent registered within London with block of four 1882   50 
	    1d lilac with I.R. Official overprint tied by London reg’d oval, folds clear of  
	    stamps, a scarce multiple on cover
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   OFFiCe OF wOrkS

 

41524	 G	J	   ONE OF THE GREATEST SHOWPIECES OF THE OFFICIAL ISSUES O32, O34, O35  
	     
	    Office of Works 1902 10d block of ten together with a vertical pair, single 5d,  
	    single and strip of three 1/2d green, tied to registered piece by Parliament Street  
	    S.W. cds, an incredible and unique piece. 
	     
	    The 10d was issued 16 months after the death of Queen Victoria, and of the 8’000  
	    printed only some 480 were used. 
	     
	    Expertise: Cert. RPS (1975) 
	     
	    Estimate: e 20’000 - e 30’000

   FiSCAl/revenueS

41525	 F	 252 1897 (Mar 31) Envelope sent registered from Widnes to Liverpool with 1860-67 6d   200 
	    reddish-lilac Inland Revenue stamp cancelled by Widnes duplex, fine and unusual

41526	 P	 252 1881 Inland Parcel Post 6d unadopted proof in blue on glazed card, 92x60mm, couple   150 
	    of lightly rubbed spots, scarce

41527	 F	 252 1897 Envelope sent registered from Stoke-Newington to Philadelphia bearing five   120 
	    1860-67 1d lilac Inland Revenue stamps, tied by Stoke-Newington cds and London reg’d  
	    oval, Philadelphia reg’d bs, a little soiling, scarce
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   ChAnnel iSlAnDS

 

41528	 F	G	H	   1853-1992, Collection of mostly line engraved & surface printed issues all used with   Offer 
	    Channel Islands cancels incl. Jersey & Guernsey, with strength in surface printed &  
	    KEVII with high values incl. 5s and £1, KGV 10s seahorse (single and vert. pair),  
	    plus some later, mixed to fine (STC £7’600) (Est.e 800/1’000)

   JerSey

41529	 B	F	 252 1871 Flown cover from besieged Paris 12.01.71 to Jersey franked Siege 10c +20c tied   700 
	    by scarce suburb numeral from Les Ternes, arrival 21.01.71, bs, very fine, rare

   GuernSey

41530	 F	 252 1840 (Dec 27) Postcard with KGV 2d orange bisect sent on the first day of issue,   100 
	    very fine, also envelopes with a 1940 1d Stamp Centenary bisect on one with a KGVI  
	    2d bisect, very fine

   GreAt BritAin uSeD ABrOAD

 

41531	 H	   Selection of GB Foreign POs on foreign stamps, incl. Peru 1868-72 1d single and   Offer 
	    strip of two and a half, and 1866-67 10c with “C38,” 1896-1900 2c scarlet with  
	    “C43,” Cuba 1870 10c green with “B02,” and Mexico 1903 5c orange with “C65” (damaged  
	    perfs), poor to fine condition (Est. e 150/200)

41532	 F	 www 1849-1915, Diverse array of 9 covers & one part cover, showing ‘G06’ of Beyrouth,   800 
	   ‘BO1’ of Alexandria, ‘A25’ of Malta, instructional mkg ‘Posted After Closing’, plus  
	   some maritime mkgs, mixed to fine (10)

41533	 F	DFE	   1853-56 The Crimean War  Offer

	 G	H	   Specialised collection/accumulation in green stockbook showing a wealth of covers to  
	    & from Crimea, stamps & fragments, showing an array of the rare OXO cancels in  
	    black, blue & green incl. single stamps, pairs & strips, plus ten covers bearing the  
	    cancel, also the rarer “Crown” cancel on stamps & on four covers, plus a fine group  
	    of other usages mostly plus some interesting letters with historical content incl.  
	    hand-drawn map of the British Army encampements around the region of Varna, a  
	    wonderful assembly & an excellent basis for study & expansion into a very  
	    interesting exhibition collection (52 covers & 23 stamps) (Est. e 20’000/30’000)
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41534	 F	 252 CRIMEA: 1854 (Dec 28) Envelope sent to Scotland with 1d red strip of three (SG.17)   800 
	    tied by good strikes of the rare “crown between stars” cancel, with despatch,  
	    transit and arrival bs, rare so fine

41535	 F	  252 CRIMEA: Two stampless covers sent by an Officer from the British PO in Crimea to   400 
	    Rome, with “90” hs, French transit and “VIA DI MARE” hs (different on both),  
	    reverses with British Army PO cds (one with black and one with blue) and Rome  
	    arrival, both from the correspondence of Baldwin J. P. Bastard (also incl. photo  
	    card of him and bookplate), faults to one, scarce Crimean war mail going to Italy

41536	 F	 252 CRIMEA: 1855 (Jun 5) Envelope sent from the 77th Regiment in Crimea to Ireland, with   150 
	    strip of three 1854-57 1d red pl.163, cancelled on arrival in London with “18”  
	    roller cancel, reverse with “BRITISH ARMY / POST OFFICE,” London and Dublin cds,  
	    fine and rare (SG £175 for pl.163 used single)

41537	 F	 252 CYPRUS: 1879 (Feb 6) Envelope (opened for display) sent from Larnaca to Florence,   2’000 
	    Italy, with 1876-79 2 1/2d rosy-mauve pl.13 tied by “942” numeral with clear Larnaca  
	    cds below, reverse with vertical pair 1864-79 1d red pl.210 tied by faint numeral,  
	    Firenze arrival cds, a little soiling, scarce

 

41538	 H	   CYPRUS: 1870-74 1 1/2d Lake Red with weak but discernable “975” numeral of Limassol,   300 
	    slightly soiled and small tear at top, rare (SG £2’500)

 

41539	 H	   CYPRUS: Selection of GB used in Cyprus incl. 1870 1/2d pl.13, 1876-79 2 1/2d pl.14   Offer 
	    rosy-mauve strip of three (tone spots), 1880 2 1/2d blue pl.17, plus 1d red pl.201 &  
	    6d grey pl.16 (trimmed perfs) on piece, all used in Larnaca with “942” numerals (SG  
	    £1’645) (Est. e 200/300)

41540	 F	 252 EGYPT: 1861 (Jul 28) Envelope (missing back flap) sent from Alexandria to London   200 
	    with nine 1854-57 1d reds (SG C10), tied by “B01” numerals, some toning and  
	    peripheral faults affecting stamps, scarce

41541	 G	 256 GIBRALTAR: 1d Pink postal stationery fragment with 1841 1d red pl.12 (creased and )   400 
	    and pl.27 as well as three 1854-57 1d red die II perf.14 large crown wmk tied by “G”  
	    barred oval cancel, reverse with Worthing cds, 1841 1d red not catalogued by SG with  
	    this cancel, very rare

41542	 F	 256 MALTA: 1858 (Feb) Wrapper sent to Livorno, Italy, with 1854-57 1d red (Z12) and 2d   200 
	    blue (Z15) tied by the scarce “M” oval cancel, arrival bs has been removed,  
	    otherwise very attractive and scarce
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41543	 F	 256 MALTA: 1859 (Dec 19) Entire to Messina, Sicily, with 1854-57 1d red and 1858-79 2d   200 
	    blue pl.8 tied by “A25” duplexes, arrival ds adjacent, fine

 

41544	 F	   MALTA: 1863 Entire to CHINA franked 4d orange tied by duplex A25 Malta 17.09.63,   1’000 
	    arrival bs Hong Kong 17.10.63, very fine, an extremely early franked cover to China

41545	 H	 www PERU: 1867-80 9d Straw pair cancelled by complete “C38” oval obliteration of Callao,   60 
	   tiny corner crease on left stamp, otherwise very fine (SG Z50 £400+)

41546	 F	 www PERU: 1877 (Apr 17) Envelope (opened out for display) sent registered from   500 
	   Lostwitheil, Cornwall, to Lima, Peru, with 1865-67 4d vermilion pl.14, 1872-73 6d  
	   grey pl.12 and 1873-80 1s pl.12 tied by “474” numerals, with British PO Colon cds,  
	   taxed “4” with strip of four Peru 1874-86 10c postage dues, reduced at left and a  
	   little soiled, unusual

41547	 F	 256 SOUTH AFRICA: 1900 Registered envelope with four 1881 1d lilac tied by British Army   50 
	    Field Post Office cds and 1887 1/2d vermilion with ms cancel, reverse with Orange  
	    Free State 1900 1/2d on 1/2d orange block of six and 1d on 1d purple block of six  
	    and strip of three, all surcharge setting type 32, opened for display and other  
	    small faults, but an unusual item

   GreAt BritAin - COlleCtiOnS, lOtS, etC.

41548	 F	   1777-1808, Interesting correspondence between two brothers for over 30 years, incl.   Offer 
	    hs from Aberdeen, Irvine, Hamilton, etc, circular Glasgows, different ms rates,  
	    bishop marks in red, as well as occasionally intact red seals, giving this  
	    correspondence much character (56)

41549   (No Lot)

41550	 F	 www 1793-1884, CONTINENTAL BLOCKADE, Specialised selection of 66 entires and covers with   Offer 
	   many from the UK and having past through other countries such as Spain, the  
	   Netherlands or Germany, showing a wide range of forwarding agents such as Dunthill  
	   through the Netherlands, noted French sending from Switzerland to the UK, also some  
	   items from before and after the blockade, most interesting for the postal historian,  
	   fine to very fine (Est. e 800/1’600)
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41551	 F	 www 1798-1858, Pre-stamp and stampless covers (18), some with attractive hs, most going   Offer 
	   to France or Switzerland, very fine group (Est. e 80/120)

41552	 F	 www 1777-65, Attractive selection of 175 mostly entires chiefly from the US or the UK,   Offer 
	   noted a fine selection of French entry markings especially through the Ile de Ré,  
	   forwarding agents include the very rare P.J. MICHAULT oval hs from the Dubus  
	   collection (cover of the Dubus 1989 book), also noted OUTREMER/LA FLOTTE, COLONIES  
	   PAR LA FLOTTE (two types, one is ex Berger), two rare ISLE DE RHE markings (ex  
	   Berger, Pothion), various red ANGLETERRE hs is red, red ESTAFETTE, early P-F, mostly  
	   very fine (Est. e 1’200/2’400)

41553	 F	H	  256 1840-79, 2d Blue study collection from 1840 issue to 1858-79 issue, incl. 1840 strip   Offer 
	    of 5, examples with blue MC, Town cds, strip of 3 on wrapper and 3 single frankings,  
	    1841 strip of 6 with “12” in MC, 5 covers with no. in MC, pair on cover with blue  
	    Scottish numeral, cover to Bilbao with 8 examples, strip of four on cover to  
	    Australia, used block of 8 ex Cawardine, etc., with blocks, shades, scarce cancels,  
	    re-entries and varieties, 80 covers in total, a super foundation for a specialised collection 
  
	    Estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000

 

41554	 C	DCE	   1840-90, Queen Victoria line engraved and surface printed collection of over 120   Offer 
	 H	   stamps (some mint, most used) incl. range of Officials on 5 pages from 1930s  
	    Schwanenberger World album, part I (1840-90), last catalogued in 1933 (by Michel)  
	    and apparently locked away since then, so showing fresh unfaded colours throughout,  
	    few obvious damaged and/or forgeries removed, includes many choice well-centred  
	    stamps and multiple better items incl. the £5 Orange used, several Pound values  
	    (incl. diff. wmks), and total catalogue value well over £40’000 with many stamps  
	    well above the norm  
	    An exceptional lot of great merit, please examine for full appreciation 
	     
	    Estimate: e 6’000 - e 8’000

 

41555	 C	F	H	   1840-1901, QV used collection written up on 93 album pages plus a stockbook, incl.   Offer 
	    1d black pl.8 strip of 4 (close to large margins), 1d black pl.2 on cover, 1d red  
	    imperf. complete AA to TL check letters, 1d red stars perf. AA to TL check letters  
	    only missing 1, 1858-79 nearly complete coll. of plates to 224, 1858-79 2d blue AA  
	    to TL, very thorough section of surface printed incl. plates, attractive covers to  
	    foreign destinations throughout, 1880 2s brown, 1867-83 10s, £1 and £5 (2), 1883-84  
	    10s, £1 brown and 1891 £1 green, high values generally with faults, a wonderfully  
	    comprehensive collection and ideal for further expansion 

   Estimate: e 7’000 - e 10’000
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41556	 C	F	H	 www 1840-1902, Selection of better items incl. 1840 1d black pair on cover, 1840 2d blue   Offer 
	   used, 1854 6d Embossed mint, etc., fine to very fine (Est. e 3’000/4’000)

41557	 F	 www 1840-1902, Postal stationery collection written up on 45 album pages, incl 1840 2d   Offer 
	   unused mulready, stamped-to-order envelopes, letter cards, newspaper wrappers,  
	   jubilee penny postage, post cards, registered envelopes, etc., a mixture of used and  
	   unused, an interesting lot (Est. e 200/300)

 

41558	 H	   1840-1951, Attractive and valuable mainly used collection in a Windsor album with a   Offer 
	    high degree of completeness, incl. 1840 1d black (3) & 2d blue (3), 1858-79 1d red  
	    complete to pl.225 (excl. pl.77), 1870 1/2 pl.9, embossed, surface printed incl.  
	    different plate numbers and shades, high values incl. 1867-83 5s rose (5), 10s, £1  
	    and £5 (attarctive but torn in two), 1884 £1 brown, 1891 £1 green, KEVII £1 (both  
	    printings), Seahorses incl. two £1 green, 1929 £1 PUC, and a fine array of  
	    Officials, high values, mixed condition throughout, please inspect (SG £140’000)  
	    (Est. e 7’000/10’000)

41559	 C	H	 www 1840-1971, Mainly used collection from 1d black, incl. selection of 1d red perf.   Offer 
	   plates, 1870 1/2d plates, surface printed, etc., some KGV to QEII incl. 1948 £1 FDC,  
	   mixed condition (Est. e 400/600)

41560	 H	   1840-1996, Mainly used collection from Penny Black onwards housed in Scott Specialty   Offer 
	    album, some better QV Surface Printed noted incl. 1867-83 5s rose, mixed (Est. e 300/400)

41561	 C	DCE	 www 1841-57, Balance collection of 1d reds incl. unplated blocks of four (5 perf. and 1   Offer 
	 H	J	  imperf.), perf. issues with late use of MCs (8 black, 2 blue), 1d perf. pl.48 corner  
	   marginal with pl. no., used examples of SG C7 from scarce plates 23-26, a faulty  
	   perf. pl.11 corner marginal block of 6, two pairs of SG C10 pl.65 ex Tonna, etc.,  
	   condition is mixed, must be seen (Est. e 1’000/1’500)

41562	 F	 256 1841-68, Group of 24 covers and 2 part covers bearing imperf. and perf. 1d reds,   Offer 
	    incl. large wrapper with strip of ten 1841 1d reds, some registered, some going  
	    abroad, six “turned” covers, an 1858-79 1d on wrapper still attached to newspaper,  
	    env. with “Too Late” green cursive hs, also an Ocean Penny Postage env., attractive  
	    group (Est. e 800/1'200)

41563	 CC	H	   1841-1991, Mainly used collection, incl. duplicated quantities of the QV 1d red,   Offer 
	    1880-81 1d venetian red, 1902-10 1/2d and 1d, some modern booklets, 40+ covers and a  
	    little commonwealth incl. Tobago 1879 5s slate mint (Est. e 200/300)

41564	 F	   1851-1862 Attractive selection of 29 registered covers showing mostly 1d red usages   Offer 
	    with a fine array of single, multiple & mixed issues frankings, incl. singles,  
	    strips of four, five, six & seven, plus blocks of four & six, a wonderful assembly  
	    (29 covers) (Est. e 3’000/4’000)

41565	 CC	G	H	   1855-2000, Mainly used selection in stockcards and packets, from QV surface printed   Offer 
	    to QEII, with KGV seahorses incl. mint re-engraved 2s6d and fine used 10s, prestige  
	    booklets (11), etc., interesting mix to go through (Est. e 70/100)

41566	 F	 256 1869-1963 Group of 60 covers all addressed to Switzerland incl. censored, many   Offer 
	    registered envelopes, mostly fine (Est. e 100/200)

41567	 CC	C	H	 www 1883-1902, Queen Victoria and KEdVII issues, mint and used mounted on 31 album   Offer 
	   pages, blocks of four, two officials, etc., gen. fine (Est. e 300/500)

41568	 CC	C	   1883-2000, Mint stock in one stockbook, mostly QEII but also a few earlies incl. a   Offer 
	 DCE	   few mint QV at the back, important face value (Est. e 400/600)
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41569	 C	DCE	   1902-12, KEVII collection written up on 49 album pages plus a stock book, with mint,   Offer 
	 F	H	   used, commercial covers and postal stationery, incl. mint and used Jubilee from the  
	    different printings incl. unused 10d with “no cross on crown” variety, used 2s6d,  
	    5s, 10s and £1, with registered, maritime, stamped to order covers, etc., a great  
	    foundation for a comprehensive collection (Est. e 1’000/1’400)

 

41570	 C	F	H	   1911-35, KGV collection written up on 73 album pages, incl. used Seahorse £1 green,   Offer 
	    mint PUC £1, mint 1934 Waterlow Seahorse set, with mint, used, covers, cards and  
	    postal stationery with some attractive frankings, a great collection for further  
	    expansion (Est. e 1’500/2’000)

41571	 CC	C	F	 www 1914-82, Postage due collection with mint and used selection from 1914 onwards,   Offer 
	 H	  incl. 1937-68 mint set, 1954-55 mint nh 2s6d, 1955-57 mint nh 5s, etc., plus 34  
	   covers with postage due frankings of handstamps (Est. e 300/400)

41572	 CC	C	F	 256 1936-51, KEVIII & KGVI collection written up on 64 album pages, with mint (incl. 1939  Offer 
	 H	   10s dark blue mint nh), used, FDCs (incl. 1948 £1 & 2 1/2d on ill. cover), and many  
   commercial covers, some maritime, censored, ps, registered, etc. )Est. e 500/800)

41573	 CC	C	F	   1952-69, QEII stirling defin. and commem. issues collection written up on 129 pages   Offer 
	 H	   plus a stockbook, with mint (incl. phos) and used, some FDCs and many commercial  
	    usages (which are surprisingly scarce), incl. express, reg’d env. with Wilding  
	    frankings, aerogrammes, etc., a great collection for expansion (Est. e 700/1’000)

41574	 CC	 www 1952-75, Small section of QEII in stockbook showing the different printings of the   Offer 
	   1955-58 issues by Waterlow, DLRI, DLRII and Bradbury, then later issues on different  
	   papers or watermarks, very fine quality with many marginal examples (Est.e 200/300)

41575	 CC	F	H	   1958-93, QEII collection of Regionals in 2 albums, incl. Lundy, Isle of Stroma, Isle   Offer 
	    of Jethou, etc., with mint, used, covers and FDCs, nice collection (Est. e 50/80)

41576	 CC	F	H	 www 1970-93, QEII decimal machin collection, comprising mainly of booklets, with 250+   Offer 
	   10p-£1 small booklets, 210 65p-£2.50 larger booklets, 37 barcode booklets and 15  
	   prestige booklets (all from 1972-1993, exploded for display, plus some extra panes,  
	   nearly all with 2nd example in order to show cover and stamps, as well as a thorough  
	   selection of mint, with some used, a great collection for the specialist (Est. e 500/800)

41577	 CC	F	G	   1971-93, QEII collection of mint (complete run) with FDCs and greetings booklets (Est. e 100/150)  Offer

41578	 F	   QEII collection of mint postal stationery on 139 album pages plus some loose and a   Offer 
	    stock book of used, incl. embossed envelopes, letter cards, registered envelopes,  
	    and airletters, a difficult collection to assemble (Est. e 70/100)
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   lAte ADDitiOnS

41579	 G	   1840 1d Black 
	    Plate 6 OL with PRIVATE ROULETTE on all four sides, tied on piece by heavy red MC,   1'000 
    cert. Brandon (2001) states "genuine, as far as anyonce can say"

41580	 H	   1841 1d Red 
	    1d red pl.11 to pl.30 used selection with MC cancels, incl. distinctive Dublin MC on   Offer 
	    pl.11 pair (no margins), many with four margins (64), plus slightly creased but  
	    attractive block of 12 (unplated) with neat "865" numerals (Est. e 500/700)

41581	 H	G   Selection of imperf. and perf. matched plate pairs, incl. pl.155, 157, 162, 163, 164,   Offer 
   166, 167, 169-175 and 176, with pl.175 (vert. crease) & pl.176 cert. BPA (2007),  
   mostly four margined (SG £6'005) (Est. e 1'000/1'300)

41582	 F	   Group of 18 covers with 1841 1d red frankings incl. entire from St. Columb with   Offer 
   1d cancelled by a blue and a black 1844-type numeral, envelope from Crimea  
   cancelled in London, covers with 1d red tied by MCs from Markinch, Newcastle,  
   Norwich, Clones (pl.1b), Newark (strip of four), Kilmarnock (2) and Noblehouse,  
   plus covers with numeral cancels incl. block of six on wrapper, a great little lot  
   (Est. e 800/1'200)

41583 F	H  1841 2d blue, a fantastic selection of multiples incl. block of 4 on cover, strip  Offer  
 J  of 12, rejoined strip of 12, strip of 9, block of 10, block of 6, blocks of 4 (4), and  
   several smaller strips, mixed margins (Est. e 3'000/5'000)

41584	 F	   1848-53 Perforation/Roulette Trials

   1d Red pl.74 Government Trial perf.14 mint og block of 28, right   3'000 
    marginal with inscription and showing one extension hole on each    
   row, some heavy creasing, perf. separation and some minor faults,    
   still an extraordinary multiple of this trial perforation, see section    
   CA in the SG Spec. Vol.1
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41585 H	J  1854-70 Perforated Line Engraved, 1d Red QG-RH block of four with very neat Hull   100 
   spoon cancels, very fine (SG £350)  

41586 CC  1d Red EC with inverted watermark, mint nh, very fine (SG £180)  40

41587 DCE  1d Red pl.22 OF/OG imperforate pair from the NEALE'S STEAM PRESS experimental  2'000 
   printing on ungummed paper, with good to large margins, very fine and rare

41588 C	J  1d Red pl.35 NA-OB mint og block of four with vertical SPECIMEN overprint,   200 
   some perf. separation and perf. faults (SG £1'800)

41589 G  1d Red pl.64 tied on small piece by complete and crisp London duplex, very fine (SG £350)  100 
 
41590 C  1d Red pl.36 RE mint og, fine (SG £2'000)  400 
 
41591 H	G  1854-57 2d Blue pl.4 to pl.6 used selection incl. SG.F2 strip of four, AC and TD   Offer 
   repaired plates, SG.F3 strip of three, SG.F4, SG.F5 and SG.F8 (5), mostly fine (25)  
   (SG £5'885+) (Est. e 600/800)

Condition of Covers
Extremely Fine / Superb – outstanding, the envelope shows only the slightest amount of wear, the stamp 

and cancel appear fresh
Very Fine – choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from usage
Fine to Very Fine – normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling
Fine – evident wear, still a presentable example

Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at one side, and file folds are normal for 19th Century 
covers. Also normal are light cleaning and small mends along the edges. They are to be expected and are 
not always described, and are not grounds for return.

More British Empire will be offered in our

Spring 2012 AUCTIONS
(May-June 2012) 

If you want to participate as a vendor, your consignments must reach 
us no later than January 31, 2012 in order to be included.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41585
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41586
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41587
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41588
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=115&cat=41589

